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Overview

Inpatient and outpatient services at the Shat-
tuck Hospital are moving to Boston’s South End 
in 2022. Within this plan, the Shattuck Hospital 
will be referred to as the Shattuck Hospital in the 
South End, and the Shattuck Campus, where 
the hospital is currently located, will be referred 
to as the Shattuck Campus at Morton Street 
or the Campus. The substance use disorder, 
mental health, and shelter services provided by 
five (5) private provider organizations are not 
relocating with the hospital services. The Com-
monwealth has been engaged in a year-long 
planning process to inform programmatic and 
design recommendations for the future use of 
the Shattuck Campus at Morton Street, consis-
tent with the following planning parameters.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Planning Parameters:
• Ensure that the Campus will continue to be used for pub-

lic health purposes consistent with the statutory* and deed 
use restrictions; and, minimize disruption in the delivery of 

     critical services currently being provided at the Campus;

• Plan for a minimum of 75 to 100 supportive housing units 
on the site;

• Provide recommendations that are economically feasible; 

• Engage a variety of community stakeholders to inform     
recommendations;

• Provide necessary flexibility to the Commonwealth in the 
next phase of implementation.  

Above: Participants at the first Community 
Meeting, September 2018.

*Chapter 770 of the Special Acts of 1949.
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Below: Existing Conditions site map.
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Location

The Shattuck Campus at Morton Street is 13+/- 
acres, abutting 485 acres of open space in the 
center of Boston. Neighboring Franklin Park is 
part of Frederick Law Olmsted’s Emerald Neck-
lace and is Boston’s largest park. When the 
property was transferred to the State from the 
City of Boston, the property was, and remains, 
statutorily deeded for public health purposes 
consistent with the statutory and deed use re-
strictions (per the Special Acts of 1949). It is 
just over ½ mile (0.6 miles) from the Forest Hills 
MBTA station, and is accessible by the numbers 
21, 31 and 16 MBTA bus service. The location 
provides a unique opportunity to integrate prop-
erty development with existing and additional 
green and open space.

Purpose

The purpose of this Vision Plan is to establish a 
consensus vision for the future use of the Shat-
tuck Campus at Morton Street for public health 
purposes consistent with the statutory and deed 
use restrictions (per the Special Acts of 1949). 
The Health Resources In Action consultant team 
facilitated a planning process to understand 
current public health needs, solicit input 
and feedback from community members, 
develop a vision for the future program at 
the site, determine Planning Principles, and 
outline Design Goals. This process and the 
resulting vision are documented in this plan. 
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Below: Image from Community Meeting Two, January 2019.

Planning Process

Throughout the vision planning process, work-
ing closely with stakeholders, a set of Principles 
and Design Goals have been created; these 
are informed by an assessment of current and 
future public health needs, three public meet-
ings and regular feedback from a Community 
Advisory Board. Additional information about 
potential programs and services was solicited 
through a Request for Information. Key findings 
from the health needs and services assessment 
illustrate that:

• Substance use and mental health disorders 
have a substantial impact on the health of 
Massachusetts residents;

• Current behavioral health, health care and 
housing systems are not person-centered 
and are difficult to navigate; and finding 
treatment can be challenging;

• Services at the Campus--that are not mov-
ing to the South End--play a critical role in 
the regional public health service and treat-
ment system; and,

• Access to safe, affordable and stable hous-
ing matters for health; and there is a lack of 
permanent supportive housing in the region.
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• People receiving services at the Shattuck 
Campus and neighboring communities 
would benefit from added green and open 
space and improved integration with Frank-
lin Park; 

• Improved pedestrian and bike paths and 
trails near and through the Campus can 
provide needed connections from Morton 
Street to Forest Hills, and to Franklin Park.

Key Findings: Health Needs & Services Assessment

The  p lann ing  p rocess  has  shaped a
col lect i ve  v is ion  for  the  s i te . 

The planning process has shaped a collec-
tive vision for the site, articulated in this Vision 
Plan. The vision provides recommendations for 
a program and service model that addresses 
the findings of the health needs and services 
assessment and reflects agreed-upon Planning 
Principles and Design Goals. The Common-
wealth will use the recommendations in the Vi-
sion Plan to inform a future Request for Propos-
als (RFP). The purpose of the RFP process is to 
seek a private partner(s) to advance the desired 
program of services for the future of the Shat-
tuck Campus at Morton Street.

.
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Vision for the new Shattuck Campus

The vision for the Campus is a person-centered place, designed to promote health, reduce 
barriers to treatment and integrate care across physical and behavioral health and housing 
systems, while also prioritizing connections with the natural environment that are compat-
ible with neighboring Franklin Park.

Vision

The vision for the new Shattuck 
Campus is to create an 
innovative and person-centered
Campus designed to promote 
health, reduce barriers to 
treatment and integrate care 
across health care, behavioral 
health and housing systems in 
a Campus setting that prioritizes 
connections with the natural 
environment and is compatible 
with neighboring Franklin Park. 

20
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The Commonwealth hopes to enter into a Pub-
lic-Private Partnership to provide a continuum 
of health care and housing services at the new 
Shattuck Campus including:

• Behavioral health (substance use and men-
tal health) and primary care; 
• Examples of the types of services in-

cluded are Medication-Assisted Treat-
ment (MAT), including counseling, med-
ical and referral services, and urgent 
psychiatric care;

Future: A Continuum of Health Care & Housing Services

• Permanent supportive housing with wrap-
around supportive services (i.e. employ-
ment support, recovery coaches, patient 
navigation);

• An emergency homeless shelter.

The Campus could also include additional ser-
vices. Examples of potential complementary 
services include: vocational training, an educa-
tion/employment center, a social center, a com-
munity kitchen, a wellness center, gardening, 
social enterprise spaces, a food pantry, or other 
relevant uses. 

The Campus could also include additional, 
complementary  serv ices .
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Planning Principles for Shattuck Campus at Morton Street

• Integrate Shattuck Campus at Morton 
Street with Franklin Park; 

• Improve access to neighborhoods with 
public transit, bike and pedestrian options;

• Increase green and open space;

• Align with local and state sustainable    
development goals and strategies;

• Seek partner(s) to implement a program/
service model that reduces barriers to 
treatment, integrates care within and 
across physical and behavioral health 
and housing systems, and increases the 
housing supply (a minimum of 75-100 
units of permanent supportive housing). 
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Design Goals

Redevelopment provides an opportunity to improve physical elements of the Campus to benefit 
people living at and/or receiving services on-site. The following design goals and strategies were 
generated with community input and are recommendations for future development.

Edges: The character of the edge condi-
tions for the future Shattuck Campus should 
be permeable to inspire an inviting feel and 
to enhance the visual and physical connec-
tion to/from the Park. Priorities include: soft 
edges that feel like a park, no barriers, and 
building a community connection by main-
taining visibility of the site functions from 
Morton Street.

Access: To improve access to the Campus, 
future development will likely require modify-
ing existing entrances and intersections. Fu-
ture development should be universally ac-
cessible and encourage access to the site 
via all modes of travel, including: safe bike 
and pedestrian routes, as well as via public 
transit. Recommendations include improv-
ing the link to Forest Hills with a multi-use 
path, providing increased vehicular access 
to the Campus from Morton Street, and im-
proving the safety of nearby bus stops. The 
unique location of the Shattuck Campus will 
require a creative people-centered design 
strategy that emphasizes access for cyclists 
and pedestrians traveling to and through the 
site, connecting to Franklin Park. Future op-
eration of shuttle services and other trans-
portation management strategies should be 
explored.
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Mobility & Parking: Future development 
should utilize best practices in parking stan-
dards, including minimum parking require-
ments -- typically present in places designed 
with an emphasis on pedestrian and cyclist 
activity. Any required parking, will have a 
shield or screen; consider using trees, the 
natural topography of the site and/or the 
existing foundations on site. Future on-site 
employers should consider incentives to 
encourage employees to access the site via 
public transportation or carpooling. Other 
parking strategies may include: incorporat-
ing on-street parking on the site, using tree 
cover to mitigate heat island effect, incor-
porating bioswales to mitigate run-off, using 
permeable pavement to reduce surface run-
off or other strategies that incorporate natu-
ral features within the site.

Buildings: Future development should 
make use of high-quality materials, a palette 
reflective of the natural environment, and 
balance the scale and character of uses 
and building types. Buildings should be 
sensitive to the surrounding context, inte-
grated with the site, and future development 
teams should consider a 6-story maximum.

Design Goals (continued)
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Sustainability: The goal for the Campus 
is to approach net zero in the design and 
operation of new facilities. Strategies might 
include: using renewables for energy gener-
ation and/or adding a micro-grid; incorpo-
rating energy-efficiency and natural lighting; 
adding green or solar roofs; water efficient 
appliances and fixtures; rain water capture 
and reuse features; and xeriscaping, to re-
duce or eliminate the need for supplemen-
tal water from irrigation. In addition, a sus-
tainable location for the project is essential; 
ensuring future users can replace car trips 
to the site with walking or biking trips, and 
transit use, will reduce the carbon footprint.

Campus Amenities: Future development 
should consider: publicly accessible bath-
rooms (and water fountains); a centralized 
campus management structure to address 
maintenance issues and provide a point of 
contact for neighborhood relations. In ad-
dition, clear security protocols need to be 
implemented to address any incidents that 
arise. 

Landscape: A landscape plan for the new 
site should better integrate the Campus 
with Franklin Park, taking advantage of the 
unique opportunity for park paths, connect-
ing to Morton Rock, and adding passive 
recreation—including healing spaces and 
gardening opportunities. Plantings should 
include indigenous tree and planting mate-
rial and should incorporate original planting 
approaches – like those used by Frederick 
Law Olmsted. 

Design Goals (continued)
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Below: Existing Conditions site map.

The Lemuel Shattuck Hospital, located on the 
Shattuck Campus at Morton Street, is operat-
ed by the Department of Public Health (DPH) 
and serves as a critical safety net hospital pro-
viding medical treatment to many of the most 
vulnerable populations in the Commonwealth. 
The buildings on the Campus were built in the 
1950s and have extensive physical plant defi-
ciencies. Since the time when these struc-
tures were built, medical treatment delivery 
has significantly evolved. The Main Hospital 
building, which provides inpatient and outpa-
tient medical treatment for the Department of 
Public Health (DPH), the Department of Mental 
Health (DMH), the Department of Corrections 
(DOC), has physical characteristics that make 
it cost prohibitive to renovate for continued use 
as a hospital. As a result, the Commonwealth 
is relocating most of the existing medical hos-
pital services, including 260 inpatient beds and 
certain outpatient services to the Newton Pavil-

ion building, formerly owned by Boston Medical 
Center, in Boston’s South End in 2022 . The Per-
sonnel Building was recently demolished, and 
the Service Building houses not only the Cam-
pus heating plant, but also vendor-operated 
24/7-hour shelter beds. In their current form, the 
other buildings on-site are beyond their useful 
life, and will likely need to be demolished. In ad-
dition to the hospital’s medical services, five pri-
vate providers provide critical behavioral health 
and emergency shelter services to thousands 
of people each year. Those private providers 
are not moving with the hospital services.

After the hospital services move, the Shattuck 
Campus at Morton Street site will be substan-
tially underutilized. The planning process for the 
future use of the Campus, summarized in this 
Vision Plan, aims to identify future uses of the 
Campus with minimal service disruption. The 
process was designed to recognize the historic 

INTRODUCTION
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purpose of the property, consider the legislative 
constraints from the initial property conveyance 
to create the Shattuck Hospital, understand 
current uses, anticipate future needs, and so-
licit community input. Recommendations in 
this Plan take into consideration qualitative and 
quantitative data collected throughout a year-
long planning process. 

Purpose of the Plan

The purpose of this Vision Plan is to establish 
a consensus vision for the future use of the 
Shattuck Campus at Morton Street for public 
health purposes, consistent with the statuto-
ry and deed use restrictions.1  The Health Re-
sources In Action consultant team facilitated a 
planning process to understand current public 
health needs, solicit input and feedback from 
community members, develop a vision for the 
future program at the site, determine Planning 
Principles, and outline Design Goals. This pro-
cess and the resulting vision are documented 
in this plan. 

Process 

To identify the future use of the Campus, the 
Commonwealth has completed a process that 
included 7 meetings with a Community Advi-
sory Board (CAB), 3 community-wide public 
meetings, and outreach at various community 
events.

For oversight and guidance with the planning, 
representatives of the Commonwealth’s Execu-
tive Office of Health and Human Services (EO-
HHS), the Division of Capital Asset Management 
and Maintenance (DCAMM), the Department of 
Mental Health (DMH) and the Department of 
Public Health (DPH) comprised a State Agen-
cy Executive Team (SAET). The Commonwealth 
contracted with Health Resources in Action 
(HRiA) to work with the SAET to establish and 
facilitate a planning process as well as recom-
mendations that reflect the values and interests 
of the Commonwealth. 

The process  was  des igned to :

• recognize historic purpose of the property; 

• consider the legislative constraints from 
the initial property conveyance to create 
the Shattuck Hospital; 

• understand current uses, and anticipate 
future needs, and 

• so l ic i t  communi ty  input . 
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Values and Interests for Shattuck Campus at Morton Street

Convene interested members of the public and incorporate their perspectives into the 
recommendations. 

Provide recommendations that are consistent with the statutory land use restrictions. 

Provide recommendations that align with complementary initiatives in the region, and 
minimize duplication. 

Provide recommendations that are consistent with the proposed supportive housing on 
the site. 

Provide recommendations that recognize the public health needs of today and 
anticipated needs of tomorrow.

Benefit surrounding neighborhoods, the City of Boston, and the Commonwealth; consider 
options to mitigate public health and economic problems. 

Provide recommendations that allow for the continuation of services on site in a way that is 
financially feasible for the Commonwealth and the service providers.

Provide recommendations that are sustainable in the fullest sense of the term: economic, 
social, and environmental. 
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This Vision Plan provides programmatic and 
design parameters and guidance, informed 
through a community engagement process, to 
the Commonwealth and a private partner about 
redevelopment potential of the site. It includes:
• An overview of the planning process;
• A summary of key findings from a health 

and services needs assessment;
• A summary of the existing conditions;
• Recommendations for a program and ser-

vice model; and,
• Illustrative ideas, project principles and de-

sign goals.

Asset Management Board 
Role and Process

The State plans to enter into a long-term lease 
with a developer who will partner with a service 
provider for the redevelopment of the Campus. 
The development team will be selected through 
a competitive RFP process. The authority to en-
ter into a long-term lease will come through a 
process overseen by the State Asset Manage-
ment Board (AMB), a five-member body that 

is authorized to review projects and approve 
leases of up to 99 years. The AMB also autho-
rizes the RFP and developer selection process 
(per Massachusetts General Laws Chapter 7B). 
Advance Notice for all meetings are posted on 
the DCAMM website, at the Secretary of State’s 
Office, and with the Executive Office of Admin-
istration and Finance. The following represents 
a typical process for a proposed project. The 
project team may: 
• Present key updates on potential proposed 

projects for informational purposes only;
• Submit a Preliminary Project Proposal; ap-

proval of a Preliminary Project Proposal re-
quires a vote by the AMB;

• Submit a Final Project Proposal; approval of 
a Final Project Proposal requires a vote by 
the AMB.

 
The AMB requires a public hearing prior to the 
Final Project Proposal. Following approval of 
the Final Project Proposal, a Request for Pro-
posals (RFP) can occur. The RFP process in-
cludes a competitive developer selection for 
project completion.  The AMB Board members 
include the Commissioner of DCAMM, the In-
spector General, and three members appointed 
by the Governor. 

Below: Image from Community Meeting One, September 2018.
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Overview: Campus History 
and Current Uses

Built in the 1950s the Lemuel Shattuck Hospital 
was named for Lemuel Shattuck, a Boston book-
seller and publisher who helped create the first 
Board of Public Health in the country. The land 
was transferred to the Commonwealth in 1949 to 
address critical public health challenges facing 
Boston and the region. In its early years, it treated 
chronic diseases such as polio and cancer. Lat-
er, pulmonary therapies and rehabilitation medi-
cine moved to the forefront. Today, the Shattuck 
Hospital treats patients with complex physical, 
emotional and social needs, especially those 
with multiple diagnoses—with an emphasis in 
the treatment areas of HIV, Tuberculosis, mental 
health, and substance use disorders. 

Current Services and         
Patient Population

Lemuel Shattuck Hospital (LSH) is one of the four 
DPH-operated hospitals statewide and delivers 
both medical and psychiatric care to patients re-
quiring multi-disciplinary treatment and support. 
LSH provides long term care services for a cli-
entele diverse in age, race, diagnoses and treat-
ment needs. The populations served at LSH are 
often low income or living in poverty, uninsured or 
under-insured, homeless or without stable hous-
ing, justice involved, and living with co-occurring 
medical and behavioral conditions and/or sub-
stance use disorders. The facility is unique within 
the Massachusetts public health system in that it 
houses inpatient medical/surgical beds operated 
by the Department of Public Health (DPH), some 
in conjunction with the Department of Correc-
tions (DOC), as well as psychiatric beds operat-
ed by the Department of Mental Health (DMH), all 
in the same hospital building. These services will 
be moving to a new site in Boston’s South End 
in 2022. In addition to the hospital’s medical ser-
vices, five private providers provide critical be-

havioral health and emergency shelter services 
to thousands of people each year. Those pro-
viders – Victory Programs, Pine Street Inn, Bay 
Cove Human Services, Health Care Resource 
Centers and High Point Detox – run eight pro-
grams on Campus. They operate independently 
but many collaborate with each other and ben-
efit from being co-located with like services on 
Campus. These service providers are not mov-
ing to the new South End site. The Campus cur-
rently serves thousands of adults, particularly 
people with complex medical, behavioral health 
and housing needs. Many people who receive 
services at the Campus are on MassHealth and 
at risk of homelessness. The Commonwealth is 
committed to working to ensure that the current 
services provided by private agencies are main-
tained within the region with minimum disrup-
tion. A list of the current service providers that 
are not moving to the South End can be found 
in the Appendix.

Location

The Shattuck Campus at Morton Street is 13+/- 
acres, abutting 485 acres of open space in the 
center of Boston. Neighboring Franklin Park is 
part of Frederick Law Olmsted’s Emerald Neck-
lace and is Boston’s largest park. When the 
property was transferred to the State from the 
City of Boston, the property was, and remains, 
statutorily deeded for public health purposes 
consistent with the statutory and deed use re-
strictions.2  It is just over ½ mile (0.6 miles) from 
the Forest Hills MBTA station and is accessible 
by the numbers 21, 31 and 16 MBTA bus ser-
vice. The location provides a unique opportunity 
to integrate property development with existing 
and additional green and open space.
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Above: Shattuck Campus at Morton Street.

Planning Parameters and 
Concurrent Initiatives

Prior to commencing the Shattuck Campus at 
Morton Street Vision Plan, the Commonwealth 
proposed leasing up to 2 acres of land for a 
term of up to 99 years for the development of 
supportive housing. At that point in 2018, the 
Commonwealth and the City of Boston envi-

sioned the concept of siting a supportive housing 
development on a portion of the Shattuck Cam-
pus. The decision to move the Commonwealth’s 
public health hospital to the Newton Pavilion oc-
curred shortly thereafter. After receiving public 
feedback, the Commonwealth decided to delay 
further planning on the supportive housing proj-
ect until it concluded the broader Vision Plan to 
align and integrate the supportive housing initia-
tive with the overall plans and goals for the re-
mainder of the Campus. Given this, the Shattuck 
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Campus planning project has several parame-
ters that the final recommendations must incor-
porate. They include:

• Ensure that the Campus will continue to 
be used for public health purposes con-
sistent with the statutory and deed use 
restrictions;3  

• Minimize disruption in the delivery of criti-
cal services currently being provided at the 
Campus by the private vendor organiza-
tions;

• Plan for a minimum of 75 to 100 supportive 
housing units on the site;

• Provide recommendations that are               
economically feasible; 

• Engage a variety of community stakehold-
ers to inform recommendations;

• Provide necessary flexibility to the           
Commonwealth in the next phase of imple-
mentation.  

To make redevelopment financially feasible, 
the Commonwealth articulated a desire to en-
ter a public-private partnership for the future 
use of the Campus. The recommendations that 
emerged from the planning process and reflect-
ed in this Vision Plan will inform and guide the 
Request for Proposals (RFP). 
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Endnotes
1 Chapter 770 of the Special Acts of 1949.
2 Ibid
3 Ibid
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To inform the recommendations described in the Vision Plan, the Commonwealth engaged in a com-
prehensive planning process which included the following elements:

COMPREHENSIVE PLANNING PROCESS

Convened and regularly consulted with a 20-member Community Advisory Board, reflec-
tive of a variety of community perspectives and areas of expertise.

Conducted a Health Needs and Services Assessment.

Facilitated and incorporated feedback from participants at three well 
attended community meetings. 

Met with and solicited input from current Shattuck Campus service provider vendors. 

Researched relevant public-private partnership and program models nationally, to better 
understand programmatic and financing opportunities.

Generated a proposed program and service model.
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Community Engagement
The Commonwealth recognizes that there are a 
wide variety of perspectives and opinions about 
how the Shattuck Campus might best be used 
in the future. As such, the goal of the planning 
process was to understand the varied perspec-
tives and arrive at common goals and principles 
to meet the needs of a cross-section of the per-
spectives. 

The different perspectives include: 
• Health care and behavioral health stake-

holders including current service providers; 
people who have used services at the Shat-
tuck Campus and other regional behavioral 
health programs; experts in health care and 
behavioral health services and systems; 
City officials, and advocates;

• Housing stakeholders including low-in-
come housing providers, supportive      
housing providers, City officials, advocates 
and formerly homeless residents; 

• Green and open space stakeholders in-
cluding advocates for Franklin Park and the 
Emerald Necklace, neighbors and City offi-
cials; and, 

• A variety of other neighbors and com-
munity members, including representa-
tives of nearby neighborhood associations, 
representatives of faith-based communities. 

The planning process was structured to en-
gage and solicit input from a cross-section of 
stakeholders to identify and build upon areas of 
agreement to inform a vision for the Campus. 

Overview of Perspectives
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Below: Image from Community Meeting Three, June 2019.

Below: Image from Community Meeting One, September 2018.
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Vision 

The Commonwealth has articulated a vision 
for the future of the Campus to provide guid-
ance and direction about the types of programs 
and services required to meet identified public 
health needs and design elements to create a 
healthy Campus environment.

To achieve this vision, the Commonwealth – in 
collaboration with (a) private partner(s) - will 
provide a continuum of mental health and sub-
stance use services, permanent supportive 
housing, emergency shelter and wrap-around 
supportive services for those in the behavioral 
health system. Key to the success of this mod-

The vision for the new Shattuck Campus is to cre-
ate an innovative and person-centered Campus, 

designed to promote health, reduce barriers to 
treatment and integrate care across the physical 
and behavioral health and housing systems. The    

Campus is located in a setting that prioritizes  
connections with the natural environment and is 
compatible with neighboring Franklin Park.

el is identifying a private partner, with a com-
plimentary mission, to work with the Common-
wealth to develop the Campus.

The Commonwealth seeks to create a healing 
environment on the future Campus that takes 
advantage of, and integrates with, the unique 
location adjacent to Franklin Park, while pro-
viding community programming, and fostering 
social connectivity for clients and the broader 
community. This vision includes redeveloping 
the Campus into a community-integrated set-
ting that would provide a continuum of behav-
ioral health and health care services, a minimum 

of 75-100 units of supportive housing and other 
complementary services. The services provided 
may continue or expand on the specific types of 
programs currently provided at the Campus, as 
well as new services. 

Redevelopment of the campus is expected to be 
implemented through a long-term lease of the 
property to a partner, who the Commonwealth 
anticipates would be responsible for   design, 
permitting, leasing, and construction of the proj-
ect and ongoing management of the site.  
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Community-Informed      
Approach

There were many opportunities for residents 
and other stakeholders to share their thoughts 
about future uses of the Shattuck Campus. 
Qualitative data was collected prior to the be-
ginning of the Shattuck Campus planning pro-
cess -- at a series of public meetings sponsored 
by DCAMM, for the proposal to use 2-acres of 
the 13+/- acre Shattuck Campus for supportive 
housing, held in the spring of 2018 (April and 
May) -- as well as throughout the planning pro-
cess itself.

• Comments were collected at the Boston 
Caribbean Festival in Franklin Park (August 
2018) - spoke to over 100 people, collected 
90 comments;

• Community meeting 1 (September 2018) - 
about 70 participants;

• Community Meeting 2 (January 2019) – 
about 110 participants;

• Community 3 (June 2019) – about 140     
participants;

• Seven Community Advisory Board (CAB) 
meetings;

• Key informant interviews with the current 
Shattuck Campus service providers (not 
moving the South End in 2022);

• Meetings and conversations with various 
community stakeholders (i.e. local housing 
developments, neighborhood and faith-
based groups).

The twenty-member Community Advisory Board 
(CAB) played an essential role in the year-long 
planning process. Members of the CAB were 
invited to participate by the State Agency Exec-
utive Team (SAET) based on their professional 
and community expertise and/or lived expe-
riences. In addition to representing a diverse 
cross-section of professional sectors and areas 
of interest, the CAB also had diverse neighbor-
hood and demographic representation. Par-
ticipation in the CAB was voluntary. Members 
advised the Commonwealth and HRiA on the 
community engagement process, served as a 
liaison to their communities about the planning 
process, and provided feedback and insight at 

Developing A Unified Vision
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Left: Boston Caribbean Festival in Franklin 
Park (August 2018) 

key points throughout the process. CAB mem-
bers and their personal or professional affili-
ation are listed in the table below. Where two 
names are listed, organizations asked, and 
the Commonwealth agreed, that more than one 
person could represent the group by attending 
CAB meetings.

Community Advisory Board Member Affiliation
Kathy Brown / Lincoln Larmond Boston Tenants Coalition
Danielle Cerny Stonybrook Neighborhood Association
Zack DeClerk Jamaica Plain resident and person in recovery
Louis Elisa Garrison Trotter Neighborhood Association
Steve Fox / Desmond Murphy South End Forum
Jerome Frazier Grove Hall commercial property owner
Peggy Johnson Commonwealth Care
John Linehan Franklin Park Zoo
Stan McLaren Harvard Street Health Center

Carolyn Royce JP Neighborhood Council
Sue Sullivan Newmarket Business Association
Janna Cohen-Rosenthal / Mike Carpentier Franklin Park Coalition
Mark St. John BACHome Mayor’s Advisory Council on Homelessness
Chris Cook City of Boston Chief Environment, Energy and Open 

Space, Commissioner, Parks and Recreation
Sheila Dillion City of Boston, Chief Housing, Department of 

Neighborhood Development
Jen Tracey / Rita Nieves City of Boston, Office of Recovery Services

Keith Williams City of Boston, Office of Civic Engagement
Liana Poston State Representative Liz Malia’s office
Ethan Smith State Senator Chang-Diaz’s office
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COMMUNITY MEETING #1

In Community Meeting 1 (September 2018: 
Visioning), participants reviewed preliminary 
health needs data and met other participants 
in small groups to discuss the vision for the 
Shattuck campus and future services in rela-
tion to the following perspectives: Health Care 
and Behavioral Health; Housing; Open Space 
& Connectivity; Neighborhood Considerations. 
Each table formulated a vision for the Campus. 
Overarching themes from this early visioning 
exercise helped guide the subsequent planning 
process; these included the following.

Each opportunity for feedback from 
the CAB, and the larger community, 
continued to build upon, refine and 

strengthen key themes and ideas.

• Integration both physically, with the Cam-
pus, Franklin Park and neighboring commu-
nities, including Forest Hills, as well as more 
intentionally integrated systems/services to 
support those receiving care at the Cam-
pus;

• An interest in continuing to provide behav-
ioral health and health care services at the 
Campus;

• Affirmation of the Commonwealth’s commit-
ment to provide supportive housing on-site; 
and, 

• Improving access to the Campus. 

Below: Image from Community Meeting One, September 2018.
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COMMUNITY MEETING #2

At Community Meeting 2 (January 2019: Un-
derstand Programming & Site Options), facil-
itators provided an overview of health-related 
programs and service gaps including recom-
mendations for a model that integrates sup-
portive housing, mental health and substance 
use disorder services, wrap-around support, 
other community programming, and open 
space. Building off the themes identified in 
Community Meeting 1 and the health needs 
data, participants explored the relationship 
between buildings and open space in an ex-
ercise that was intended to help facilitate dis-
cussion and consider integration with Franklin 
Park, adjacency to Morton Street, and impact 
on neighborhoods.

Among the outcomes of Community Meeting 
2 was affirmation among most participants 
for supportive housing, behavioral health and 
health care programming. In addition, Com-
munity Meeting 2 yielded discussions and 
emerging design guidance for the site and 
connectivity to nearby communities including 
recommendations about Campus edge condi-
tions, vehicular, bike and pedestrian access, 
and building and landscape principles. Some 
participants felt that baseline assumption of 
the exercise -- that the Commonwealth will de-
velop the Campus -- didn’t allow for space for 
discussion about making the Campus primarily 
green space and/or seeking alternate sites for 
development. This feedback informed discus-
sions at the Community Advisory Board that 
resulted in Design Goals and Planning Princi-
ples.

Below: Image from Community Meeting Two, January 2019.
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COMMUNITY MEETING #3

At Community Meeting 3 (June 2019: Feedback on Vision, Guiding Principles & Design Goals), 
facilitators presented the overarching Campus Vision, including a program/service model,          
Guiding Principles and Design Goals. At five stations, participants provided feedback on elements 
of the Vision Plan including the programmatic vision, service model, and design themes. 

Community Engagement Emergent Themes 

Below: Image from Community Meeting Three, June 2019.
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During the yearlong Shattuck planning process, three community meetings, seven CAB meetings, 
and five interviews with current Campus service providers were conducted. Residents were also 
engaged through at a Shattuck Partners 5K run and the Franklin Park Caribbean Festival.  Across all 
these engagements, the goal of the Commonwealth was to consider identified health-related needs 
and identify solutions that meet a cross-section of perspectives and the stated planning goals. Sev-
eral themes emerged from the community engagement process.

Most participants affirmed the recommendation for the future use of the 
Shattuck Campus for health-related services, including mental health 
and substance use disorder services.

Residents throughout the community engagement process suggested 
that the Shattuck Campus continue to provide critical health care and 
behavioral health services to community residents.  Specific suggestions about 
how to do this varied. Many community members who suggested that the Shattuck site be used 
to deliver healthcare services to the community stressed that this should include both physical and 
behavioral health services. Suggestions for mental health services included counseling and case 
management services, medication services, and peer and other support group programs. Numer-
ous participants who supported health services on the campus also reported that substance use 
disorder services should be offered, like those currently on the Campus. Suggestions for substance 
use disorder services included detox, longer-term recovery services and long-term housing for indi-
viduals leaving detox.

Preserving and maximizing use of the green space is critical to commu-
nity members. Given the location of the Shattuck Campus at the edge of Franklin Park and that 
the Campus was once part of the park, thoughtfully and intentionally integrating green space into 
the design of the future of the Shattuck Campus is critical. Throughout the community engagement 
process, there were many community members advocating for landscape principles that reflected 
Frederick Law Olmsted’s original approach to the Park design, as well as a significant number of 
people advocating to the Commonwealth to return the Campus to Franklin Park/Emerald Necklace. 

Community members shared several ideas about how to better integrate the Campus with Franklin 
Park including: developing trails to connect the Campus with the Park and adding green space and/
or gardens on site for the benefit of the people receiving services at the Campus as well as com-
munity members. As one participant noted in a Community Meeting: “We have the opportunity to 
do something different with neighborhood involvement that incorporates both the Park and DPH.”  
Another echoed this theme, saying “Park land is a public health purpose for people living in urban 
areas.” 
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Housing (both supportive and other affordable units) was among the 
most common suggested uses for the Shattuck Campus. 
Community members participating in data gathering events identified affordable housing, support-
ive housing, and health-related services (including mental health and recovery services) as potential 
uses for the Shattuck Campus. Across all the community conversations, residents stressed the need 
for more affordable housing in the area.  The rising cost of housing and gentrification were men-
tioned by residents as contributing to the shortage of affordable housing and rising rates of home-
lessness in the community.  As one person stated, “housing is reaching a crisis point in Boston. This 
one piece of land is available and identified for public health purposes.”  There were a wide variety 
of suggestions about how to best incorporate housing on the site including: recommendations for  
low-rise structures with communal spaces and integrated with the surrounding parkland.  Many 
residents specifically stated that high-end or luxury housing should not be built on the site, noting 
that would not qualify as meeting the statutory designation that the land be used for public health 
purposes. At all the community engagement discussions, participants voiced support for supportive 
housing, noting the high and rising number of homeless people in Boston and the lack of affordable 
options. As one person stated, “Boston has a great need for supportive housing.”  Another partici-
pant shared a personal example, saying “I was once homeless.  I got housing, got sober, got hope 
and turned my life around.  Others could benefit too.” 

Community members support a program model that includes services 
beyond healthcare and housing for both future Shattuck Campus ser-
vice recipients as well as community members. Additional suggestions from 
community residents include services and facilities that promote physical activity, support educa-
tion, and provide opportunities for workforce development. Many people, including the Shattuck 
Campus service providers that are not moving the South End, suggested that adding job training 
and workforce development services are essential to supporting the formerly homeless and those in 
the behavioral health system as they re-integrate into our communities. People on Campus and in 
surrounding neighborhoods would benefit if the future service model integrated workforce and job 
training elements into a program model with the supportive housing and health care services.  

Community members stressed the importance of integrating the Shat-
tuck site with Franklin Park and surrounding neighborhoods. Residents 
shared that there should be “synergy” and “connection” between the buildings on the campus and 
Franklin Park as well as nearby communities like Forest Hills.  Residents stressed the importance of 
ensuring that whatever is built on the site is reflective of the local community and meets their needs. 
As one person stated, “not us and them,” Another participant described a desire for “more perme-
able edges to the Campus,” a common recommendation. Participants suggested landscaping that 
integrates the buildings with the park, using pathways to reinforce connections, maximizing green 
space, and not using physical barriers like fences. 
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Site design, maintenance, and safety considerations were commonly 
discussed in community conversations. Some residents mentioned the importance 
of ensuring that buildings on the site are of high quality and good design. As one person stated, “a 
well-designed building could increase public acceptance.”  Many people emphasized that the de-
sign meet state and local sustainable development goals and that buildings be LEED-certifiable. 
Participants stressed the need to attend to traffic and safety issues in the area, specifically high 
traffic speeds and the unsafe bus stops on Morton Street. A key part of ensuring integration and 
connectivity, according to participants, is transportation. More frequent and safer bus transpor-
tation was mentioned often, as was reducing parking and encouraging active and public transit, 
adding a bike station and considering that primary vehicular access to the site come from Morton 
Street.

On-going engagement of the community in conversations and deci-
sion-making is critical. Engagement of community residents in conversations and de-
cision-making about the future use of the site was described as critical.

Across all the community engagement discussions, participants stressed the importance of en-
suring that discussions and decisions about the future use of the Shattuck campus reflect the 
needs and desires of residents, especially those in the immediate community. When asked about 
the greatest opportunity presented by the Shattuck campus planning process, participants most 
often mentioned the opportunity to engage the community, using words such as “engage,” or “cre-
ate a shared vision of success.” Following the year-long planning process, several members of 
the Community Advisory Board noted that the CAB represented a cross-section of perspectives 
and was useful in that it allowed for productive discussion of critical issues and members were 
able to communicate key information back to their constituencies. Several members requested 
that the Commonwealth consider engaging with (a) Community Advisory Board – this one or one 
with new membership – at various points during the remainder of the redevelopment process. 
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Request For Information

In Spring 2019, after having identified a prelim-
inary programmatic vision for the Campus, the 
Commonwealth issued a Request for Informa-
tion (RFI). The goal of the RFI was to solicit feed-
back on the direction of the preliminary vision 
and to:
• Identify potential private partners and fund-

ing sources; 
• Solicit information and ideas about the types 

of programs/services that potential partners 
are interested in bringing to the site;

• Provide broad notice about the opportunity 
on the Shattuck Campus site; and,

• Inform the Vision Plan and the development 
of a Request for Proposals (RFP). 

The Commonwealth used information collect-
ed through the RFI to understand the potential 
models and partnerships that could be created 
to deliver on the vision. Participation in the RFI 
process is not a requirement for the expected   
Request for Proposals (RFP) process; any inter-
ested partner may respond to the RFP. Through 
the planning process, the Commonwealth de-

veloped a series of requirements for a compli-
mentary partnership.
• Proposed services or programs serve a 

public health purpose consistent with the 
statutory and deed use restrictions;1 

• A commitment to collaborate to serve the 
public health needs of the community and 
Commonwealth at large;

• Partnership plans align with the Planning 
Principles and Design Goals of the Vision 
Planning process;

• Partnership allows for privately-run services 
and programs to remain on the Campus af-
ter the Hospital services relocate;

• Partner(s) comply with all local, state and 
federal requirements;

• Partner(s) is selected to participate through 
a competitive procurement process as de-
termined by the Commonwealth;

• Partner(s) is willing to explore, develop and 
entertain new ideas;

• Partner(s) have the desire and resources for 
a long-term partnership.

Public Private Partnership
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Eight organizations responded to the RFI, four 
of whom are currently providing services on the 
Shattuck Campus.

The responses provided useful information to 
the Commonwealth that affirmed the direction 
set out in the Campus Vision including that 
there is a need for both the proposed program/
service model as well as for potential partners 
for both service delivery and for a Master Devel-
oper/Partner. Respondents described a range 
of integrated behavioral health, health care and 

housing programs/services that would meet 
the identified health and service needs, as well 
as other complementary services that would 
support the stabilization of people on-site, as 
well as those in surrounding communities. Re-
spondents also identified a range of financing 
mechanisms to support both construction and 
service delivery costs.

RESPONDENTS Current Shattuck Campus Services

Ascension

Bay Cove Human Services
 
X

Boston Medical Center

Health Care Resource Centers / BayMark Health Systems X

Pine Street Inn X

St. Francis House, Inc.

Uphams Corner Health Committee

Victory Programs X

Request for Information Respondents
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CATEGORY OF SERVICE SAMPLE SERVICES

Integrated Behavioral Health 
& Health Care

Comprehensive substance use and co-occurring disorder 
care*, urgent psychiatric care, Medication-Assisted 
Treatment*`
Outpatient services including primary care, behavioral 
health, case management, medical and referral services, 
mental health counseling*

Housing Supportive housing, Emergency shelter beds*, Mixed-use/
mixed-income housing

Other Complementary Ideas Health center, Vocational training, Education/employment 
center, Social center, Spiritual center, Community kitch-
en, Wellness Center, Gardening, Social enterprise space, 
Food pantry / grocery store

*currently provided at the Shattuck Campus

Overview: Services Suggested By RFI Respondents To Fulfill 
Campus Vision

All the respondents were aligned with the re-
quirement to use the Campus for public health 
purposes and with the programmatic principles 
identified through the planning process includ-
ing a commitment to maintain existing services, 
a willingness and interest to explore partner-
ships, strong clinical and housing partners, 

complementary program/service ideas, and a 
commitment to integrating with Franklin Park, 
adding open/green space on Campus, improv-
ing accessibility and sustainable development.
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Endnotes
1 Chapter 770 of the Special Acts of 1949.
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Health Needs and Services 
Assessment

HRiA conducted an assessment to examine the 
current health status of the area, understand 
program and service gaps in the region, and 
identify ways in which the land at the Shattuck 
Campus might mitigate current and future pub-
lic health needs.  This assessment examines: 

• Key health issues and risk factors for the 
area and various subpopulations and geo-
graphic sectors and/or populations that are 
disproportionately affected by existing and 
emerging health concerns and social is-
sues; 

• The service landscape and gaps, with a 
focus on the populations currently being 
served at the Shattuck Campus; and,

• Strategic opportunities for the future of the 
Shattuck Campus.

Because the current services and programs at 
the Shattuck Campus provide essential behav-
ioral health, housing and health care services, 

those are core areas of which the assessment 
focuses. However, given that the broader com-
munity has interests and needs beyond those 
topical areas, other issues were explored as 
well, to provide a more complete picture of the 
variety of service gaps and potential opportuni-
ties at the Shattuck Campus.  

Process and Methods

Secondary data from surveillance systems, or-
ganizations, and agencies and qualitative in-
formation collected from community members 
and stakeholders were analyzed to provide a 
summary report describing the area’s health 
needs and assets, and strategic opportunities 
for the future. The qualitative data gathered is 
analyzed thematically; HRiA team members ex-
amined and coded data for similarities and dif-
ferences across responses. A secondary data 

ANALYSIS & CONTEXT

Health Needs & Services Assessment:
• Examines key health issue for the area and various subpop-

ulations that are disproportionately affected by existing 
and emerging health concerns;

• Examines the service landscape and gaps, with a focus on 
the current Shattuck Campus population;

• Strategic opportunities for the future of Shattuck Campus. 
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Qualitative Data

This summary includes themes from several op-
portunities for residents and other stakeholders 
to share their perspectives on the future uses 
of the Shattuck Campus. The data shared was 
collected through 
• Three public meetings sponsored by 

DCAMM for the proposal to use 2-acres of 
the 13+/- acre Shattuck Campus for sup-
portive housing, held in the spring of 2018 
(April and May); 

• Comments collected from about 100 peo-
ple at the Caribbean Festival in Franklin 
Park (August 2018);

• Three Shattuck Campus planning commu-
nity meetings (September 2018, January 
2019 and June 2019); and, input provided 
at (7) meetings of the Community Adviso-
ry Board (August, October and December 
2018 and February, April, May and June 
2019). 

HRiA also attended community meetings re-
lated to supportive housing in Jamaica Plain, 
met with nearby residents of a local community 
development corporation, and had discussions 
with experts and organizations providing health 
care and housing services in the region. 

HRiA also had structured conversations with 
key leaders at each of the current Shattuck 
vendor programs. Using a semi-structured in-
terview guide, HRiA aimed to understand the 
services provided, within the context of the 
broader public health services landscape, to 
identify potential gaps in services should a fu-
ture Shattuck Campus not have space available 
to the existing vendors. Conversations focused 
on existing services, as well as understanding 

what future services might look like, given the 
changing public health landscape. Further-
more, HRiA discussed physical plant consider-
ations with the current vendors, to understand 
how new buildings and spaces on the Campus 
might support their services. 

Quantitative Data

Secondary data provided information about so-
cial and economic indicators, as well as health 
behaviors and health outcomes in Boston, sur-
rounding communities and Massachusetts. 
Data sources included: the U.S. Census Bureau, 
American Community Surveys, the Centers for 
Medicare and Medicaid Services, the Behav-
ioral Risk Factor Surveillance System, the Youth 
Risk Behavior Surveillance System, the Ameri-
can Medical Association, the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation, the Massachusetts Department of 
Public Health, Boston’s Joint 2019 Community 
Health Needs Assessment, the Boston Public 
Health Commission, the Health of Boston Re-
port, the Massachusetts Substance Use Help-
line and the Boston Behavioral Risk Factor Sur-
vey, among many others.

Services Landscape

To better understand the existing services land-
scape, HRiA reviewed relevant reports and 
spoke to several experts, including members of 
the Community Advisory Board with topical ex-
pertise. Reports from the Center of Health Infor-
mation and Analysis, the Massachusetts Health 
Policy Commission, the city of Boston (Office of 
Recovery Services and Department of Neigh-
borhood Development) and the Blue Cross Blue 
Shield of Massachusetts Foundation, among 
many others, provided essential information in 
the areas of substance use disorder, mental 
health and housing/homelessness.

review complements the information gathered 
qualitatively and helps to complete a profile of 
the public health needs and existing services 
among those served on the Shattuck Campus, 
as well the existing needs in Boston, the region, 
and the Commonwealth as a whole. 
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Community Perceptions and 
Health Priorities

Concurrent to the Shattuck Campus planning 
process was the 2019 Boston CHNA-CHIP 
Collaborative, a new initiative created by many 
stakeholders-- community organizations, health 
centers, community development corpora-
tions, hospitals, and the Boston Public Health 
Commission. These groups are collaborating 
on the first large-scale collaborative city-wide 
Community Health Needs Assessment (CHNA) 
and Community Health Improvement Planning 
(CHIP) process. Notably, health-related con-
cerns that were identified as most pressing 
among CHNA participants were housing, sub-
stance use disorder and mental health, com-
munity violence, the environment (including 

air quality and effects of climate change), and 
chronic conditions and their related risk factors. 
Many of these concerns align with the priori-
ties that have emerged through the Shattuck      
Campus planning process. 

Understanding perceptions of the residents 
related to health is important because it pro-
vides insight into lived experiences, including 
key health concerns, facilitators, and barriers 
to addressing health conditions. As seen in the 
graph below, the top community health con-
cerns among over 2,000 Boston CHNA survey 
respondents were housing quality or afford-
ability (51%) and alcohol/drug abuse (49%), 

Below: Percent Boston CHNA Survey Respondents Reporting Top Most Important Concerns in 
Their Community or Neighborhood That Affect Their Community's Health (N=2,053), 2019

DATA SOURCE: Boston CHNA Community Survey, 2019
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followed by mental health (42%) and commu-
nity violence (31%); these were also the top 
concerns by neighborhood, race/ethnicity, age 
group, gender, and sexual orientation, with the 
addition of chronic diseases and related behav-
iors as well as the environment. In the context 

Below: Leading Causes of Mortality in Boston, by Race/Ethnicity, Age-Adjusted Rate per 
100,000 Residents, 2014-2016 Combined 

DATA SOURCE: Massachusetts Department of Public Health, Massachusetts Death Files, 
2014-2016 Combined 
DATA ANALYSIS: Boston Public Health Commission, Research and Evaluation Office 

of the Shattuck Campus planning, it is useful 
to understand those community perceptions 
of health by neighborhood; the data in the ta-
ble below shows that amongst people living in 
neighborhoods that abut the Shattuck Campus, 
substance use disorder , housing quality/afford-
ability, mental health and homeless are all within 
the top five concerns.

Population
Rank As 
Cause of 
Mortality

  1

  2

  3

  4

  5
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Through an online survey, small group discus-
sions with residents and organizational staff 
across the city, and a large inclusive prioritiza-
tion meeting with residents, leaders, and staff 
from organizations across sectors, the Boston 
CHNA-CHIP Collaborative identified four prior-
ities for collaborative action. The final priorities 
selected were: 

• Housing (including affordability, quality, 
homelessness, ownership, gentrification, 
and displacement);

• Financial Security and Mobility (includ-
ing jobs, employment, income, education, 
and workforce training);

• Behavioral Health (including mental health 
and substance use disorder);

• Accessing Services (including health 
care, childcare and social services). 

These themes were similar to those that 
emerged during the Shattuck planning commu-
nity engagement process. 

Health Care and Housing 
Landscape 

In Massachusetts and across the country, pre-
ventable health conditions continue to increase, 
and health inequities based on race, income, 
and geography are a persistent challenge. 
Spending on chronic conditions such as heart 

disease, diabetes, hypertension, and asthma – 
many of which are preventable – currently ac-
counts for 86% of national health care expen-
ditures.1   

It is important to recognize that multiple factors 
affect health, and there is a dynamic relation-
ship between people and their environments. 
Where and how we live, work, play, and learn 
are interconnected factors that are critical to 
consider. That is, not only do genes and lifestyle 
behaviors affect health, but health is also in-
fluenced by more upstream factors such as 
employment status and housing. 

In Massachusetts, sixteen Accountable Care 
Organizations (ACOs) and two Managed Care 
Organizations (MCOs) – networks of physi-
cians, hospitals and other health care providers 
– have been selected by the Commonwealth to 
provide integrated health care for their Medicaid 
patients with the goals of improving health and 
containing costs.2  In this context, there is an 
increasing recognition of the impacts of social 
factors on health outcomes and incentives with-
in the health system to address social determi-
nants – like housing. Over 900,000 MassHealth 
members and 4,500 primary care providers will 
be part of these ACOs, which will restructure 
the current fee-for-service payment system by 
integrating their efforts with community-based 
health and social service organizations to im-
prove behavioral health, long-term support and 
health-related social needs for MassHealth 
members3 . 

Massachuset ts  i s  amid  a 
mul t i - layered hous ing s tab i l i t y 

cr is is  wh ich  a f fec ts  many  peop le , 
bu t  espec ia l l y  low- income res i -

den ts ,  sen io rs ,  and  communi t ies 
o f  co lo r.
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MassHealth is also making changes within the 
behavioral health system, specifically to im-
prove health outcomes and quality of life for 
individuals with serious mental illness (SMI). 
MassHealth is restructuring to align integrated 
behavioral and physical health care with the 
Department of Mental Health Services through 
the creation of Behavioral Health Community 
Partners (BH CPs) to coordinate care across 
medical, behavioral, disability and social ser-
vice needs for its most vulnerable members 
with serious mental illness and/or addictions.4  
Long-Term Services and Supports Community 
Partners (LTSS CPs) provide certain member 
with complex LTSS needs, such as children and 
adults with physical and developmental disabil-
ities and brain injuries.

Similarly, a redesigned DMH Adult Community 
Clinical Services (ACCS) program promotes the 
integration with the broader healthcare system. 
The program can deliver evidence based, clin-
ically strengthened interventions, and support 
access to services to assist with competitive 
employment.

It is within these complex system changes that 
the Shattuck Campus, which currently serves 
many MassHealth members and DMH clients, 
is being redeveloped. 

In the future, Shattuck will be operating in a world in which: 

Health care and social services are more intetionally collaborating --- 
especially regarding health and housing --- through Accountable Care 
Organization implementation;

Health care and behavioral health systems are better integrated;

Health systems are looking to expand behavioral health services to respond 
to increasing demand and expectations from the Commonwealth.

Looking towards the future, the Shattuck will be 
operating in a world in which:
• Health care and social services are more 

intentionally collaborating --- especially 
around health and housing --- through Ac-
countable Care Organization implementa-
tion 

• Health care and behavioral health systems 
are integrated

• Health systems are looking to expand be-
havioral health services to respond to in-
creasing demand and expectations from 
Commonwealth.

As the health system is undergoing significant 
transformation, Massachusetts is amid a 
multi-layered housing stability crisis which 
affects many people, but especially low-in-
come residents, seniors, and communities 
of color.5  Key characteristics of housing sta-
bility, including affordability, quality, support ser-
vices to protect tenancy and availability, impact 
the short and long-term health outcomes of indi-
viduals.6  Without the foundation of stable hous-
ing, medical treatments can be temporary and 
costly fixes that do not result in improved health 
outcomes. Housing instability can be a driver in 
high health care utilization and costs. Linkages 
between housing and various health behaviors, 
environmental factors and risks exist. 
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The housing crisis is particularly acute 
among those in the behavioral health sys-
tem. Lack of access to low-threshold, af-
fordable, and stable housing for individuals 
with behavioral health conditions impedes 
treatment and recovery. Without stable hous-
ing, those with the highest behavioral health 
needs end up admitted to the emergency de-
partment or an inpatient unit when their con-
dition could have been managed in a less in-
tensive setting. This exacerbates upstream 
capacity issues such as emergency department 
overcrowding and backlogs for inpatient beds.7  
As such, health care has a significant role in 
partnering with housing partners for solutions 
that achieve the goals of each sector to meet 
its ACO (cost and health) goals. Successful in-
terventions require partnerships among health 
care, housing, community and public health 
partners, among others. 

Public Health Needs and 
Services Data and Gaps

The following is a summary of key data, gaps 
and themes extracted from the Shattuck Cam-
pus Health Needs and Services Assessment. 

Substance use and mental health disorders 
have a substantial impact on the health of 
Massachusetts residents 

The opioid epidemic continues to impact indi-
viduals, families and communities across Mas-
sachusetts. Massachusetts ranks amongst the 
top 10 states with the highest rates of drug over-
dose deaths involving opioids8  and eleven per-
cent of Bostonians have a substance use disor-
der (SUD).9  In 2017, one Bostonian died every 
48 hours due from opioid overdose.10   Beyond 
the personal costs associated with increasing 
substance use disorder rates, substance use 
disorder is estimated to cost society $442 billion 
each year in health care costs, lost productivity, 
and criminal justice costs.11 

Moreover, SUD and mental health diagnoses 
are often co-occurring, meaning people need 
care from multiple systems. In Massachusetts, 
over half of DPH substance use service clients 
report a history of mental health treatment.12 

Substance Use Disorder Cost To Society:
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Current systems are not person-centered 
and are difficult to navigate; finding treat-
ment can be challenging

While the numbers of people in need of services 
continue to rise, the health care and behavioral 
health systems present many barriers to people 
trying to access services. And, some groups 
have more challenges seeking care than others. 
The behavioral health system, including SUD 
and mental health treatment, is currently not in-
tegrated with the rest of the health care system, 
making early intervention and person-centered 
treatment challenging. There are long wait times 
for outpatient mental health and SUD treatment, 
regardless of insurance type, and there is an in-
adequate supply of evidence-based treatment 
modalities, including medication-assisted treat-
ment. More than half of Massachusetts adults 
who tried to find help for mental health or sub-
stance use said they had difficulty finding treat-
ment. More than one-third gave up seeking help 
entirely and 1 in 8 went to the emergency room 
for treatment.13  

Current services at the Shattuck Campus 
are critical to the public health landscape 

Five private provider organizations run eight 
programs at the Shattuck Campus and will not 
be moving with the Shattuck Hospital to the 
South End. Thousands of unique clients, partic-
ularly people with complex medical, behavior-
al health and housing needs, receive services 
from these organizations. These private provid-
er-run programs play a critical role in the behav-
ioral health service landscape, providing sub-
stance use and mental health services, as well 
as shelter programs. When Long Island closed 
in 2014, the Campus became more essential 
as the regional system lost both emergency 
shelter and behavioral health treatment beds. 
If the future Shattuck Campus were not to plan 
for these types of services, the gap in behav-
ioral health services in the City and the region 
would further increase. Future development 
should account for the continuity of these vital 
services, with minimal disruption at the Shattuck 
Campus. Furthermore, current service providers 
described benefits of being co-located with the 
hospital and other like-services because the 
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people being served at the Shattuck have com-
plex medical needs and are often challenging to 
reach. The programs utilize other services on-
site at the Campus to fill specific client needs 
that cannot be filled by a single program alone 
and would like the future Campus to have a 
comprehensive array of integrated services to 
best support patients. 

The availability of specific levels of substance 
use disorder services and the need for each 
type at any given point in time, is difficult to 
assess. For years, individuals and families re-
ported long wait times and difficulty accessing 
CSS and TSS services.14  As of October 2019, 
there were 5% more CSS (988) and TSS (382) 
beds than ATS beds (1,309) statewide15 . Over 
1000 new Licensed Beds/Programs/Homes 
have been added since 20151617   and the Com-
monwealth continues to make investments to 
improve systems, address payment challenges 
and increase access to care.

Inpatient Detoxification, or Acute Treatment 
Services (ATS) is the first step toward recovery 
for people who need medical management or 
who will go through withdrawal. Detox services 
provide 3-5 days of 24-hour care and monitoring 
for withdrawal. Medical management might be 
needed. Inpatient detoxification allows a patient 
to be closely monitored and given medication to 
manage withdrawal. Six (6) programs are within 
a 5-mile radius of Shattuck Campus; one (1) of 
these programs – Andrew House - is currently 
at the Shattuck Campus. High Point Detox, also 
located at the Shattuck Campus, is a Section 
35 Women’s Addiction Treatment program  for 
women civilly committed with services that in-
clude detoxification and clinical stabilization. In 
2019, with permission from the Commonwealth, 
the facility will also begin accepting referrals 
from community-based programs.

Clinical Stabilization/Step down (CSS) 
are “step down” services that offer 24-hour 
treatment for people who need a safe and struc-
tured setting to support their recovery after de-
toxification. Services include nursing support, 
case management, education and counsel-

ing, and aftercare planning. These programs 
help to bridge services between detoxification 
and rehabilitation programs. One (1) program is 
within a 5-mile radius of Shattuck Campus.

Transitional Support Services (TSS) pro-
vides up to 30 days of residential services for 
people who need a safe and structured setting 
to support their recovery after detoxification. 
These programs are designed to help those 
who need services between acute treatment 
and residential rehabilitation, outpatient or other 
aftercare. There are very few of these programs 
statewide. Two are within a 5-mile radius of 
Shattuck Campus; one (1) of these programs 
– Women’s Hope -- is currently at the Shattuck 
Campus.

Medication-Assisted Treatment (MAT) is an 
effective outpatient, evidence-based treatment 
option that helps reduce cravings for opioids or 
alcohol and reduces withdrawal symptoms. MAT 
programs provide medication, like methadone, 
buprenorphine, and injectable naltrexone. They 
also provide other medical and support ser-
vices. All MAT medications require supervision 
by a licensed professional or program. Treat-
ment can be short-term or long-term. Some pro-
grams offer outpatient detox or short-term MAT 
services. Some inpatient programs offer MAT 
that is continued after the patient leaves the 
treatment program (and becomes outpatient). 
In the Commonwealth, MAT providers are heav-
ily concentrated in the most densely populated 
areas of the state and the majority are clustered 
in eastern Massachusetts. There are 5 Metha-
done Clinics in Boston.18  Health Care Resource 
Center provides MAT at the Shattuck Campus. 
Almost 80% of active patients at HRCR live in 
Boston (21% Dorchester; 13% Jamaica Plain; 
10% Roxbury; 8% Roslindale; 7% Mattapan).19  
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Counseling and Outpatient Services pro-
vides assessment and treatment for adults and 
adolescents, their families, and/or their partners 
who are affected by addiction. Services are in a 
community-based setting. Counseling and ther-
apy usually happen up to 3 times per week. The 
goal is to help people gain and maintain skills 
for recovery. Services can be for individuals, 
groups, and families. Forty-four (44) programs 
are within a 5-mile radius of Shattuck Campus; 
One (1) of these programs, operated by the 
Pine Street Inn, is located at the Shattuck Cam-
pus (Pine Street Inn and hopeFound merged in 
2012).

Geography

Boston’s South End has a high concentration 
of behavioral and homeless services. Uninten-
tional opioid overdose rates are highest in the 
South End, which is more than twice the rate 
compared to Boston overall (277.6 patient en-
counters per 100,000 population). In 2017, Bos-
ton Medical Center (BMC) had both the highest 
proportion of opioid-related ED discharges and 
the greatest absolute volume of ED discharg-
es.20  Two of the five OTP methadone treatment 
facilities in Boston are in zipcode 02118 (South 
End).

Behav io ra l  hea l th  and  homeless 
se rv ices  a re  expens ive  to  opera te 
and  di f f icu l t  to  s i te . 

Behavioral health and homeless services 
are expensive to operate and difficult to site 

All the vendor programs expressed concern 
that – should a future version of the Shattuck 
Campus be planned without space for these 
services  – they will be unable to relocate to 
another place in Boston. Programs raised con-
cerns about the challenges with getting com-
munity support for siting programs that serve 
people will behavioral health diagnoses and are 
homeless or housing unstable. Most of the pro-
grams have experience trying to open programs 
in other parts of Boston and noted that they 
were delayed for years before being operational 
due to permitting challenges. Some programs 
noted that reimbursement rates, rent in Boston, 
and the high cost of providing quality services 
to clients, makes operating their programs very 
challenging. Many noted being unable or unwill-
ing to expand their services – despite the de-
mand – because they are unable to cover the 
cost of providing the services. In this context, all 
the programs expressed that: should space be 
available in the future on site, that planning for 
phased-in construction and minimal disruption 
of services, is essential.
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Access to safe, affordable, stable housing 
matters for health

There are four pathways to connecting housing 
and health: stability, affordability, quality and 
safety, and neighborhood.21  Improving hous-
ing access across these pathways will lead to 
improved health outcomes and reduced health 
care costs, particularly among chronically 
homeless people.22  In 2018, there were over 
6,000 residents that were counted as homeless-
ness or housing unstable in Boston and over 
17,000 in Massachusetts.23  These data may not 
account for residents who are temporarily with-
out a permanent address and are staying with 
friends or in their car.  Among those identified, 

The Four Pathways Connecting Housing & Health: 

most homeless residents were staying in emer-
gency shelters (5,427 individuals), followed by 
transitional shelters (598 individuals), and un-
sheltered housing (163 individuals). Among 
this homeless population, four in ten homeless 
residents identified as Black (45.1%), 36.1% as 
white, and 17.0% as two or more races. More 
than 35% identified as Latino (any race).
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DATA SOURCE: U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, Continuums of Care, HUD 2018 
Continuum of Care Homeless Assistance Programs Homeless Populations and Sub Populations, 2018

NOTE: Safe Haven programs are included in the Transitional Housing category

Homeless Individuals in Boston, 2018

The City of Boston has steadily increased the 
number of housing units for homeless individ-
uals by targeting resources and committing to 
new investments. Despite considerable prog-
ress in the last few years, the demand for shelter 
services has increased. 

Lack of access to affordable and stable 
housing is a compounding issue for indi-
viduals struggling with a behavioral health 
condition in Massachusetts.24  People navi-
gating the behavioral health systems are often 
homeless or housing unstable which makes 
their health conditions difficult to treat. Clients 
leaving intensive treatment settings who do not 

have adequate housing to support their recov-
ery have a significantly higher risk of relapse25   
and people who are chronically homeless face 
substantially higher morbidity in terms of both 
physical and mental health and increased mor-
tality.26 27   
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Supportive housing is a critical strategy 
for addressing chronic homelessness, and 
there isn’t enough of it

There are 12 homeless shelters in Boston for in-
dividuals, providing approximately 1,850 beds. 
Four shelters serve both men and women, 4 
shelters serve only men, and 4 shelters serve 
only women. 1,067 of the 1,850 beds for home-
less men and women are in zip codes 02118 
and 02119 (South End / Roxbury).28 

The Pine Street Inn (PSI) Shattuck Shelter serves 
125 men (130 during winter overflow) per night 
in its low barrier emergency homeless shelter.  

In addition to clean, safe shelter – Pine Street 
Inn Shattuck Shelter provides access to veter-
an services, specialized housing placement for 
chronically homeless guests, workforce devel-
opment programs, mental health counseling 
and case management, and rapid re-housing 
services.  Boston Health Care for the Homeless 
also operates a health clinic on-site. Given the 
homelessness needs, the city, region and state 
cannot lose the 125 beds provided by PSI for 
emergency shelter services.

However, nearly all the current Shattuck 
service providers interviewed, including 
Pine Street Inn, discussed permanent sup-
portive housing (PSH) as the core strategy 
to eliminating chronic homelessness and 

stabilizing people in recovery. Several of 
the Shattuck vendors operate supportive hous-
ing, and all identified a shortage of supportive 
housing units as a significant barrier to keeping 
people that are in the behavioral health system 
stable and healthy. Program leaders noted that 
low-threshold housing is necessary because 
many people in the behavioral health system 
are actively using substances, have CORIs, or 
other barriers that prohibit them from accessing 
other types of housing. In Eastern Massachu-
setts, there is an identified need for 4,354 units 
of permanent supportive housing for chron-
ically homeless individuals, homeless families, 
and people with SUD and mental health condi-

tions.29  New research shows there is approxi-
mately $11,000+ annual savings per person in 
public health care costs after chronically home-
less adults move into supportive housing.30 
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People receiving services at the Campus 
and neighboring communities would ben-
efit from added green and open space at 
the Shattuck Campus, and improved inte-
gration with Franklin Park

Green and open spaces promote mental and 
physical health. People who live in areas with 
more green space have less anxiety, stress and 
depression, and greater well-being compared 
to those with less green space.31  Furthermore, 
the natural and built environment of parks, play-
grounds, recreation centers, and walking paths 
support physical activity by providing places for 
people to engage in exercise and active play.32  

Approximately 21% percent of Boston neigh-
borhoods, excluding the Harbor Islands and in-
cluding ponds and reservoirs, are open space, 
consisting of cemeteries and burying grounds; 
community gardens; malls, squares, and pla-
zas; parks, playgrounds and athletic fields; 
parkway, reservations, and beaches; and urban 
wilds and nature areas.33  Jamaica Plain (37%) 
and Hyde Park (34%) have the highest percent-

ages of land consisting of open space, while 
the South End (5%) and Roxbury (9%) have the 
least.34 

The Shattuck Campus sits between the Forest 
Hills Cemetery and Franklin Park, a 485-acre 
park designed by Frederick Law Olmsted. Es-
tablished in 1885, Franklin Park includes a 
woodland preserve, recreational areas, the 
Franklin Park Zoo, White Stadium, a golf course 
and open space.35  

Some evidence from the United Kingdom shows 
that access to or views of open space can im-
prove patient recovery times and the amount of 
medication that some patients require. And, in-
dividuals who live closer to open space seem 
to be more effective in managing major life is-
sues, coping with poverty, and performing bet-
ter in cognitive tasks.36  The proximity of Shat-
tuck Campus to Franklin Park is a great asset 
and there is ample opportunity to redevelop the 
Campus to increase access to green and open 
space.
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General Open Space by Type and Neighborhood, 2017
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Improved pedestrian and bike connections 
near and through the Shattuck Campus can 
provide needed connections from Morton 
Street to Forest Hills, and to Franklin Park
.
Residents in subsidized-cost housing often 
have complex needs that necessitate a variety 
of supportive services.  Transportation access is 
integral to these residents being able to connect 
with those services as well as key destinations 
such as work, grocery stores, child care, and 
medical services.37  Given that many of the peo-
ple who access services at the Shattuck Cam-
pus rely on public transportation and that there 
will be supportive housing on site, planning for 
improved access to the site is important. 

Six of the eight programs are in-patient and 
operate 24 hours/day, some staff arrive at and 
leave the Campus at hours when public trans-
portation is not running. Some of the programs 
own vans that they use to transport clients be-
tween program sites. However, most people 
that access services at the Shattuck Campus 
– and many staff – arrive by means other than a 
car. The Department of Public Health currently 
runs a shuttle from offsite surplus parking site 
and to Forest Hills MBTA station, and to Shat-
tuck Campus. The Campus is 0.6 miles to For-
est Hills T Station.  Current MBTA bus service 
includes the #16 bus via Jewish War Veterans 
Pkwy and the #21 and #31 buses on Morton 
Street. Bike path connections are planned from 
Forest Hills to Franklin Park. 

MAPC Proposed Bike Trails for Improved Connectivity near 
Shattuck Campus
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Bike trails. There are bike trails that run along 
the edge of the Shattuck Campus and through 
Franklin Park. However, connectivity between 
existing bike lanes is inadequate; according to 
some community members, leaving the site on 
bike and heading towards Forest Hills, specifi-
cally on Morton Street can be quite dangerous. 
Proposed bike lanes – seen on the map from 
the Metropolitan Area Planning Council’s Trail 
Map42   -- would improve connectivity. The dot-
ted lines indicate a proposed route. Pedestrian 
and bike connections and greenways in this 
area and across Boston will improve access to 
open space, transit and jobs, promote active 
recreation and improve climate change resil-
ience.43  

Walkability. The Walk Score walkability index 
ranges from 0 to 100, based on walking routes 
to local destinations such as grocery stores, 
parks, schools, and store outlets. While Boston 
has an overall walk score of 81, the Shattuck 
Campus currently has a walk score of 39.38  It 
is understood that to increase walkability at 
the site, substantial access improvements will 
be required, including bike and pedestrian              
infrastructure.

Public transportation. Over a third of Metro 
Boston jobs (37%) are within a half-mile of an 
MBTA transit or commuter rail station.39   The 
Shattuck Campus is within a 15-minute walking 
distance of the Forest Hills T station with access 
to both the MBTA Orange Line and the Need-
ham Commuter Rail Line. Eight MBTA bus lines 
stop within a half-mile of the Shattuck Cam-
pus (16, 21, 31, 32, 34, 36, 38, 195).40  34% of 
Boston residents do not own a car and 42% of 
Boston residents want mobility and open space 
improvements in their neighborhood.41  
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Opportunities at the Shattuck Campus

Future development at the Shattuck Campus can address systems and service gaps as well as 
incorporate design elements that will meet the needs of future Campus clients and people that live 
nearby. The following are specific opportunities in which – and in partnership with the Common-
wealth – a private partner can build upon in order to achieve the articulated Campus Vision:  

Capitalize on recent health system transformations and the shift towards more integrated 
models of care.

In a dynamic and changing health care environment, health care and social services across Massa-
chusetts are more intentionally collaborating at the intersection of health and housing. Furthermore, 
health systems are looking to expand and better integrate behavioral health services to respond 
to increasing demand and expectations from both patients and policymakers. Health systems in 
Boston and across the country are looking at ways to invest in the communities they serve to lift res-
idents, help create career pathways for low-income, minority, and hard-to-employ populations; and 
begin to transform neighborhoods.44  Within this context, there is an opportunity to create a Campus 
that meets current public health needs but leads the region in a service delivery model that is unlike 
the current disparate model in that it is collaborative, integrated and person-centered.  

Address an urgent public health crisis by continuing to serve the population cur-
rently receiving services from private provider organizations at the Shattuck today 
and maintaining critical health care and behavioral health services in an integrated 
model; while providing housing to address a critical health determinant.

The Commonwealth must continue to address the urgent behavioral health crises facing our state 
by continuing to serve the chronically homeless and behavioral health population currently receiving 
services at the Shattuck today. There is an opportunity to increase the quality of care and improve 
outcomes by designing a person-centered Campus that integrates medical and behavioral health 
care and has the advantage of co-location of key services.
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Enhance the quality of care and improve outcomes by designing a person-centered 
Campus that integrates medical and behavioral health care and has the advantage 
of the co-location of key services.

Many programs noted that step-down programs are critical as people navigate through the con-
tinuum of care on the path to recovery. The ability to stay in recovery can be impacted by the diffi-
cult transition periods between programs. Future programs should have both co-located treatment 
across the continuum of care with case management and an ability to connect people to low-barrier 
shelter and supportive housing. Programs that integrate opportunities for job training and work-
force development for clients and members of the surrounding community on the site could help to 
achieve a more holistic approach to long-term recovery and stabilization. Partnerships with nearby 
organizations may also help promote career pathways for people receiving services at the Shattuck 
Campus. Future use of the site can build upon assets to address current and future needs, provide 
a healing environment with access to green and open spaces for people receiving services on-site 
as well as the broader community, and enhance integration and connectivity with Franklin Park and 
surrounding communities.

A thoughtful building and landscape design will provide a healing environment with access to green 
and open spaces for people receiving services on-site and the broader community; thoughtful de-
sign can contribute to the goal of increasing access to permanent supportive housing while more 
holistically serving the public health needs of the region. 
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This section encompasses a broad view of ex-
isting conditions at the Shattuck Campus at 
Morton Street.  It starts with the location of and 
context of the Shattuck Campus, with a review 
of history and the cultural legacy of two pio-
neers, Lemuel Shattuck and Frederick Law Ol-
msted. Their work and legacy have informed the 
development of the Shattuck and its environs. 
The physical conditions of the site, buildings, 
infrastructure and nearby surroundings, are dis-
cussed. The planning context for the future of 
the Shattuck Campus is considered with an ex-
amination of sustainability and resilience issues, 
along with the regulatory framework, and spatial 
needs for the retention of existing services and 
supportive housing.     

lin Park.  On the south side of Morton Street, 
opposite the Shattuck Campus, is Forest Hill 
Cemetery, a historic 275-acre cemetery. The 
Campus was formed when the City of Boston 
transferred 13+/- acres of land on Morton Street 
to the Commonwealth for public health purpos-
es consistent with the statutory and deed use 
restrictions.1  To meet the public health needs of 
the time, the Commonwealth created a campus 
and hospital, per Special Acts of 1949.

The site stretches for over a quarter mile 
(1,384.92 feet) along Morton Street (the wester-
ly bound). The Campus boundary facing Circuit 
Drive extends for a similar distance of 1,350.43 
feet (the easterly bound).  The perimeter bound-
ary of the Shattuck Campus is set back from 
Circuit Drive at least twenty feet, and in places 
the boundary is thirty feet or more from the edge 
of Circuit Drive. Much of this space includes 
substantial topographic change.  The northerly 
boundary of the site extends 298.06 feet, and 
the southerly boundary measures 458.15 feet.  

The Shattuck Campus on Morton Street is lo-
cated in an “in between” area amongst several 
neighborhoods.  The US Postal Service lists the 
address in Jamaica Plain.  The City of Boston 
Planning and Development Agency places the 
Shattuck Campus in the Mattapan neighbor-
hood for zoning.  And, residents in other neigh-
borhoods, such as Grove Hall and Dorchester 
are connected to the Shattuck.  In addition, his-
torically, the Campus has been a part of both 
the Roxbury neighborhood, and the West Rox-
bury neighborhood.   

Today, the Shattuck Campus on Morton Street 
provides physical and behavioral health ser-
vices, serves as the hospital unit for the De-
partment of Corrections, provides space for a 
range of addiction and substance use disorder 
services, including detox and residential rehabil-
itation, and a 125-bed homeless shelter.

EXISTING CONDITIONS OVERVIEW

Above: Shattuck Campus location. McCabe        
Enterprises Team. 

The Shattuck Campus Site  
and Context

The Shattuck Campus is located at 170 Morton 
Street, 0.6 miles east of the Forest Hills MBTA 
station.  Morton Street is part of Frederick Law 
Olmsted’s Emerald Necklace. The Shattuck 
Campus is surrounded on three sides by Frank-
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Endnotes
1 Chapter 770 of the Special Acts of 1949.
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Policy and Regulatory &  
Program Background

For any project and site such as the Shattuck 
Campus, it is important to assess existing con-
ditions and needs, and to also understand the 
larger planning context.  The Shattuck Campus 
is a Commonwealth asset and provides ser-
vices to residents of Boston and eastern Mas-
sachusetts; the Shattuck Campus is a regional 
resource.  A review of prior state, regional and 
city plans and studies highlights priority issues 
and the larger planning context for redevelop-
ment of the Shattuck Campus.   

Prior Plans & Studies

Massachusetts’ Energy, Climate Change 
and Greenhouse Gas - Policies & Plans

In 2008, the Massachusetts legislature enact-
ed the Global Warming Solutions Act (GWSA), 
which established a long-term goal of reducing 
emissions by 80% from the 1990 baseline, by 
2050 for the Commonwealth. Governor Baker 
and the New England Governors with the Pre-
miers of the Eastern Canadian provinces en-
dorsed a 2030 green house gas (GHG) emis-
sions reduction goal of 35% to 45% by 2030 as 
a milestone towards reaching the 80% reduced 
emissions goal of the GWSA. Essentially, the 
Commonwealth’s goals are to reduce, electrify, 
and decarbonize.  

The Massachusetts Clean Energy and Climate 
Plan for 2020 – 2015 Update (CECP) focuses 
on four sectors, namely buildings, transpor-
tation, electricity, and other sources – to lower 
GHG emissions and advance the Common-
wealth’s progress towards emission goal tar-
gets. Within the building sector, the State is 
focused on advanced building energy codes; 
smart growth to help reduce vehicle miles 
traveled; and tree retention and planting; as 
well as appliance and product standards, 
and developing a mature market for renew-
able thermal technologies.  The smart growth 
goals are furthered in part by the Common-
wealth’s Sustainable Development Principles.   

PLANNING CONTEXT

Implications for the Shattuck Campus
Executive Order 484 requires new State 
projects to be twenty percent (20%) more 
efficient that the Massachusetts State 
Building Code; the policy also requires 
LEED Silver rating, and a smart location.  
Currently, the Shattuck Campus is rely-
ing on a gas-powered generation system 
for district steam heating. Both the CECP 
and Executive Order 484 are advocating 
for clean energy sources for buildings, 
including use of cold-climate air source 
heat pumps, geo-thermal and solar-ther-
mal systems.   

The CECP’s smart growth strategy ad-
dresses emissions generated by both the 
building and transportation sectors.  The 
goal is to reduce the number and distance 
of vehicle trips through smart growth and 
smart siting of facilities. The Shattuck 
Campus, in its urbanized location, with 
proximity to the MBTA’s Forest Hills Sta-
tion, with both subway and commuter rail 
services, is an example of smart location 
siting.    
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The CECP intends for the Common-
wealth to enhance vehicle efficiency and 
decrease the use of carbon based fu-
els, as well as to plant and retain trees 
to reduce heating and cooling loads. 

How might this impact redevelopment of 
Shattuck at Morton Street? For the future 
Shattuck Campus, this would likely mean 
incorporating electric vehicle charging 
stations in the parking areas; reducing 
parking to encourage commuting by 
transit, bicycling and walking; improving 
bike and pedestrian access; operating 
electric-powered shuttles to connect with 
nearby transit hubs, such as Forest Hills 
or Morton Street on the Fairmount Line; 
and greening the Shattuck Campus with 
additional trees.  

The Commonwealth’s Sustainable Devel-
opment Principles which can be found in 
the Appendix, help inform smart siting, 
which advances the policies and goals of 
the CECP.

Transportation Plans

The Shattuck Campus is accessed today pri-
marily via Circuit Drive, a local roadway with-
in the City of Boston’s street network.  Morton 
Street runs along the campus’ western edge 
and is a state road and is governed by the plans 
and policies of MassDOT.  Public transit is oper-
ated by the Massachusetts Bay Transportation 
Authority, the MBTA, which is a regional transit 
agency operated by the Commonwealth.  Ac-
cess and connectivity improvements for the 
Shattuck Campus, consequently, will need to be 
aligned with statewide transportation planning 
goals and may require inclusion in statewide 
plans.  

There are several key plans that inform and af-
fect transportation investments.  Included id the 
Long Range Transportation Plan, which is creat-
ed by the Boston Region Metropolitan Planning 
Organization (or Boston MPO, for short). The 
Boston MPO covers 97 cities and towns encom-
passing 1,360 square miles. It is staffed by the 
Central Transportation Planning Service (CTPS) 
and governed by a regional board. The Boston 
MPO prepares the Long Range Transportation 
Plan (LRTP) and the Transportation Improve-
ment Plan (TIP).  

1. Concentrate Development and Mix Uses

2. Advance Equity

3. Make Efficient Decisions

4. Protect Land and Ecosystems

5. Use Natural Resources Wisely

6. Expand Housing Opportunities

7. Provide Transportation Choice

8. Increase Job and Business Opportunities

9. Promote Clean Energy

10. Plan Regionally

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT PRINCIPLES
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The regional planning agency, Metropolitan 
Area Planning Commission (MAPC), is a part-
ner and participant in the formation of both the 
LRTP and the TIP.  MassDOT and CTPS also 
undertake planning on specific issues, such as 
pedestrian plans and project or place-specific 
plans for a specific roadway or component of 
the transit or rail systems.  

Destination 2040 – the Long Range  
Transportation Plan

Destination 2040 is the Boston region’s Long 
Range Transportation Plan, which was adopt-
ed in August 2019.  The LRTP is created by 
the Boston MPO to guide investment and pro-
vide a vision for the future of the transportation 
system in the Boston metropolitan region. The 
LRTP is reviewed every four years and can be 
amended, taking into consideration chang-
ing conditions and travel demand forecasts, 
and must be fiscally constrained.  Destination 
2040 defines the region’s needs and establish-
es the broad framework which informs federal 
and state transportation investments.  The new 
LRTP, Destination 2040, incorporates perfor-
mance-based planning and programming for 
the first time. Resiliency in the context of climate 
change is another key factor incorporated into 
the new LRTP.

Congestion in the Commonwealth,  
Report to the Governor, 2019

MassDOT in August 2019 released a year-long 
study with Cambridge Systematics respond-
ing to Governor Baker’s directive to analyze 
when, where and why roadway congestion is 
getting worse in the Commonwealth. 

The top ten key findings of the Congestion 
Report are:

1. Congestion is bad because the economy  
 is good.

2. The worst congestion in the Common  
 wealth occurs in Greater Boston.

3. Congestion can and does occur at               
 various times and locations throughout   
 the Commonwealth. 

4. Many roadways are now congested out- 
 side of peak periods. 

5. Congestion worsened between 2013 and  
 2018. 

6. Changes in travel time on an average day  
 do not capture the severity of the problem. 

7. Massachusetts has reached a tipping   
 point with respect to congestion. 

8. Many commuting corridors have become  
 unreliable, with lengthy trips on bad days. 

9. Congestion has worsened to the point   
 where it reduces access to jobs. 

10. We should be worried about congestion  
 on local roads, too.  

Two types of congestion were identified. The 
first type, non-recurring congestion, stems 
from incidents, such as significant weather 

How might this impact redevelpment of 
Shattuck at Morton Street?  The Des-
tination 2040 vision is for: “a modern, 
well-maintained transportation system 
that supports a sustainable, healthy, liv-
able and economically vibrant region.  To 
achieve this vision, the transportation sys-
tem must be safe and resilient; incorporate 
emerging technologies; provide equita-
ble access, excellent mobility; and varied 
transportation options” for the Boston re-
gion.  Destination 2040 has six key goals 
namely safety; system preservation and 
modernization; capacity management and 

mobility; transportation equity; clean air/ 
sustainable communities; and economic 
vitality.  Each will need to be considered 
throughout redevelopment.
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events, vehicular accidents or breakdowns, 
special events and road work.  The second 
type is recurring congestion, which is the con-
gestion and delay that drivers expect to expe-
rience on a daily basis.  Recurring congestion 
is attributable to land use, economic activity 
and travel patterns influenced by socio-eco-
nomic demographic factors.  

The Morton Street-Gallivan Boulevard corridor 
east of Blue Hill Avenue to Morrissey Avenue 
was identified as one of the nine most con-
sistently congested corridors in the Common-
wealth.  The congestion problem along this sec-
tion of Morton Street is particularly acute during 
the hours of 8 am and 9 am and 2 pm to 3 pm. 
The 2019 Congestion Report identified four key 
policy priorities to guide addressing conges-
tion problems.  They are reliability; accessibility; 
sustainability; and equity.  The ten recommend-
ed next steps to tackle congestion are:

1. Address local and regional bottlenecks   
 where feasible. 

2. Actively manage state and local roadway  
 operations.

3. Reinvent bus transit at both the MBTA   
 and Regional Transit Authorities.

4. Increase MBTA capacity and ridership.

5. Work with employers to give commuters  
 more options.

6. Create infrastructure to support shared   
 travel modes.

7. Increase remote work and telecommuting.

8. Produce more affordable housing, espe  
 cially near transit.

9. Encourage growth in less congested   
 Gateway Cities.

10. Investigate the feasibility of congestion   
   pricing mechanisms that make sense for   
   Massachusetts, particularly managed lanes. 

How might this impact redevelpment of 
Shattuck at Morton Street?  One of the 
nine leading consistently congested cor-
ridors in the Commonwealth is Morton 
Street-Gallivan Boelevard, about one mile 
east of the Campus.  This congestion bot-
tleneck impacts the Shattuck Campus on 
Morton Street, particularly patients and 
staff traveling to the campus whether by 
car from Dorchester or from Southeast Ex-
pressway (one of the top five congested 
corridors) or by transit.  Bus Route 31 is 
particularly impacted, since this bus route 
includes travel east of Blue Hill Avenue 
along Morton Street.  

The action steps recommended to help 
address congestion issues should inform 
future planning and reuse of the Shattuck 
Campus on Morton Street. Specifically, 
working with future users and employers 
at the Shattuck Campus to encourage 
providing options and incentives for work-
ers to use transit, walk or bike to work.  
This may require the redevelopment of 
the Shattuck Campus on Morton Street 
to work with partners to create infrastruc-
ture to support shared travel modes to the 
campus, such as enhanced pedestrian 
and bicyclist access, new paths,  contin-
uation of the shuttle connecting the Cam-
pus with Forest Hills, and/or supporting 
better bus services.  Development of sup-
portive housing at the Shattuck Campus 
would further the action step of producing 
more affordable housing in proximity to 
transit.    
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Transportation Improvement Program (TIP)  

The TIP is a program of transportation improve-
ments that will occur over a five-year period 
based on the goals and projects listed in the 
LRTP.  The TIP is fiscally constrained, which 
means that the MPO can only include projects 
for which funds are expected to be available.  It 
programs all transit and roadway projects that 
are receiving federal-aid funds, as well as any 
project that is considered regionally significant 
from an air quality perspective. The TIP is up-
dated on an annual basis.   

The current Boston Region MPO TIP was adopt-
ed by the Boston MPO in May 2019 and cov-
ers federal fiscal years 2020-2024.  The current 
TIP programs $1.2 billion for highway-related 
improvements and $3.1 billion for transit.  The 
current TIP also includes 47 regional target proj-
ects, which entails 26 complete street projects, 
5 major infrastructure projects; 11 intersection 
projects; 4 bike network and pedestrian con-
nection projects and 1 community transporta-
tion project supporting first and last mile con-
nections.  

Capital Improvement Plan

MassDOT has issued its 2019-2024 Capital Im-
provement Plan (CIP) for transportation invest-
ments across the Commonwealth, including 
roadways, aviation, rail, and transit.  The CIP 
plan is for a five-year period and updated annu-
ally.   These investments use state and federal 
funds to pay for long-term improvements to the 
transportation system.  

How might this impact redevelpment of 
Shattuck at Morton Street?  The RDM Tran-
sit Study made several recommendations 
that are relevant to the Shattuck Cam-

How might this impact redevelpment of 
Shattuck at Morton Street?  There are no 
projects in the TIP that explicitly affect the 
Shattuck Campus’ immediate transporta-
tion network. However, in the future trans-
portation projects such as roadway-related 
improvements or an extension of bicycle 
and pedestrian paths will need to be listed 
in the TIP.   Projects on the Boston region’s 
TIP are subsequently incorporated into the 
statewide TIP (or STIP) issued by Mass-
DOT.  

The process for getting a project incorpo-
rated in the TIP entails a formal application, 
typically advanced by the host municipal-
ity, that must be submitted in late Novem-
ber.  

How might this impact redevelpment of 
Shattuck at Morton Street?  Although there 
are not any specific projects that directly 
affect the Shattuck Campus in the current 
CIP, there are four projects relating to MBTA 
improvements at the Forest Hills station. 
Three of which are aimed at increasing reli-
ability, including $10 million for Forest Hills 
station improvements.  There is also anoth-
er $22.6 million programmed for access 
improvements which explicitly includes the 
Forest Hills MBTA station in the 2020-2024 
CIP.  

Roxbury Dorchester Mattapan Transit 
Study

In 2012, MassDOT engaged the Roxbury, 
Dorchester and Mattapan communities in a 
planning study to address transit needs.  Rox-
bury, Dorchester and Mattapan (RDM) are 
neighborhoods with a heavy reliance on transit, 
especially buses.  RDM residents identified nine 
critical issues affecting transit usage, which are:  
on-time performance; service frequency; travel 
time to downtown; fare collection; customer in-
formation; disconnect between policy and ac-
tions; traffic congestion; and overcrowding.  
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Regional Plans

The Shattuck Campus is part of the Boston met-
ropolitan region.  The regional planning agency 
serving Boston and the surrounding one-hun-
dred cities and towns is the Metropolitan Area 
Planning Commission (MAPC).  MAPC’s mis-
sion is to promote smart growth and regional 
collaboration.  In 2008, MAPC adopted a plan 
with 2030 as the horizon, called MetroFutures, 
with 65 specific goals addressing six broad-
er goal statements focused on:  sustainable 
growth patterns; housing choices; healthy com-
munities; regional prosperity; transportation 
choices; and healthy environment.

In the past year, MAPC has embarked on a par-
ticipatory process to prepare a new regional plan 
for 2050, named MetroCommon, which builds 
upon the work of MetroFutures. The broad goals 
of the draft MetroCommon long-range regional 
plan follow.  Each of these goal statements are 
deepened with more specific policy statements 
and objectives.  

• Getting Around the Region. Traveling around 
Metro Boston is safe, affordable, convenient 
and enjoyable. 

• Homes for All.  All residents of Metro Boston 
have places to live that meet their needs and 
that they can afford. 

• A Climate-Resilient Region. Metro Boston is 
prepared for – and resilient to – the impacts 
of climate change. 

• A Net Zero Carbon Region. The Metro Bos-
ton region is highly energy efficient and has 
reduced its greenhouse gas (GHG) emis-
sions to net zero. 

• Dynamic and Representative Governments.  
Local governments and regional agencies 
have the capacity and resources to deliver 
the services and supports our residents de-
serve, and to maintain and invest in our built 
and natural environments. 

pus.  Pertinent short-term recommenda-
tions include improving access to Charlie 
Card vending machines; assessing per-
formance of intra-party agreements for 
snow removal at bus stops; and ensuring 
that the City of Boston signal redesign 
includes provisions for buses.  Neighbor-
hood residents noted that there are few 
locations with Charlie Card availability, un-
like suburban communities.  This points 
to a potential need for locating a Charlie 
Card vending machine at the Shattuck 
Campus to serve both staff and patients. 
 
Mid-term recommendations called for in-
creasing frequency on the number 16, 19 
and 21 bus lines.  The 16 bus route runs 
along Circuit Drive with a bus stop at the 
Shattuck Campus.  The 21 bus route runs 
along Morton Street with a stop at the 
Shattuck Campus.  A second recommen-
dation called for improving stop spacing 
on non-key routes, which would affect 
both routes 16 and 21.  A third recom-
mendation urged integration of fare policy 
and bus routing with the new Fairmount 
Line.  

Implementation of many of the recom-
mendations in the Roxbury-Dorches-
ter-Mattapan Transit Study and plan would 
be advantageous for the future of the 
Shattuck Campus, particularly increased 
frequency of bus routes 16 and 21.  As 
the MBTA considers adjusting the num-
ber of bus stops on these two routes, it 
will be important for EOHHS and DCAMM 
to collaborate and ensure continued 
presence of well-sited bus stops that are 
convenient to the Shattuck Campus and 
are well maintained.  Better integration 
of the bus fare structure and service with 
the new Fairmount line will be beneficial 
for the Campus.  Locating a Charlie Card 
vending machine on t Campus could fa-
cilitate a more multi-modal approach for 
work and patient trips to the campus.  
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City of Boston Plans
Imagine Boston is the City of Boston’s master 
plan, the first in many years establishing a vi-
sion and goals for 2030.  The planning included 
a high degree of public engagement. Starting 
in 2015, the City launched the Imagine Boston 
plan in 2017 with five goals.  The overarching 
goals are to:

• Encourage affordability, reduce displace-
ment and improve quality of life; 

• Increase access to opportunity; 

• Drive inclusive economic growth; 

• Promote a healthy environment and prepare 
for climate change; and 

• Invest in open space, arts and culture, trans-
portation and infrastructure. 

The plan points out that Bostonians have a 
shared vision for their neighborhoods – hous-
ing that is affordable at different income levels; 
reliable, safe transportation; and vibrant main 
streets.  

In addition to setting forth the five overarch-
ing goals, Imagine Boston emphasizes five 
geographic arenas to take actions and direct 

How might this impact redevelpment of 
Shattuck at Morton Street?   A key priority 
of MetroCommon is Homes for All.  The 
regional plan calls for homelessness to 
become essentially nonexistent. Metro-
Common calls for a range of available 
housing to be provided for Boston area 
residents throughout their lifetime, includ-
ing unforeseen circumstances, at prices 
that correspond to residents’ income lev-
els.  Another priority is Healthy and Safe 
Neighborhoods.  MetroCommon advo-
cates for reducing the rates of chronic 
diseases, mental health and substance 
use disorders through enhanced public 
health initiatives and investments.  Equal-
ly important is the objective for people in 
the region to have access to affordable 
stigma-free mental health, addiction treat-
ment and support networks.  

These goal and policy statements sup-
port the creation of supportive housing 
for persons who are chronically homeless 

• A Healthy Environment. Greater Boston’s 
air, water, land and other natural resources 
are clean and protected – for us and for the 
rest of the ecosystem. 

• Economic Security.  Everyone has the finan-
cial resources to meet their needs and to 
live fulfilling lives. 

• Economic Prosperity.  Greater Boston’s 
economy benefits all in the region. 

• Healthy and Safe Neighborhoods. We are 
safe, healthy, and connected to one anoth-
er. 

• Thriving Arts, Culture, and Heritage. Greater 
Boston is full of unique places and experi-
ences that bring joy and foster diversity and 
social cohesion. 

and persons in need of behavioral health 
and recovery services.

MetroCommon calls for a net zero carbon 
region, with all new construction and major 
renovation projects meeting zero emission 
standards for heating, cooling and elec-
tricity needs by 2030. This suggests that 
any new construction and renovation activ-
ities at the Shattuck Campus should incor-
porate net zero energy design strategies to 
be aligned with this regional planning goal.   
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growth.  They are enhancing neighborhoods; 
encouraging a mixed-use core; expanding 
neighborhoods; creating a waterfront for future 
generations and generating networks of op-
portunity along the Fairmount Corridor, which 
is approximately one mile east of the Shattuck 
Campus.

Within the umbrella of the five overarching goals 
and arenas for action, Imagine Boston identifies 
ten initiatives, which build and expand upon 
some of the City’s existing plans, policies and 
pilot programs for more concentrated action 
to advance Imagine Boston’s goals for 2030.  
These initiatives address housing; health and 
safety; education; economy; energy and envi-
ronment; open space; transportation; technol-
ogy; arts and culture; land use and planning.  
Imagine Boston specifies objectives within the 
rubric of the ten initiatives, including the follow-
ing which are relevant to the future of the Shat-
tuck Campus:

• Work to increase overall housing;

• Create and preserve affordable housing;
 
• Link housing with transportation improve-

ments;
 
• Create a more integrated system of care;
 
• Work to improve access to mental health 

and substance abuse health services;

• Support Boston’s homeless populations, 
including programs such as Housing First;

• Prioritize community partnerships;

• Make neighborhoods healthier places to 
live;

• Support “carbon neutral, climate-ready” 
neighborhoods;

• Invest in Boston’s largest park, Franklin 
Park. 

How might this impact redevelpment of 
Shattuck at Morton Street?   With respect 
to the Franklin Park, which surrounds the 
Shattuck Campus on three sides, Imagine 
Boston recommends enhancing Franklin 
Park as a keystone park in the geograph-
ical heart of the city; boosting program-
ming and creating more clear entrances; 
building on current efforts to activate the 
edge of the park to strengthen connec-
tions to local communities; and to couple 
investment with implementation of the re-
cent master plan for Harambee Park.

Imagine Boston as the comprehensive 
master plan, is the overarching plan for 
the City of Boston.  As a large City, Boston 
has developed a number of subject and 
neighborhood-based plans to inform and 
guide policies and programs in the City of 
Boston.  The relevant plans to the future 
of the Shattuck Campus are noted in the 
following table.
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Imagine Boston 2030 Comprehensive master plan for the City of Boston prepared in 2015-2017. 

Boston Public Health 
Commission’s 2015-
2018 Strategic Plan

This plan identifies five high-level goals driving the work of the Public Health Commission, 
namely strategic leadership; health equity to build citywide capacity to effectively address 
racial and ethnic inequities; informatics & surveillance; high performing public health pro-
grams; and workforce development.   

Climate Action Plan, 
2019 Update

The 2019 Update outlines Boston’s 5-year work plan to reach carbon-neutrality and cut 
car emissions. Specifically, Boston intends to require net zero carbon buildings for all 
affordable housing receiving City funds by 2030, strengthen green building requirements 
for all new construction; and develop a plan to decarbonize existing buildings. Boston 
is prioritizing active transportation investments and sustainable parking.  The plan also 
calls for renewable energy and a plan for deployment of carbon-neutral district energy 
micro-grid systems.     

Franklin Park Master 
Plan

The Boston Parks Department selected a consultant team to help develop the Franklin 
Park Master Plan in April 2019.  Franklin Park master planning and public engagement is 
anticipated in 2019-2020. 

Go Boston 2030 –  
Vision and Action 
Plan

Go Boston is the City’s transportation master plan, with three principles – equity, econom-
ic opportunity, and climate responsiveness – underpinning the vision for all residents to 
better and more equitable travel choices, where efficient transportation networks foster 
economic opportunity, and where Boston has taken steps for climate change, and wheth-
er traveling by transit, bike, foot or car all Bostonians will be able to access all parts of the 
City reliably and safely. A Go Boston project is a multi-use path extending from the south-
west corridor to the Blue Hills, traversing the edge of Franklin Park and Morton Street. Go 
Boston also calls for smarter signal technology along Morton Street.    

Greenovate, 2014 Greenovate is Boston’s community-wide climate action plan and update aiming to reduce 
green house gas emissions by 25% below 2005 levels and 80% by 2050 and plans to 
create a more sustainable city addressing social equity, economic development, public 
health and safety.  

Health of Boston, 
2016-2017

The Health of Boston report provides descriptive data on the health status of Bostonians 
and factors influencing health.  

Housing A Changing 
City, Boston 2030

Housing Plan adopted in 2014 calling for 53,000 new units of housing within Boston by 
2030, including 6,500 new affordable housing units, of which 1,700 will be for extremely 
low-income residents.   

Relevant City of Boston Plans
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Housing A Changing 
City, Boston 2030 – 
2018 Update

Housing Plan increases the number of new housing units needed by 2030 to 69,000 giv-
en Boston’s growing population, including 15,820 income-restricted long-term affordable 
units.

Long Island Master 
Plan

The City of Boston has retained a consultant team for development of a master plan for 
a recovery campus on Long Island.  The Mayor has announced that the plan will entail 
services requiring 500 beds.  The Long Island Master Plan is in development and has not 
been released.

Mattapan Economic 
Development Initia-
tive

The Mattapan Economic Development Initiative (MEDI) developed with the community by 
the BRA in 2006 established five broad strategies. They are: business expansion and new 
business recruitment; increase residential density along commercial corridors through 
mixed-use development; enhance Mattapan’s accessibility and build upon MBTA im-
provements; develop incentives for redevelopment in Mattapan’s commercial areas; and 
institute a MEDI implementation team.

Open Space and 
Recreation Plan 
2015-2021

The Open Space & Recreation Plan (OSPR) is a prerequisite plan to enable eligibility for 
state park and LAWCON funding and must be updated every 5 years and approved by 
DCR.  The 2015-2021 OSRP for Franklin Park specifically calls for:  increased neighbor-
hood partnerships;  focus on rehabilitation of basic infrastructure including paths, drain-
age systems, site furnishings as well as soils and plant health; implementation of Franklin 
Park Maintenance Yard master plan; oversee water quality assessment and treatment plan 
for Scarborough Pond; facilitate constituency coordination for programming, maintenance 
and fundraising; and respond as needed to neighborhood needs for recreation and picnic 
tables.  The OSRP Open Space Inventory lists Morton Street as a parkway.

Plan:  Mattapan Plan Mattapan was launched in October 2018 by BPDA with the themes of preserve, en-
hance, grow.  The neighborhood planning process is underway with completion in 2020.  
Major topic areas are open space/ climate resilience; jobs and business; arts/ culture/ 
community; housing; transportation and mobility; and public realm improvements.

Plan JP-Rox The geographic focus of Plan JP-Rox stretches from Jackson Square along Columbus Av-
enue to Eggleston Square and along the Washington Street corridor south to Forest Hills, 
taking in portions of Jamaica Plain and Roxbury.  The Plan calls for improved connections 
to large anchor open spaces, like Franklin Park; better east-west connections with Franklin 
Park, and wayfinding and signage towards Franklin Park. The Plan highlights the MOU 
between the City and MBTA for redevelopment of a minimum of 8 acres at the Arborway 
for housing with 50% affordable units, youth recreation, and mixed-use development. 

Vision Zero The goal of Vision Zero is to eliminate fatalities and serious accidents due to traffic crash-
es by 2030.  To achieve this goal Boston aims to reduce speeds, build safer streets, tackle 
distracted driving and engage Bostonians to improve safety. 

Zero Waste Boston Zero Waste Boston’s has established a goal of increasing the commercial and residential 
recycling rates from the current 25% to 40% by 2025; 50% by 2030; 80% by 2035 and 90% 
in 2050.  Four strategies, namely: (1) reduce and reuse; (2) increase composting; (3) re-
cycle more and recycle right; and (4) inspire innovation are being pursued to reach goals.
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Regulatory Context
Prior to commencement of major renovations or 
construction, it is useful to understand the regu-
latory context.  The Shattuck Campus is located 
wholly within the City of Boston.  The Shattuck 
Campus is owned by the Commonwealth of 
Massachusetts and is under the control of and 
operated by the Department of Public Health.  
Depending upon the uses of the future redevel-
opment of the Shattuck Campus, the extent of 
the regulatory review will vary.  It is possible that 
proposed redevelopment could require a MEPA 
review, historic reviews, and possibly local zon-
ing.  Discussion of each of these three regulato-
ry reviews follow.

MEPA

Commonwealth projects exceeding certain 
thresholds are reviewed through the environ-
mental review and consultation process re-
quired by the Massachusetts Environmental 
Protection Act (MEPA).  The Executive Office 
of Environmental Affair’s MEPA Office oversees 
the energy and environmental review and con-
sultation process required by MEPA.  

It is important to note that MEPA review is not 
a permitting process.  MEPA does not approve 
or deny projects. It is a review and consultation 
process of potential environmental impactss 
and prospective feasible mitigation approaches 
that is open for public comment and input. The 
MEPA office of the Executive Office of Environ-
mental Affairs administers the review and con-
sultation process.  

Historic Review

DCAMM files Project Notification Forms with the 
Massachusetts Historical Commission (MHC) 
for all major projects. Although the Shattuck 
Campus is not an historic resource, it is sur-
rounded by National Register and State-Reg-
ister-listed historic properties, namely Franklin 
Park, the Emerald Necklace, and Morton Street 
as part of the metropolitan parkway system.  In 
addition, Franklin Park and the Emerald Neck-
lace are both designated as City of Boston land-
marks. Any consultation with MHC will include 
Boston Landmarks Commission.
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Below: Greater Mattapan Neighborhood District Zoning Map (8A) for the Shattuck Campus area. 
Source: Boston Planning and Development Authority.

Zoning

The Commonwealth is generally exempt from 
municipal zoning when its property is being 
used for essential governmental functions. A 
1949 restriction requires future redevelopment 
of the Shattuck Campus to be used for public 
health purpose consistent with the statutory and 
deed use restrictions.1  Typically, the Common-
wealth works closely with the City on projects 
of this scale and character, and therefore antic-
ipates a collaborative process with opportunity 
for public input.   

The Shattuck Campus is located within the 
Greater Mattapan Neighborhood Zoning Dis-
trict.  It is zoned Neighborhood Institutional, NI, 
as noted in the figure below.  A wide range of 
uses are allowed within the Neighborhood Insti-
tutional sub-district and are detailed in the table 
on the facing page.  There is also the Greenbelt 
Protection Overlay District at the end of the Shat-
tuck Campus along the Morton Street edge.   
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A L L O W E D  U S E S  I N  N I  D I S T R I C T C O N D I T I O N A L  U S E S  I N  N I  D I S T R I C T

• ATM
• Post Office
• Adult education center
• Community center
• Day Care Center
• Day care center, elderly
• Library
• Places of worship
• Art gallery
• Museum
• Public Art, display space
• Elementary or secondary school
• Kindergarten
• Fitness Center or Gymnasium
• Health Care Clinic
• Clinical Laboratory
• Hospital (less than 50,000 sf)
• Nursing or Convalescent Home (<50,000 sf))
• Bed and Breakfast
• Open space
• Fire station
• Police Station 
• Research laboratory
• Group residence, limited*
• Animal hospital
• Cafeteria (accessory use)
• Cultural use (accessory use)
• Family day care home (accessory use)
• Accessory home occupation
• Accessory keeping of laboratory animals 
• Accessory offices
• Accessory outdoor café
• Accessory parking
• Accessory personnel quarters
• Accessory printing
• Accessory professional office in a dwelling
• Accessory services incidental to educational uses  
     other than college or university use
• Accessory storage of flammable liquids and gases   
    (Small)
• Accessory storage or transfer of waste
• Accessory swimming pool or tennis court

• Studios, arts
• Studios, production
• Theatre
• Ticket sales
• College or university 
• Professional school
• Trade school
• Private club not serving alcohol
• Mortuary chapel
• Health Care Custodial Care
• Health Care Group care residence, general
• Grounds for sports, private
• Open space, recreational building
• Automatic telephone exchange telecommunications  
     data distribution center
• Courthouse
• Hospitals or Nursing or Convalescent homes –  
     50,000 sf or more
• Outdoor pay phone
• Sub-station 
• Congregate living complex
• Transitional housing or homeless shelter
• Cannabis establishment
• Pawnshop*
• Body art establishment*
• Check cashing business
• Container redemption center 
• Storage of Dumpsters
•  Airport related remote parking
• Bus servicing or storage (accessory use)
• Dormitory (accessory use)
• Accessory services for apartment and hotel residents
• Accessory storage of flammable liquids and gases        
     (Large)
• Accessory truck servicing or storage
• Ancillary use

Permitted Uses in the Neighborhood Institutional Zone  
within the Greater Mattapan Neighborhood District  
Note: uses listed below may/may not be permitted, as the future use will also need to serve a public 
health purpose consistent with the statutory and deed use restriction.2 

Source:  Boston Zoning Ordinance, Article 60.
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Program Context 

The Shattuck Hospital uses and services are 
moving in 2022 to the Newton Pavilion in Bos-
ton’s South End. This includes services oper-
ated by the state Department of Public Health, 
the Department of Mental Health and the                
Department of Corrections.  In addition to these 
state-operated medical and psychiatric ser-
vices, the Shattuck Campus also houses ven-
dor-provided services that serve persons in 
recovery, persons needing mental health ser-
vices as well as a homeless shelter. This section 
reviews the existing conditions of the services 
provided by vendors on the Shattuck Campus.  
It is anticipated that these services will remain 
operating within the region.

Source:  MA DPH and Shattuck Hospital.

V E N D O R / P R O G R A M
E X I S T I N G  S PA C E 
P E R  P R O G R A M 

( N E T  S F )

G R O S S 
S PA C E

( S F )
B E D S

LARC 6,549 9,600 24

Women's Hope 6,549 9,600 32

Pine Street Inn Shelter 21,262 20,710 125

PSI:  Men's Stabilization Program 11,451 19,200 54

Andrew House 6,152 9,600 32

Gill Mental Health Clinic 1,006 2,000 n/a

Health Care Resource Centers 1,665 2,200 n/a

High Point Detox 6,125 9,600 32

TOTAL 60,759 82,510 1,243

Existing Vendor Program Space at Shattuck Campus 

Existing Services

Currently, there are five vendors, nonprofit and 
for-profit, occupying approximately 60,759 SF 
of space and serving persons on the Shattuck 
Campus. The space occupied by vendors does 
not include the lobby, reception and security 
area of the hospital where people arrive, the 
laundry services, and kitchen and food prepa-
ration area for the hospital as well as general 
circulation areas, which comprise 130,800 SF.  
Vendors currently rely on shared services oper-
ated by the state within the Shattuck Hospital 
including laundry, food services, security, heat 
and utilities, and the medical health clinic.
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The 60,759 SF is net space used for program, 
excluding circulation space as well as shared 
services.  The estimated gross space used by 
vendors, inclusive of circulation but excluding 
shared services is 82,510 SF, as noted in the 
table. 

During interviews with program vendors, they 
all indicated the need for additional space and 
cited concerns regarding crowded conditions. 
Examples include insufficient space for private 
one-on-one counseling services and the inabil-
ity to run large group sessions. Site visit obser-
vations further confirmed work and program 
conditions and the need for more and better 
designed space.   

The vendors are: Bay Cove Human Services, 
Health Care Resource Centers, High Point De-
tox, the Pine Street Inn, and Victory Programs. 
Bay Cove operates two programs, Andrew 
House and the Gill Mental Health Clinic.  Health 
Care Resource Centers operates a metha-
done-assisted treatment center.  High Point De-
tox operates a 32-bed detox center.  Pine Street 
Inn operates two programs.  One is 54 bed 
men’s stabilization program.  The second Pine 
Street Inn program is the 125-bed men’s emer-
gency shelter with overflow capacity up to 130 
beds.  Victory Programs operates the Living and 
Recovering Community (LARC) program which 
has 24 beds and the Women’s Hope program 
with 32-beds.    

Plans for the continuation of the existing ser-
vices offered by vendors at the Shattuck Hospi-
tal are needed.  

Any new construction or substantial rehabilita-
tion at the Shattuck Campus needs to incorpo-
rate flexibility so that the buildings can incorpo-
rate building standards, new technologies, best 
practices for zero emissions goals and chang-
ing practices as to utilities and services, and the 
program needs for services today and in the 
future.    
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Endnotes
1 Chapter 770 of the Special Acts of 1949.
2 Ibid
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Franklin Park, Olmsted & 
Shattuck
Understanding the history and cultural context 
for the Shattuck Campus contributes to the un-
derstanding of people and places.  This chapter 
explores the history and development of the ge-
ography of Boston where the Shattuck Campus 
is located.  It also examines the role and lives of 
Frederick Law Olmsted, well-known in the field 
of American landscape architecture and Lem-
uel Shattuck, well-known in the field of public 
health in Massachusetts. Their work informed 
and contributed to the setting and eventual de-
velopment of the Shattuck Campus. 

History
The chronicles of the physical growth of the City 
of Boston are intertwined with the history of the 
site of the Shattuck Campus at Morton Street.  
The land where the hospital and Shattuck cam-
pus are today was once farmlands in the Town 
of Roxbury in the early nineteenth century.  In 
1851, West Roxbury petitioned and succeed-
ed from withdrawing from the Town of Roxbury, 
forming its own Town as a part of Norfolk Coun-
ty with the northern border being Seaver Street.  
Before the area surrounding the Shattuck Cam-
pus became part of the City of Boston, the Bos-
ton City Council, at the urging of prominent citi-
zens, had identified land beyond the municipal 
boundaries of Boston to be used for city parks, 
including what they then described as West 
Roxbury Park.     

In 1874, Boston annexed all of the Town of West 
Roxbury into the City of Boston. Shortly after-
ward, the City of Boston had acquired the land 
for what was then known as West Roxbury Park.  
In 1882, the Board of Alderman for the City of 
Boston, acting as the trustees of the Franklin 
Fund, recommended the use of the centennial 
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earnings of the Franklin Fund that would come 
available in 1891-1992 be used  for the acquisi-
tion of the lands for West Roxbury Park. In honor 
of  Benjamin Franklin, with the funds from the 
Franklin Fund, the park was renamed Franklin 
Park in 1885.

Frederick Law Olmsted, a pioneer of landscape 
architecture in America, began working with the 
Boston Park Commissioners in 1878. Olmsted’s 
work to design Franklin Park began in 1886 and 
continued for over the next decade through 
1896.  Several parks, towns, and cities across 
America were designed by Olmsted throughout 
his career.

Below: Annexation Map, 1883. Source:  
Boston Planning & Development Agency. 
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Above: West Roxbury Atlas, 1874.  Source:  Suffolk County Registry of Deeds. 
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In 1949, the Massachusetts General Court en-
acted legislation, Chapter 770 of the Special 
Acts of 1949, authorizing the City to transfer up 
to fifteen acres to the Commonwealth for pub-
lic health purposes. The Commonwealth con-
structed the campus, including a hospital and 
related facilities to address chronic diseases.  
According to the survey, the land transferred to 
the Commonwealth was 12.98 acres (which can 
be found in the Appendix).

In subsequent years, the state legislature ap-
propriated design and construction funds. The  
600-bed Shattuck Hospital was created to serve 
persons with chronic diseases, a nurses home, 
outpatient department and other facilities. The 
Lemuel Shattuck Hospital opened in 1954, in-
cluding a separate twelve-story nurses building.

The hospital and Shattuck Campus at Morton 
Street have a distinguished history of public 
health care and services for some of the Com-
monwealth’s most vulnerable residents. The 
Shattuck Hospital is a teaching hospital which 
collaborates with Harvard, Tufts, and Boston 
University College of Medicine. The Shattuck 
School for Licensed Practical Nursing provided 
education and training for nurses until it closed 
in 2000.  

An on-site day care center serving staff and 
neighborhood residents was founded by the 
local chapter of the National Council of Jewish 
Women in 1969 at the campus.  It was renamed 
in 1989 as the Shattuck Center for Day Care. 
It continued to operate in the nurses/person-
nel building until it was closed in 2013 and the 
building was demolished.  

In addition, the site has historically been used to 
meet the immediate medical needs of the Com-
monwealth.

• The first dedicated HIV unit in New England 
opened at the Shattuck in 1984. 

• The medical facilities operated by the De-
partment of Corrections at the Shattuck were 
a result of a successful pilot project funded 
by the federal Law Enforcement Assistance 
Administration, that was then funded and in-
stitutionalized by the Commonwealth. 

• The shelter opened on the campus in re-
sponse to Boston’s crisis and growing 
homeless population in 1983. 

• A TB unit was opened in 1988 after new out-
breaks of tuberculosis. 

Right: West Rox-
bury Atlas, 1896. 
Source:  Suffolk 
County Registry of 
Deeds. 
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• The public detox unit opened at the Shat-
tuck in 1991.

• Vendors, including nonprofit organizations, 
providing extended treatment for substance 
use disorders were located on the campus 
throughout the past three decades; several 
vendors were located on the camous after 
the closure of services on Long Island.

• In 2017, continuing with the public health 
mission and track record of innovation 
and addressing health crises at the Shat-
tuck Campus, the Commonwealth  initiat-
ed a planning process to locate supportive 
housing on the Shattuck Campus site, for 
persons facing chronic homelessness, who 
often also have other chronic illnesses. This 
need for supportive housing is in response 
to the crisis of homelessness and severe 
lack of affordable housing in Boston and 
eastern Massachusetts. In addition, health 

care providers have identified housing as a 
prerequisite for health and wellness, partic-
ularly for vulnerable and at-risk populations.

• In 2018, the Executive Office of Health and 
Human Services announced that the Shat-
tuck Hospital with the state-operated med-
ical units, namely Department of Correc-
tions, Department of Mental Health, and the 
Department of Public Health’s medical ser-
vices would be relocating from the Shattuck 
Campus on Morton Street to the Newton Pa-
vilion building in Boston’s South End.

In the past sixty-five years, the mission of the 
Shattuck Campus has evolved to meet the 
changing and continuing public health needs of 
the Commonwealth’s residents, particularly with 
chronic illnesses, including substance use dis-
order services and recovery.

Above: Plan for Franklin Park, c.1885.  Source: Norman B. Leventhal Map Center Collection, Boston 
Public Library.
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Cultural Legacy: Shattuck 
and Olmsted

The work of two notable pioneers in the nine-
teenth century, Lemuel Shattuck and Frederick 
Law Olmsted, have significantly contributed to 
and framed the development and use of the 
Shattuck Campus at Morton Street site. 

Lemuel Shattuck (1793-1859) was a teacher, 
merchant, statistician, Boston City Councilor, 
and State Representative in the Massachu-
setts General Court. Lemuel Shattuck served 
as the commission chair and principal author 
of the “General Plan for the Promotion of Pub-
lic and Personal Health, ‘The Sanitary Survey 
of 1850,’” which was authorized by the state 
legislature. This was a seminal and widely in-
fluential document that laid the groundwork for 
establishing the Massachusetts State Board of 
Health in 1869. The report was republished at 
its centennial when the American Public Health 
Association met in Boston, and is now com-
monly referred to as the Shattuck Report. Many 
of the report’s principles to this day, inform and 

guide the practice of public health. The hospital 
and campus at the Shattuck Campus at Morton 
Street is named after Lemuel Shattuck.
 
Frederick Law Olmsted (1822-1903) was a jour-
nalist, social critic, public administrator, and 
park designer, who became well-known in the 
field of landscape architecture. Frederick Law 
Olmsted served as Executive Secretary of the 
US Sanitary Commission from 1861 to 1863. 
Olmsted undertook numerous commissions to 
design landscapes, parks and park systems, as 
well as town and city plans; his work includes 
Franklin Park and the Emerald Necklace. In ad-
dition to park design, Olmsted designed resi-
dential communities, most notably Riverside, 
Illinois, and several mental health asylums, 
including McLean in nearby Belmont, Massa-
chusetts, and Buffalo State and Hudson Valley 
Psychiatric Hospitals in New York. Olmsted’s 
philosophy and approach to landscape design 
was and continues to be widely influential. The 
Shattuck Campus at Morton Street is surround-
ed on three-sides by Franklin Park.   

Although Olmsted was born nearly thirty years 
after Lemuel Shattuck, he contributed to the 
advancement of the nineteenth century reform 

Right: Lemuel Shattuck.
Source:  Library of Congress 
Prints & Photographs Online 
Catalog, https://www.loc.gov/
pictures/item/98519338/ 

Far Right:  Frederick Law 
Olmsted.
Source:  James Notman, 
Boston; engraving of image 
later published in Century 
Magazine (source) - The 
World’s Work, 1903: https://
archive.org/stream/world-
swork06gard#page/3938/
mode/2up  Accessed Sep-
tember 19, 2019, wikipedia.
org/wiki/Frederick_Law_Olm-
stead  
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movements for better sanitary conditions, pub-
lic health and parks.

Shattuck, as a statistician and advocate for bet-
ter vital records, used a data-based approach 
to advocate for better health and hygiene. Ol-
msted, nine-years following the issuance of the 
Shattuck Report, became the executive of the 
US Sanitary Commission and similarly applied a 
data-base approach for surveying soldiers.

Both Shattuck and Olmsted cared about open 
spaces, landscape, and how each can integrate 
with towns and cities. The Shattuck Report ad-
vocates:

that open spaces be reserved, in cities and vil-
lages, for public walks; that wide streets be laid 
out; and that both be ornamented with trees. 
Such an arrangement would have a good effect 
upon the beauty and social enjoyments of the 
place; but it would have a greater effect upon 
its general sanitary condition.  Vegetation would 
absorb much of the carbonic acid gas which is 
produced in so great superabundance in popu-
lous places, and thus render the air more fit for 
respiration.  Open space also would afford to the 
artisan and the poorer classes the advantages of 
fresh air and exercise, in their occasional hours 
of leisure.1 

Olmsted’s design approach to parks was for 
persons from all walks of life to be able to expe-
rience the landscape and immerse themselves 
in the scenery. He viewed this as therapeutic 
and restorative.2 

Shattuck and Olmsted adopted many of the 
premises of the miasmic theory of health.  They 
were both forerunners in linking experiencing 
nature to overall well-being. Numerous stud-
ies in the late twentieth century and twenty-first 
century have scientifically confirmed the health-
ful effects of nature to mental health and social 
connectedness and well-being.3 

Olmsted valued the social and cultural advan-
tages of the city. He sought to integrate restful 
and peaceful qualities of the landscape in urban 

areas. He created hubs, such as large parks, 
preserves and working lands, that were con-
nected by links which were vegetated corridors.4 

Riverside in Illinois is a well-known example of 
an Olmsted designed residential community. 
Olmsted’s design philosophy of incorporating 
curvilinear shapes, generous spaces, tree shad-
ing, green lawns, each integrating with the sur-
rounding buildings,  imply leisure, contempla-
tiveness and tranquility. He used shaped green 
spaces to shield the houses from the direct view 
of those passing through the village, providing 
a landscape view to passers-by. A system of 
sidewalks and paths provide safe and pleasant 
access throughout the community. 

Olmsted undertook the landscape design of 
some residential asylums. Olmsted believed 
that the grounds and surrounding lands should 
support recovery with plenty of open space, 
scenic vistas, fresh air and sunlight.  Olmsted 
worked to advance the innovation of the cottage 
plan in the late nineteenth century to residential 
institutions – introducing smaller buildings and 
pastoral plantings.  

Gazing at attractive vistas was thought to be 
curative. Olmsted incorporated soft edges into 
designs  so that there was a continuous unfold-
ing of new views as the user moved through the 
landscape, the town or the City, or as they gazed 
at the natural surroundings.  Olmsted included 
what he termed as “pleasure grounds” in the de-
sign of park systems, as well as asylums. Plea-
sure grounds would include open spaces, trees, 
places to picnic, as well as contemplate.  His-
torically, the pleasure grounds and landscape 
served as a permeable boundary between asy-
lums and the nearby community.  

Shattuck and Olmsted sought to advance 
health and well-being by integrating better sani-
tary conditions, open space, trees, fresh air, and 
sunlight into everyday life.  
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Above: Plan for Riverside, c. 1869.
Below: Olmsted/ Richardson; Complex in Buffalo (Originally the Buffalo State Asylum).
Source: https://buffalo-niagaragardening.com/2013/09/24/see-new-landscape-design-at-richardson-olmst-
ed-complex-in-buffalo-during-free-event/
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Endnotes
1 Shattuck Report, page 166.  
2 Olmsted:  The Genius Behind the Emerald Necklace.  
3 Eisemann, Theordore S.  
4 Olmsted Papers:  FLO in Chicago.
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Summary of Existing      
Physical Conditions

The review of existing physical conditions of the 
Shattuck Campus at Morton Street includes five 
broad areas: natural features and landscape; 
buildings and the built environment; connectivi-
ty, access and transportation; utilities and infra-
structure; and security and safety.  The purpose 
is to provide a general overview of the project 
area and vicinity; convey an understanding of 
the physical conditions of the site, its assets 
and opportunities, and inform the future use of 
the Shattuck Campus to continue serving public 
health needs.   

Site & Environment:            
Topography

The Shattuck Campus at Morton Street is situ-
ated at 80 feet above sea level. The entry to the 
site from Circuit Drive is on a gradual incline.The 
site topography is varied with a range exceed-
ing 20 feet within the site. To the east of the site, 
located another 30 feet higher, are Morton Rock 
and Rock Milton.  A review of the historic and 
present day US Geological Service topographic 
maps over the past century for Morton Street 
show the topography largely unchanged.  

Top Right: 1903 USGS Topographic Map of 
the Morton Street Area.   
 
Right: 2015 USGS Topographic Map of Shat-
tuck Campus at Morton Street Vicinity. 

Maps courtesy of USGS.

SHATTUCK CAMPUS SITE CONDITIONS
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Natural Features 

The natural land area of the Shattuck Campus 
at Morton Street is based on drumlins left be-
hind from glacial flows within this region.  In the 
1950s, the site was altered in part, but evidence 
of the drumlin character is seen particularly on 
the eastern edges of the site. 

To the north, across Circuit Drive, are wooded 
areas along with meadows, some of which is 
used for active recreation. At the southwest side 

of the hospital building, there is a significant el-
evation change. At the northwestern edge and 
vehicular entrance to the Shattuck Campus from 
Circuit Drive, there is a wooded area.

The Shattuck Campus site has  views to Franklin 
Park to the northeast, attributable in part to the 
higher elevation of the campus.    

Below: 1884 Topography and Landforms of Shattuck Campus and Vicinity.
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Flood Plain & Wetlands

The Shattuck Campus is situated in an area of 
minimal flood hazard, Zone X. The flood plain 
conditions, are described as a lack of risk as 
determined by the Federal Emergency Man-
agement Agency (FEMA), which is noted in the 
Firmette, depicted. There are no wetlands on 
the existing campus.

Water

The nearest body of water to the Shattuck Cam-
pus is Scarboro Pond.  It is an artificial body 
of water constructed in 1893 as part of Olmst-
ed’s design.  Originally, Scarboro Pond encom-
passed seven acres, but part of it was filled in 
1935-36 when the meadow was redeveloped 
for the golf course. Currently Scarboro Pond 
consists of 6.1 acres of water.  

It is considered an impaired water body due 
to the existence of non-native aquatic mac-
rophytes.  It has not been assessed as to fish 
consumption quality.    

Scarboro Pond is considered to be part of the 
Stoney Brook Watershed.  Stoney Brook is part 
of the Lower Charles River Watershed.   

Right: 
Flood Plain 
Firmette.
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Habitat

The Massachusetts Natural Heritage and En-
dangered Species Program has no identified 
priority habitats or habitats of endangered spe-
cies within the Shattuck Campus site or adjoin-
ing Franklin Park and Forest Hill Cemetery ar-
eas.

Below: Wetland and Wetland Change Areas Map. Source: MGIS and MA Department of          
Environmental Protection.
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Below: Soils Map of the Shattuck Campus. Images courtesy of USDA, Natural Resource Con-
servation Service.

Soils

The dominant underlying geology is the con-
glomerate Roxbury pudding stone, which is 
found within and beneath the drumlins.  It is also 
evident in rock outcroppings.  Eighty percent of 
the soils on the Shattuck Campus are classi-
fied as urban land with zero to fifteen percent 
slopes.  On the northern edge of the site along 
Circuit Drive, four other soil types are found.  

They are the:

• Charlton-Hollis-Rock outcrop complex, 8 to 
15% slopes (approximately 8.1% of the land 
area); 

• Charlton-Hollis-Rock outcrop complex 15 to 
25% slopes (approximately 2.4% of the land 
area); 

• Hollis-Rock outcrop-Charlton complex with 
zero to fifteen percent slopes (approximate-
ly 5.2% of the land area); and

• Canton fine sandy loam with 15 to 35% 
slopes (approximately 3.1% of the land 
area). 
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Below: Existing physical conditions analysis. Image courtesy of HRiA Team.

Landscape

The Shattuck Campus today is principally com-
posed of hardscape and two large buildings. 
There is limited permeable surface on the cam-
pus.  Some small planting and shrubbery areas 
are found along the approach to and at the front 
of the main hospital building.  Planting strips in-
cluding some with trees can be found dotting 
the large asphalt parking lot.  The parking area 
has a small quantity of pole mounted lights. A 
small pocket park with trees is situated on the 
northwest edge of the site, outside the entrance 
to the homeless shelter.   

The eastern edge of the campus along Circuit 
Drive has a grassy incline ranging from 6 feet 
to 25 feet in width along perimeter of the park-
ing lot and internal circulation route to the fence 
line.  Within the grassy area, a variety of small 
trees are found.  There are a few breaks in the 

line of trees providing views into Franklin Park 
where the tennis courts and a softball field are 
situated. Circuit Drive on the eastern edge of the 
Shattuck Campus is an internal parkway within 
Franklin Park. It has been recently resurfaced 
and allows limited use by motor vehicles.  This 
segment of Circuit Drive east of the small traffic 
circle is tree-lined, bucolic and used principally 
by bicyclists and walkers.  

The southerly edge of the Shattuck Campus 
borders a woodland area with rugged and 
steep slopes to Morton Rock and Rock Milton.  
The campus perimeter chain link fence blocks 
access to Morton Rock.  

The western edge of the Shattuck Campus is 
along Morton Street.  Morton Street and its right-
of-way are considered part of the metropolitan 
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ABOVE: Shattuck Campus site between Franklin Park and Forest Hills Cemetery. Image: GoogleMaps and 
HRiA Team.

LEFT: Stairs, Franklin Park.   RIGHT: Sloped grade at western edge of Shattuck Campus. Images: HRiA Team.
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park system listed on the state and National 
Registers of Historic Places.  The Morton Street 
perimeter of the Shattuck Campus has a two- to 
three-foot high granite block wall in fair-to-poor 
condition that abuts the backside of a narrow 
sidewalk. The granite wall, while handsome, 
needs restoration, and some of the invasive 
plants removed. Beyond the granite perimeter 
wall on the campus is a narrow grassy area on 
an incline with trees.  Within the Morton Street 
right-of-way, there is an undersized, painted 
bike path running parallel with the curb-line.   

There are a few breaks in the granite wall.  One 
narrow break provides pedestrian access to the 
bus stop.  The other three breaks are for vehi-
cles. All three breaks have chain-linked fence 
gates. Vehicular access from Morton Street is 
rarely used at present, except for access to the 
power building, which is near the southwestern 
edge of the site.

Just north of the campus site is a dense wood-
land edge that is part of Franklin Park.  The Shat-
tuck Campus is surrounded on three sides by 
Franklin Park.  To the southerly side of Shattuck 
Campus, opposite Morton Street, is Forest Hills 
Cemetery.  Forest Hills Cemetery has a romantic 
and picturesque landscape design. 

The Shattuck Campus is situated at a higher el-
evation than the edges to the north, south and 
west. The elevation changes enable exceptional 
views into Franklin Park from the Campus.  

The twelve-story Shattuck Hospital building is 
situated on one of the highest parts of the Shat-
tuck Campus.  Due to the building’s height and 
siting, visitors to Franklin Park, including west-
bound drivers along Circuit Drive can see the 
red-brick building protruding above Franklin 
Park’s tree-line. 

Below: Existing open space in the Shattuck Campus and Franklin Park area. 
Image courtesy of HRiA Team.
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Above: Existing stone perimeter wall along Morton Street edge of the Shattuck campus.
Below: Existing treatment at the entrance to the Shattuck Campus from Circuit Drive.
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Right:  Environmental 
Justice Areas; Source: US 
Environmental  
Protection Agency.

Environment

This section examines environmental justice 
issues.    

Environmental Justice

Environmental justice recognizes that ommu-
nities of color and low-income communities 
have disproportionately experienced significant 
adverse impacts by uses and sites which have 
polluted air, water and land impairing health and 
wellbeing. Both Massachusetts and the US gov-
ernment have adopted policies regarding envi-
ronmental justice.  

Massachusetts broadened the definition of en-
vironmental justice communities to include lin-
guistic isolation. In 2017, Massachusetts updat-
ed its environmental justice policy to address 
climate change and energy issues.  This policy 
states:

Environmental Justice is based on the principle 
that all people have a right to be protected from 
environmental hazards and to live in and enjoy 
a clean and healthful environment regardless of 
race, color, national origin, income, or English 
language proficiency. Environmental justice is the 
equal protection and meaningful involvement of 
all people and communities with respect to the 
development, implementation, and enforcement 
of energy, climate change, and environmental 
laws, regulations, and policies, and the equitable 
distribution of energy and environmental benefits 
and burdens. 
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The Shattuck Campus is located in an Environ-
mental Justice area in accordance with both 
federal and state definitions based on the demo-
graphics of Census Tract (CT) 9803.  CT 9803 
is a sparsely populated census tract and home 
to the Shattuck Campus. It is designated as a 
federal Environmental Justice area and ranks 
in the 95th to 100th percentile nationally as to 
the combined number of communities of color 
and low-income residents. CT 9803 also meets 
the State definition of environmental justice area 
as to two criteria, the percentage of low income 
and percentage of minority residents.

The US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
has identified several health-related measures 
that are often found to be high within environ-
mental justice areas.  The data for the Shattuck 
campus area as defined by CT 9803 indicate 

that further investigation is warranted.  Most of 
the indicators identify the Shattuck Campus in 
the 69 to 81 percentile ranking.  

The screening results do not indicate that spe-
cific presence of one of the variables on the 
Shattuck campus. Many of the adjoining census 
tracts also have similar high percentile rankings.  
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Heat Island

A portion of the Shattuck Campus at Morton 
Street has been identified as a heat island 
based on mapping from Climate Ready Boston.  
The Shattuck Campus has both a moderate 
heat island exposure as depicted in yellow and 
a high heat island exposure as noted in orange.  
Heat island mapping indicates that there is an 
elevated land surface temperature averaging at 
least 1.25 degrees Fahrenheit above the daily 
mean temperature in Boston in June and July.

Elevated temperatures from urban heat islands, 
particularly during the summer, can affect a 
community’s environment and quality of life.  
According to the US EPA, urban heat islands 

are associated with increased daytime tempera-
tures and higher air pollution levels, which can 
affect human health by contributing to general 
discomfort, respiratory difficulties, heat cramps 
and exhaustion, non-fatal heat stroke, and 
heat-related mortality. Heat islands may also ex-
acerbate the impact of heat waves.  Sensitive 
populations, such as children, older adults, and 
those with existing health conditions, are at par-
ticular risk from these events.

Above: Shattuck Campus and Heat Island Impacts. Images courtesy of Climate Ready 
Boston based on data from Metropolitan Area Planning Commission and the Trust for Public 
Land.  (For educational purposes only, not for technical planning).

Heat: Daytime Land Surface Temp
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Today, there are two buildings on the Shattuck 
Campus at Morton Street, the hospital building 
and the services/power building.  The former 
personnel building, once known as the nurse’s 
building, was demolished in 2017. In 2018, at 
the outset of the planning process, there were 
572 parking spaces on the site. Since then, an 
additional area has been paved creating ap-
proximately 68 parking spaces.  

The Hospital

The Lemuel Shattuck Hospital (LSH), is a 
twelve-story, 428,790 square foot, red-brick 
building, erected in 1954 to serve the public 
health needs of the state’s most vulnerable and 
at-risk residents. The Shattuck Hospital is a 
260-bed long-term care facility operated by the 
Commonwealth as a safety-net hospital.  LSH 
serves persons who are often low income or liv-
ing in poverty, uninsured and underinsured, the 
homeless, justice involved, and persons with 
co-occurring medical and behavioral conditions 
and/or substance use disorders.  

The hospital houses beds and health services 
that are operated by three different state agen-
cies – the Department of Public Health, the De-
partment of Mental Health, and the Department 
of Corrections.  In addition, services for addic-
tion and substance use disorder are provided 
by private vendors, principally nonprofits, at the 
LSH.  These services are currently provided by: 
Bay Cove Human Services, Health Care Re-
source Center, High Point, Pine Street Inn, and 
Victory Programs.  Pine Street Inn also operates 
the 125-bed shelter in the power building.  Ap-
proximately 700 people work at the Shattuck 
Campus. The state agency operated services, 
the medical and psychiatric hospital services, 
as well as the corrections services,  will be relo-
cated  to the Newton Pavilion in Boston’s South 

End; the move is anticipated for the end of 2022.
Over the past two decades, the State has com-
missioned several reports assessing the con-
dition of the hospital building. Essentially, the 
hospital building is in need of substantial repair, 
including deferred maintenance. Most building 
systems are beyond their useful life. The build-
ing envelope requires semi-annual monitoring 
by a professional engineer, since there have 
been small lateral movements in the façade. A 
complete upgrade of the building envelope is 
needed. The floor-to-floor height of 9 feet 6 inch-
es is significantly less than contemporary stan-
dards for health care and precludes effectively 
adding ventilation, mechanical, fire prevention 
and cooling upgrades, which are needed. The 
load limits on floors is below current standards, 
thus precluding the use of today’s technology 
and equipment within the hospital complex.  

Patient rooms are undersized.  Best practic-
es for providing high quality health care have 
changed over the past seventy years.  The cur-
rent floor layout of the hospital does not enable 
the efficient provision of services.   

A building walk-through during this assignment 
found that most of the conditions and challeng-
es previously reported remain. The hospital  
challenges and limitations impede effective de-
livery of needed health care and mental health 
services to some of the Commonwealth’s most 
vulnerable residents.  These physical conditions 
continue to need attention and remedy.    

EXISTING BUILDINGS & LAND USE
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The Personnel Building 
(Nurse’s Building)

The personnel building was situated southeast-
erly of the hospital building.  It was a twelve-sto-
ry building comprised of 106,172 SF.  The per-
sonnel or nurses building was erected at the 
time the Hospital was constructed.  Prior to its 
demolition in 2016-17, all but three floors were 

vacant. The building had significant building en-
velope and structural deficiencies making build-
ing renovations cost prohibitive (exceeding the 
cost of new construction). 

Future construction or significant regrading at 
the Shattuck Campus must plan to avoid the 
personnel building’s foundation walls or antici-
pate removal of the foundation walls.    

Above: Extent of impervious area on existing Shattuck Campus including building foot-
prints, parking areas and driveways. Image courtesy of the McCabe Enterprise Team.Building

Parking or 
Driveway

Lot Line
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The Power Plant Building

The services or power building is situated at the 
most northern portion of the site, closest to For-
est Hills.  It houses the power plant that produc-
es steam heat for the entire campus.  Approx-
imately half of the services building is used by 
the Pine Street Inn to operate a 125-bed shel-
ter for the homeless, with overflow capacity to 
serve another ten persons.  

The brick power building has a 17,769 SF foot-
print with a total of 33,480 SF of usable space.  
The building envelope is deteriorated and in 
need of maintenance. However, the deteriora-
tion is less acute than the nearby hospital build-
ing on the campus. 

The Built Environment

The built environment on the Shattuck Campus 
is comprised of two buildings, the hospital and 

Above: Shattuck Campus buildings (prior to the recent demolition of the Nurse’s Building).  

Hospital Building

Hospital Building

Nurses Home

LEGEND

services/power building, the parking and ser-
vice areas, as well as internal vehicular circula-
tion routes.  There are also sidewalks to access 
the entrances to the Hospital from the parking 
lots, although the sidewalks are mostly narrow 
and undersized.  Over ninety percent of the site 
is impermeable, covered with buildings and 
paved surface areas, as depicted below. 

In prior studies prepared for DCAMM, several 
items were identified.
• Specific challenges and needed improve-

ments at the Shattuck Hospital building not-
ed in prior studies include:

• HVAC systems need to be replaced. 
• Low floor-to-ceiling heights make accom-

modation of modern, health care equip-
ment and the appropriate electrical and 
ventilation systems extremely difficult, if not 
impossible. 

• The building envelope needs to be replaced 
including windows. 

• Code issues, such as seismic code com-
pliance, will need to be addressed with a 
major renovation, adding additional costs to 
renovation.

Power Plant
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Land Use

The land use designation of the Shattuck Cam-
pus at Morton Street is Urban Public/ Institution-
al since  health care uses are provided on site. 
Services are provided by public and non-profit 
providers. 

The Shattuck Campus is surrounded on three-
sides by Franklin Park and to the southwest 
across Morton Street, the Forest Hills Cemetery.  
Franklin Park is within a ten-minute walk of the 
Shattuck Campus, or approximately one-half 
mile. Within Franklin Park, there are many active 

recreational options, including tennis courts, 
a softball field, a children’s playground, and a 
public eighteen-hole golf course.   The mainte-
nance center and yard for Boston Parks is a half 
mile southeast of the site on Morton Street.  
 
Other nearby Public/ Institutional land uses with-
in a half-mile include the West Roxbury District 
Court, the Arborway MBTA yard and refueling 
station, and the Boston Pre-Release Center.  
Two charter schools are a ten-minute walk from 
the Shattuck Campus. 

Below: Existing land uses surrounding Shattuck Campus. Image: McCabe Enterprise 
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Public/institutional land uses are the predomi-
nant land use within a half-mile of the Shattuck 
Campus followed by residential uses, including 
single-family homes, two- and three-families, 
condominiums and small and mid-size apart-
ment buildings. There are commercial uses as 
well.  

SHATTUCK

Left: Existing 
parcels surround-
ing Shattuck 
Campus. Image: 
McCabe Enter-
prise Team.
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Parcel Lines

The Forest Hills MBTA station is the closest 
transportation hub offering bus, subway and 
train connections, as well as taxis.  There is a 
commercial node that extends around Forest 
Hills with nearby restaurants and services.  Also, 
the Blue Hill Avenue corridor offers retail and 
commercial services.
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Access to the Shattuck Campus is current-
ly provided by multiple transportation modes.  
Main vehicular access to the Campus is provid-
ed from Circuit Drive, also known as Jewish War 
Veterans Memorial Drive, on the northern side 
of the site. Three additional vehicular access 
driveways and a pedestrian access points are 
provided from Morton Street along the south-
ern edge of the site; the vehicular access points 
are currently blocked off by fencing. Three bus 
routes, provided by the Massachusetts Bay 
Transportation Authority (MBTA), routes 16, 21 
and 31, serve the site. Additionally, the MBTA 
Forest Hills Orange Line Station is located near-
by with the Hospital providing a direct shuttle 
service between Forest Hills and the campus. 
Dedicated bike facilities are also provided on 
several neighboring streets. Additionally, a sep-
arated bike track has been recently installed 
along Morton Street; at present, the bike track 
stops before reaching the Shattuck Campus. 

The following discussion provides additional de-
tails regarding the existing transportation services 
that provide access to the Shattuck Campus. 

Roadway Network

Morton Street, which serves several access 
driveways along the southwest of the Shattuck 
Campus, is classified as an urban principal arte-
rial.  Morton Street, which also carries the State 
Route 203 designation, is under MassDOT juris-
diction.  The Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) 
volume on Morton Street is 26,000 vehicle per 
day (vpd) according to MassDOT’s on-line 
Roadway Inventory database (https://gis.massdot.
state.ma.us/roadinventory/). Along the site, the road-
way consists of two travel lanes with a  bike lane 
in each direction. A raised grass median with 
overhead lighting separates the two directions 
of traffic.  A narrow, approximately 2-3 feet wide, 
paved area is located on the northeast side of 
Morton Street.  The area, although paved, is too 
narrow to allow pedestrian traffic and cannot be 
considered a sidewalk.  Signing prohibiting pe-
destrian use of this area is also located along 
the roadway. 

 
Photo 1: Typical Section of Morton Street, looking east from 

  Sh

attuck Hospital.  

Below: Typical Section of Morton Street, look-
ing southeast from Shattuck Hospital. Images 
courtesy of Pare Corp. 

Below: Morton Street looking northwest from the 
Shattuck Campus. The narrow sidewalk with “no 
pedestrian” along the east side of the roadway 
can be seen. Images courtesy of Pare Corp. 

CONNECTIVITY, ACCESS & TRANSPORT
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Circuit Drive (Jewish War Veterans Drive) runs 
along the north side of the Shattuck Campus 
providing access to the site from Franklin Park.  
Circuit Drive runs in the east/west direction 
through Franklin Park, connecting Morton Street 
and Blue Hill Avenue. This is a park roadway and 
is classified as an urban minor arterial under the 
jurisdiction of the City of Boston. In the vicinity of 
the Campus, the roadway consists of one travel 
lane in each direction, a bike lane in each direc-
tion, and a parking lane along the southern side 
of the roadway.  A walking path, separated from 
the roadway by a grass buffer, is also provided 
along on the south side of the roadway between 
the Campus and Morton Street. 
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Jewish War Veterans Drive runs along the north 
side of the Shattuck Campus providing access to the 
site from Franklin Park.  Jewish War Veterans Drive 
runs in the east/west direction through Franklin Park, 
connecting Morton Street and Blue Hill Avenue.  It 
is classified as an urban minor arterial and is under 

the jurisdiction of the City of Boston.  In the vicinity of the campus, the roadway consists of one travel lane 
in each direction, a bike lane in each direction, and a parking lane along the southern side of the roadway.  
A walking path, separated from the roadway by a grass buffer, is also provided along on the south side of 
the roadway between the Campus and Morton Street. 

The Shattuck Campus Main Entrance is located off Jewish War Veterans Drive, approximately 1,200 
feet from Morton Street.  The Campus entrance intersects Jewish War Veterans Drive immediately west of 
Circuit Drive.  A landscaped circle is located at the intersection of Circuit Drive and Jewish War Veterans 
Drive, creating an unconventional intersection alignment.  Additionally, the intersection striping has faded, 
adding to the potential for driver confusion when traversing the intersection.  In general, the close proximity 
between the Campus driveway and Circuit 
Drive intersections with Jewish War 
Veterans Drive presents a somewhat 
confusing intersection alignment with 

Photo 2: Morton Street looking west from the Shattuck Campus.  
The narrow sidewalk with “no pedestrian” along the east side of 
the roadway can be seen. 

Photo 3: The intersection of the Shattuck Campus Main Entrance with 
Jewish War Veterans Main Entrance looking north.  The excessive width 
of the intersection and faded striping can be noted.  

Above: The 
intersection of 
the Shattuck 
Campus Main 
Entrance with 
Circuit Drive 
looking north.  
The excessive 
width of the 
intersection, 
faded striping 
and lack of safe 
pedestrian and 
bicycles access 
are problematic.  
Image courtesy 
of Pare Corp. 
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The Shattuck Campus Main Entrance is located 
off Circuit Drive, approximately 1,200 feet from 
Morton Street.  The Campus entrance lies at the 
point where the east-west segment of Circuit 
Drive, which crosses the park, meets the south-
west loop of Circuit Drive, which is a restricted 
access road.  A landscaped island, a part of the 
original Olmsted plan, is located at the intersec-
tion of Circuit Drive at the campus entry, cre-
ating an unconventional intersection alignment.  
Additionally, the intersection striping has faded, 
adding to the potential for driver confusion when 
traversing the intersection.  In general, the close 
proximity between the Campus driveway and 
Circuit Drive intersection presents a somewhat 
confusing intersection alignment with unclear 
intersection control and right-of-way.

 

 
Photo 
5: 
MBTA 
bus 
shelter 
located 
with 
the 
Shattuc
k 
Campu
s at 
Morton 
Street. 

Photo 4: The crosswalk across Morton Street at the MBTA bus stop looking south.  Note the lack of wheelchair 
ramps at entering the crosswalk and at the Morton Street median. 

 

Top left: MBTA bus shelter located with the Shat-
tuck Campus at Morton Street.

Top right: Shuttle stop located on the Shattuck 
Campus. 

Right: The crosswalk across Morton Street at the 
MBTA bus stop looking south.  Note the lack of 
wheelchair ramps at entering the crosswalk and 
at the Morton Street median.

Images courtesy of Pare Corp. 

 

 

Public Transit

Public transportation access is provided to the 
Shattuck Campus by the MBTA through bus 
and subway service.  Bus service to the site is 
summarized in the table on the following page.
As noted in the table above, the Route 16 bus 
stop is located on Circuit Drive near the Shattuck 
Campus driveway. A sidewalk is provided along 
the south side of Circuit  Drive providing access 
the Campus and the eastbound bus stop.  No 
sidewalk is located for the bus stop on the north 
side of Circuit Drive for the westbound bus stop.  
Additionally, no crosswalk is located across Cir-
cuit Drive to provide a connection between the 
north and side sides of Circuit Drive to connect 
the westbound bus stop to the Campus.
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16
Jewish War Veterans Drive,  
at Shattuck Hospital

Forest Hills, Andrew Square, City Point, UMass Boston 15-30 min.

21
Morton Street,  
at Shattuck Hospital

Forest Hills, Morton Street, Ashmont 10-20 min.

31
Morton Street,  
at Shattuck Hospital

Forest Hills, Morton Street, Blue Avenue, Mattapan Square 5-10 min.

Existing MBTA Bus Service to the Shattuck Campus

Bus stops for Route 21 and 31 are located on 
Morton Street.  A bus shelter is located on the 
north side of Morton Street within the Shattuck 
Campus property boundary.  The bus stop on 
the south side of Morton Street is connected 
to the Campus by a marked crosswalk across 
Morton Street.  The crosswalk does not comply 
with the Americans with Disabilities Act Accessi-
bility Guidelines (ADAAG) as accessible ramps 
are not provided at either end of the crosswalk 
or through the center median of Morton Street.  

Additionally, the high vehicle speed, as a result 
of the street design, and the volume of Morton 
Street make this crossing movement difficult for 
pedestrians, particularly those with disabilities.  

The Forest Hills MBTA Station is located ap-
proximately 0.6 miles to the west of the site and 
is approximately a 12-16 minute walk.  Access 
between the two locations is provided through 
multiple transportation modes.  Sidewalks and 
bike paths, recently constructed as part of the 
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Above: Multi-modal improvements on Morton Street from 
Washington St to Circuit Drive include separate pedestri-
an and bicycle paths separated by a planting strip from 
the roadway and from each other.   

Casey Arborway Project, link the station area 
with the intersection of Circuit Drive and Mor-
ton Street, but stop short of access to the Shat-
tuck Campus.  MBTA bus routes 16, 21, and 
31 each provide service between the Campus 
and Forest Hills.  Additionally, Shattuck Hospital 
currently operates a direct shuttle between the 
Campus and Forest Hills. The shuttle operates 
Monday through Friday between 5:40 a.m. and 
11:45 p.m.  It should be noted that this specific 
shuttle is anticipated to stop operations when 
Shattuck Hospital is relocated to the South End 
in 2022.

Pedestrian & Bicycle        
Connectivity

As previously discussed, Morton Street is an 
urban principal arterial with over 26,000 vehicle 
trips per day. The high volume and high speed 
on Morton Street roadway, along with traffic 
congestion at the Morton Street and Circuit 
Drive intersection, present challenges to pedes-
trian and bicycle access to the Shattuck Cam-
pus site.  

Along Circuit Drive, pedestrian and bicycle ac-
cess at the northwest entry to the campus is 
currently hampered by a lack of clearly defined 
paths and a complex set of intersections and 

site driveways. As previously pointed out, faded 
bike and roadway striping in this area make the 
area difficult to navigate. On Morton Street bicy-
cle access is currently via an on-street bike lane 
that is not protected from roadway traffic, and is 
undersized compared to best practices. 

Sidewalk access on the east side of Morton 
Street is discontinuous between Circuit drive 
and Cemetery Road to the south. Between 
Cemetery Road and the Shattuck Campus to 
the south, there is a narrow asphalt shoulder 
between the curb and historic stone perimeter 
wall that serves as the only means of pedestri-
an access along the east side of Morton Street. 
This shoulder is far less than 3 feet in width for 
most of this distance and is not universally ac-
cessible; it is interrupted by a light pole at one 
point which forces pedestrians to step off the 
curb into the bike lane in order to pass. 

Sidewalk access on the west side of Morton 
Street extends south of the intersection with For-
est Hills Avenue, ending approximately 250 feet 
short of the existing MBTA bus stop across from 
the Shattuck Hospital. Along this asphalt paved 
walk there are a number of obstacles impeding 
access, including trees, signs and light poles. 
From the point where the sidewalk ends to the 
bus stop, there is only a narrow, worn grass 
shoulder between the curb and the cemetery 
fence. Heading south from this point on Morton 
Street, there is no sidewalk on the east or west 
side of the street until the intersection of Canter-
bury Street on the south corner of Franklin Park. 

Recent Morton Street Improvements
The recent Casey Arborway Project implement-
ed complete streets improvements on Morton 
Street between Washington Street at Forest 
Hills Station and the northwest side of the in-
tersection of Circuit Drive. These improvements 
include multi-modal access and traffic calming 
measures, and include lighting, signage, side-
walks, and a separated bike path. The sidewalk 
and bike path are separated from the roadway 
and from each other by a grass planting area. 
Improvements also included new crosswalks 
and accessibility improvements at intersections 
and crossings.
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Pare Corporation (Pare) has prepared this 
memorandum as part of the existing conditions 
study of the Lemuel Shattuck Hospital Cam-
pus utilities located at 160, 170, and 180 Mor-
ton Street, Boston.  As part of the utility study, 
Pare reviewed site plans and surveys from past 
Pare projects with the Massachusetts Division 
of Capital Asset Management and Maintenance 
(DCAMM), site studies prepared by others for 
DCAMM, and information provided by utility 
providers for the hospital campus.  Pare also 
contacted campus staff and utility providers in-
cluding Boston Water and Sewer Commission 
(BWSC), National Grid, and Eversource.  

Water

The water distribution network on campus is a 
private utility system owned by Shattuck Hos-
pital. The water transmission and distribution 
system in Morton Street belongs to BWSC and 
the Massachusetts Water Resources Authority 
(MWRA).  Based on records provided by, and 
interviews with BWSC personnel, the campus is 
supplied by BWSC from a master meter at 160 
Morton Street.  The campus is fed from at least 
four separate connections from water mains 
on Morton Street.  Three of the connections 
appear to be to BWSC water mains; the fourth 
connection may belong to MWRA; however, it is 
not entirely clear based on existing records. On 
campus piping appears to be a mix of 8-inch 
and 6-inch cast iron pipe that is at least 60 
years old; however, there are discrepancies in 
the various historical records regarding materi-
al and pipe size. Of the four connections in the 
street, none (0) run directly to any buildings and 
instead feed a loop system around the campus.  
The main hospital building is served by a build-
ing-to-building connection from the 160 Morton 
Street building; however, the location of the ser-

vice has not been verified in this study. There 
are at least nine (9) fire hydrants on the campus 
connected to the loop system around the cam-
pus.  The interior domestic piping is reported to 
be copper and is reported to be approximately 
60 years old and in poor condition. 

It is anticipated that there is adequate capacity 
in the street to serve a future redevelopment of 
the campus; however, the exact capacity would 
require an in-depth evaluation once the rede-
velopment plan is finalized.  Given that the new 
development will likely be a substantial modifi-
cation to the campus layout, it is likely that the 
existing infrastructure will not be reused or may 
require substantial modification to the existing 
piping and/or new connections to the public 
system in Morton Street. Future fire protection 
will be a significant factor in the adequacy of 
the existing pipe network on campus and in the 
street. 

UTILITIES & INFRASTRUCTURE
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Sewer and Drainage

There may be upwards of twelve (12) sanitary 
sewer connections along the rear of the build-
ing facing Morton Street where sanitary sewer is 
tied into the system in Morton Street, based on 
various site plans reviewed. 

The on-site sewer appears to be a mix of cast 
iron, vitrified clay, and PVC.  Given that the new 
development will likely be a substantial modifi-
cation to the campus layout, it is very unlikely 
that the existing sewer will be reused as part 
of the future redevelopment.  More likely, new 
sewer will need to be installed on campus to the 
system in Morton Street.  Furthermore, addition-
al investigation will be needed as part of the re-
development to identify the alignment, capacity 
and ownership of sewer in Morton Street.  

There is extensive drainage around the proper-
ty.  Due to redevelopment, all drainage will like-
ly be decommissioned and replaced with new 
drainage. 

1
BOSTON WATER AND SEWER
Copyright © Boston Water and Sewer Commission.
All rights reserved. Printed on: 2/12/2019

0 90 180 270 36045

Feet/

Below: Shattuck Campus Existing Water Service. Source: Boston Water and Sewer Commission.
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Natural Gas

Utility maps provided by National Grid identify 
one gas service entering the property.  The ser-
vice enters at the north west side of the prop-
erty and transitions from a 4-inch service to a 
3-inch service as it enters the 160 Morton Street 
building.  There appear to be no other services 
for the campus based on the maps provided 
by National Grid. The date of installation for this 
service is reported to be 1953.  

Electric

Eversource provides the electric service for the 
Campus through an underground service from 
Morton Street. The current Campus is supplied 
by two electrical services from two substations 
from Roslindale and Mattapan according to the 
Facilities Director.  

Conclusions 

The existing facility has a substantial utility load, 
which was likely even higher before the building 
at 180 Morton Street was demolished. In light 
of the current and historic utility loads, it is ex-
pected that there is substantial utility capacity 
in Morton Street to support a redevelopment of 
the site. However, future loads would need to 
be determined once the redevelopment plan is 
finalized, and then compared to capacity avail-
able from each utility provider. 

It is not expected that much of the existing utility 
infrastructure will be reused as part of the rede-
velopment. Much of the utility infrastructure is 
original to facility, and therefore likely antiquated 
and unsuitable for reuse, necessitating removal 
or substantial modification to the infrastructure.  
It is likely that new utility connections will need 
to be made in Morton Street to support the re-
development of the campus.  
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Security and safety are key assumptions in 
operating a health care and residential facility. 
Patients, residents, staff, visitors and neighbors 
all seek and desire a safe, secure environment.   
The Shattuck Campus has a reputation for safe-
ty amongst patients and neighbors. 

The Shattuck Campus has a layered security 
system.  It starts with campus perimeter securi-
ty and includes building access and unit access 
security controls.  

Perimeter Security

Perimeter security consists of a chain-link fence 
running along four sides of the perimeter of the 
site, which defines the boundary of the Shattuck 
Campus and limits access to the Campus.  The 
Morton Street side is also bounded by a perim-
eter 24- to 30-inch stone wall, which also limits 
access points. There are three curb cuts on Mor-
ton Street which provide opportunities for vehic-
ular access.  Each of these is gated with a chain 
link fence gate.  All gates were closed during 
site visits to the campus.  Access for trucks to 
the hospital’s loading dock is via Morton Street, 
and requires a person to open and unlock the 
gate.  The one break in both the stone wall and 
chain link fence barrier along Morton Street is 
the MBTA bus stop.  

There is another interruption in the chain link 
fence perimeter barrier for 200 feet at the north-
ern perimeter just west of Circuit Drive entrance 
to the Hospital. This break is at the entry and 
approach to the shelter for the homeless op-
erated by the Pine Street Inn in the services/
power building. This 200-feet perimeter section 
is marked by a series of large granite slabs cre-
ating a more porous boundary line that is more 

welcoming, particularly to users and visitors to 
the shelter.    

The primary vehicular access to the Shattuck 
Campus is from Circuit Drive, with an approach 
driveway up the incline.  The hospital’s loca-
tion at the highest elevation of the site and the 
main entrance at the top of the 400-foot drive 
provides ample sight lines to see approaching 
vehicles, as well as pedestrians ambling up the 
abutting sidewalks. This is the sole vehicular exit 
for cars, as well.     

Building Access

The main entry to the hospital building is from 
the approach drive.  There is a drop-off area for 
shuttles and visitors at the entry.  The main dou-
ble-door entrance opens-up to a large lobby with 
access controls, and a security/ check-in desk 
staffed by uniform security staff.  All building en-
trants must have a staff or patient identification, 
or temporary identification after checking in with 
security.  Access to the elevators, stairways and 
first floor offices requires passage through con-
trolled turnstiles.  A secondary entrance and exit 
is located on the southern side of the hospital 
building.  

For shelter staff and patrons, entry to the ser-
vices/power building is through a front door 
with a separate entry from Circuit Drive. Persons 
arriving at the shelter are asked to check-in by 
shelter staff. There is also a side entrance from 
the parking area between the hospital building 
and the services/power building. This entry is 
typically used as a secondary or emergency exit 
to the shelter facility.  The services/power build-
ing is connected to the hospital building by a 
below-ground tunnel, which is primarily used by 
staff.   

SAFETY & SECURITY
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Unit and Program Security

Most of the units and programs at the Shattuck 
Hospital have limited access and entry.  Visitors 
typically need to signal arrival on the floor, be-
fore being allowed to enter locked units from 
the floor waiting area by the elevators, by pro-
gram or security staff, depending upon the unit.  
Some units have higher security, such as the 
Corrections units.  Security is provided to con-
trol both ingress and egress from the programs 
and units.  

Uniformed Security           
Personnel

The Departments of Public Health (DPH) has 
uniformed security personnel, which have the 
same authority as state police officers. Uni-
formed officers serve as security personnel at 
the entrance to the hospital and patrol, typical-
ly by foot, the hospital and campus grounds.  
Campus security uniform officers provide secu-
rity 24-hours a day, seven days a week.  Uni-
formed officers are frequently asked to respond 
to situations by program staff with patients and 
visitors by providing a security presence to min-
imize and resolve potential issues. 

Interviews with the nonprofit vendors at the Shat-
tuck Campus all cited the benefits of having se-
curity personnel present and visible on the cam-
pus.  Vendor executives found the presence of 
uniform security personnel an advantage with 
staff recruitment and retention.  Program staff 
reported that the presence of uniformed securi-
ty staff was a valuable resource when resolving 
incidents.   

Medical patients in the Corrections units referred 
by local county jails require a police detail from 
the referring jail.  In addition, the Department of 
Corrections provides additional security staff 
and protocols for the Corrections Medical units.  

 Other Security Measures

Contemporary health care facilities often require 
security for the secure storage and distribution 
of medications.  Another major focus of modern 
security relates to information technology and 
cybersecurity.  The state auditor in 2011 issued 
a report praising the IT security at the Shattuck 
Hospital.  Previous building assessment reports 
have recommended improvements to the fire 
prevention system for the buildings at the Shat-
tuck campus. Good security requires up-to-date 
fire prevention systems. These security needs – 
medication and drug storage, technology and 
cybersecurity, and fire prevention systems, were 
not reviewed as a part of this assignment.  
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Supportive Housing
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Supportive Housing
Examples 
A program/ service model that reduces barriers to treatment, inte-
grates care within and across the health care and housing systems, 
and increases the housing supply (with a minimum of 75-100 units 
of permanent supportive housing).

Blackburn Center 
Portland, OR

Supportive Housing with Health Care Clinic & Pharmacy

Supportive and Affordable Housing + Emergency Shelter 

Arroyo Village 
Denver, CO

Conway Center 
Washington, DC 

Supportive Housing, Health Care & Job Training

PLANNING PRINCIPLES, 

DESIGN GOALS & PROGRAM9
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PRINCIPLES, DESIGN GOALS                  
& PROGRAM

Overview

Beginning in the summer of 2018, the Com-
monwealth conducted a year-long, interactive 
planning process to determine the future vi-
sion for the Shattuck Campus at Morton Street. 
Moving forward, at regular intervals over the 
next phases of the redevelopment process, 
the Commonwealth will identify and promote 
opportunities for community members to pro-
vide guidance and feedback at key intervals. 
The Commonwealth will provide updated in-
formation on the redevelopment process on its 
website, and will continue to coordinate with 
co-occurring planning processes related to the 
Franklin Park Master Plan and the future of sub-
stance use disorder services at the Long Island 
Recovery Campus.

Recommendations

Led by consultant, Health Resources In Action, 
a Health Needs Assessment was completed; 
the assessment outlined key needs and gaps in 
healthcare services and housing within the Com-
monwealth. The data gathered and reviewed in 
the assessment and the themes and feedback 
provided throughout the year-long community 
engagement process, have informed the follow-
ing set of recommendations. These recommen-
dations are intended to inform the Request for 
Proposals (RFP), which is anticipated to be is-
sued by the Commonwealth. The RFP process 
will include a competitive bidding process for a 
private partner, with a complimentary mission, 
to redevelop the Shattuck Campus.

Planning Principles

Through the Shattuck Campus planning com-
munity engagement process and with leader-
ship from the Community Advisory Board, the 
planning principles, displayed on the facing 
page, have been developed throughout the 
planning process; these will inform the Request 
for Proposals for a private partner in the next 
phase of the process.

Design Goals

There is an opportunity to improve physical ele-
ments of the Campus to benefit people living at 
and/or receiving services on-site, and the sur-
rounding communities, by:
• Adding and improving green and open 

space and better integrating the Campus 
with Franklin Park; and,

• Improving pedestrian and bike connections 
near and through the Shattuck Campus to 
provide needed connections from Morton 
Street to Forest Hills and to Franklin Park.

Design goals and strategies are listed in the fol-
lowing categories and are recommendations for 
future development; each was generated and 
refined with community input.

• Edges
• Buildings
• Landscape
• Campus Amenities
• Access: Bike & Pedestrian, Vehicular, Public 

Transportation
• Parking
• Energy & Sustainability

The goals and policies for each of these areas, 
along with community input, are discussed on 
the following pages.
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Planning Principles for Shattuck Campus at Morton Street

• Integrate Shattuck Campus at Morton 
Street with Franklin Park; 

• Improve access to neighborhoods with 
public transit, bike and pedestrian options;

• Increase green and open space;

• Align with local and state sustainable    
development goals and strategies;

• Seek partner(s) to implement a program/
service model that reduces barriers to 
treatment, integrates care within and 
across the health care and housing sys-
tems, and increases the housing supply 
(a minimum of 75-100 units of permanent 
supportive housing). 
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Bike & Pedestrian

Safe multi-modal access to the Shattuck Cam-
pus at Morton Street is a key need for those ac-
cessing services on the site, for staff providing 
the services, and for the community in general. 
Currently, bicycle and pedestrian access to the 
campus is difficult due to poor connectivity at 
the intersection of both Circuit Drive and Mor-
ton Street. As noted in the existing conditions, 
recent roadway improvements on the Arborway 
stop northwest of Circuit Drive, do not extend 
along Morton Street to the Campus. A com-
plete streets approach to Campus develop-
ment which incorporates multimodal access is 
essential.

Connectivity & Walkability

Redevelopment of the Campus should incor-
porate improved connections to the Forest Hills 
area for pedestrians and bicyclists. Throughout 
the planning process, several major themes de-
veloped around connectivity and safety; several 
users highlighted the poor existing conditions 
at Morton Street that arre needed to improve 
safety. To this end, recent improvements to 
the right-of-way along Morton, closer to Forest 
Hills, have already incorporated traffic calming 
measures, which could naturally extend to the 
Shattuck Campus. In response to the current 
conditions, the planning team developed two 
potential cross sections that introduce walkabil-
ity improvements on Morton Street. These im-
provements include protected multi-use paths, 
sidewalk extensions and the introduction of a 
median. While the exact configuration of the 
improvement has not been specified, bike and 
pedestrian improvements, consistent with best 
practices, included in the National Association 

DESIGN GOAL: SAFE & CONVENIENT 
MULTI-MODAL ACCESS

of Transportation Officials (NACTO) guidelines 
and the Massachusetts Separated Bike Lane 
Planning and Design Guide, should apply to 
Morton Street. The Historic Parkway Preserva-
tion Treatment Guidelines should also be con-
sulted. 

The inclusion of protected bike lanes and wide 
pathways for pedestrians is strongly recom-
mended as a means of providing for multimodal 
safety along the Morton Street edge of the cam-
pus. The optimal location for pedestrian/ bicycle 
safety is adjacent to the parcel and will require 
ample room for a wider path.
 
To better serve those arriving via MBTA bus ser-
vice, the street cross sections developed in the 
study recommend extending the existing side-
walk on the southbound side of Morton Street 
from the point where the paving ends to the bus 
stop and pedestrian crossing to the Campus. 
This added sidewalk will support safer access 
to the Campus. These improvements will re-
quire adjustments to the existing right-of-way.

Additionally, the cross sections developed in the 
study suggest introducing a median between 
north and south bound traffic on Morton Street 
to aid pedestrian crossings while supporting 
a parkway type atmosphere on Morton Street. 
As shown in Alternative A, a narrow median 
could include street lighting, while leaving am-
ple roadway width for two lanes of traffic in each 
direction, and the potential for on-street park-
ing spaces or an access  lane along the cam-
pus edge. In Alternative B, two lanes of traffic 
in each direction with a wider planted median 
is possible, but without the on-street parking of 
Alternative A. In general, the introduction of the 
median was well received.
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• Increase bike/ pedestrian access 
to the campus.

• Improve link to Forest Hills: 
      include a multi-use path to site 
      along Morton Street.

• Site should be universally acces-
sible.

• Consider connecting to other park 
amenities such as Morton Rock.

• Consider incorporating Olmst-
ed-like elements.

Implementation 
Considerations: Access 
& Connectivity

Executive Office of 
Health and Human Services
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site along Morton Street. 
Site should be universally accessible.
Consider connecting to other park amenities such as 
Morton Rock. 
Consider incorporating Olmsted-like elements.

•
•

•
•

•

Campus Atmosphere

On the campus itself, walkability through and 
around the site should be a priority. The circula-
tion network should be conceived as a campus 
setting, with pedestrian and bicycle paths be-
tween buildings in a way that is responsive to 
existing conditions and the natural topography 
of the site. The site should be universally ac-
cessible and materials for paths and walkways 
should be designed with universal access.
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Implementation Considerations:

Increase bike/ pedestrian access to the campus.
Improve link to Forest Hills: include a multi-use path to 
site along Morton Street. 
Site should be universally accessible.
Consider connecting to other park amenities such as 
Morton Rock. 
Consider incorporating Olmsted-like elements.

•
•

•
•

•

Park Connectivity

During the public process, the desire for bet-
ter connectivity between the Shattuck Campus 
and Franklin Park was raised as a primary goal 
for redevelopment of the site. The Shattuck 
Campus should be visually and physically con-
nected to the park, without fences or barriers. 
Pathways should provide easy pedestrian and 
bicycle connections between the Campus, 
Circuit Drive, and adjacent recreation areas at 
Ellicottdale. Reinstating historic path networks 
in the Campus plan that take advantage of the 
natural topography, using Olmsted’s approach, 
is strongly encouraged.

Rock Milton & Morton Rock

Reintegrating access to Rock Milton and Rock 
Morton, outcroppings to the south of the Cam-
pus area, was identified as a priority in the com-
munity process. Historic plans of Franklin Park 
show that there was originally connectivity from 
the campus that wound southward up to Rock 
Milton, as well as around Rock Milton to Rock 
Morton further south. Rock Morton provides an 
elevated vantage point with views to Scarbor-
ough Pond to the east. Providing public access 
to the south is strongly encouraged as a com-
ponent of the new Campus plan.

MORTON ST

CIRCUIT DR

Above: Connectivity diagram for Shattuck Campus at Morton Street.
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Implementation Considerations:

Increase bike/ pedestrian access to the campus.
Improve link to Forest Hills: include a multi-use path to 
site along Morton Street. 
Site should be universally accessible.
Consider connecting to other park amenities such as 
Morton Rock. 
Consider incorporating Olmsted-like elements.

•
•

•
•

•

Above: General Plan of Franklin Park, c.1885, 
showing campus area and the Rocks Milton and 
Morton areas.

Rock Morton

Rock Milton

Shattuck 
Campus

Vehicular &                          
Public Transportation

A primary goal for site reuse is focused on 
multimodal strategies to minimize or eliminate 
impacts of vehicular use on the Campus. The 
Shattuck Campus sits within a heavily trafficked 
area that includes Morton Street and the Arbor-
way, key arterials connecting to Forest Hills and 
Jamaica Plain; and Circuit Drive which connects 
the site with Blue Hill Avenue. As discussed in 
the existing conditions, multimodal site access 
will need to be carefully crafted to minimize im-
pacts on existing road networks while prioritiz-
ing safe pedestrian and bicycle access to the 
site.

Reducing the number of cars on the campus, 
and with it the need for on-site parking, is a pri-
ority. The Campus is a unique site, surrounded 
by park space, full of places for people; the em-
phasis at the Shattuck Campus should reflect 
the focus on places for people, rather than auto-
mobiles. Site circulation should encourage con-
nectivity: parking areas should be strategically 
placed to reduce impacts and support a pedes-
trian-focused campus atmosphere. On-street 
parking should be incorporated to promote 
traffic calming. Improvement of public transit, 
and implementation of a dedicated shuttle for 
the site are strongly encouraged to support this 
effort.

Vehicular Access

Primary vehicular access to the Campus is 
currently from Circuit Drive. To reduce impacts 
on the park, the design goals for Campus re-
development recommend the main vehicular 
access to the Campus be from Morton Street, 
while secondary access remains on Circuit 
Drive. Refer to the diagram on the prior page for 
conceptual vehicular site access points. Cam-
pus reuse should incor- porate best practices 
in transportation planning, including close co-
ordination with the Department of Transporta-
tion and the City of Boston. Moving the primary 
entrance from Circuit Drive to Morton Street will 
likely require a new traffic signal to allow access 
from Morton Street onto the campus. This will be 
evaluated throughout the planning and develop-
ment process.

Secondary access off Circuit Drive is anticipat-
ed as well. As part of the reuse plan it is strongly 
recommended that access to the campus at the 
existing Circuit Drive intersection be redesigned 
to incorporate improved pedestrian and bicycle 
safety, including near the existing bus stop.
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Public Transportation

Public transportation access to the site is cru-
cial for supportive housing residents, commu-
nity members seeking access to services, and 
campus staff persons. In consultation with the 
MBTA, the location of bus stops and frequency 
of service should be reviewed and optimized for 
public access.

The bus stop along Morton Street has been 
discussed at several community meetings; the 
existing conditions may be unsafe and require 
improvement. In addition, it is challenging to 
cross Morton Street to gain access to Shattuck 
Campus. As discussed in the Existing Condi-
tions section and in the Connectivity & Walkabil-
ity section, additional sidewalks and improved 
crosswalks are needed to provide safe access 
between the campus and the MBTA bus stop on 
the southbound side of Morton Street. There are 
several potential improvements that could be 
made to better serve those that use the bus to 
arrive at the campus. A side access lane, an in-
terior street or other configuration, which would 
result in a better location for the bus stop, are 
each potential options for improvement.

The Circuit Drive bus stops also need upgrad-
ing to incorporate sidewalks and crosswalks. 
Bus shelters, furnishings and signage should 
also be upgraded as part of the cam- pus devel-
opment. Introduction of an internal drive parallel 
to Morton Street, could provide a place for safe 
drop-off and pick-up of MBTA bus riders.

Campus Shuttle

In addition to strengthening existing public 
transportation service to the Shattuck Campus, 
design goals for the campus include instituting 
a shuttle transportation system to facilitate ac-
cess to and from Forest Hills Station, which is 
just over a half mile away (a 12-15 minute walk). 
Having a shuttle service that operates on a reg-
ular, frequent schedule is essential to providing 
access for site users – staff and those who do 
not have their own means of transportation. Pro-
viding shuttle service will also help minimize the 
number of vehicles on the campus.

The campus design goals also encourage the 
use of autonomous electric vehicles (AEVs) in 
the new plan. AEVs can provide on-call custom 
service, as well as regular routes. AEV shuttles 
are already in use on some college campuses 
and planned senior living centers. AEV shuttles 
can help meet sustainability goals on the cam-
pus.

Stormwater

Best practices in stormwater management 
should be implemented on the Shattuck Cam-
pus in order to prevent site impacts on the sur-
rounding park area. Site design for the campus 
should incorporate landscaping elements such 
as bioswales and rain gardens to reduce storm-
water run- off and improve water quality. Perme-
able pavement should be used for paths and 
parking areas to reduce surface run-off and im-
prove infiltration for removal of pollutants.
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SITE ACCESS AND PARKING 

Vehicular Access & Parking  
 

 

Vehicular Access  
•  Modify existing entrance and intersections. 
•  Evaluate need for traffic signal at intersection of site driveway and 

Morton Street.
 •  Consider improving bus access to site through use of access lane 

from Morton Street.
 •  Upgrade and relocate bus stops to improve site access; 

   optimize service.
 

•  Consider shuttle service to Forest Hills MBTA. 
  

Parking 
 •  Reduce parking on site & improve access to public transit. 

•  Integrate parking with landscape; screen parking, encourage on-street 
   parking where possible.

 

•  Consider podium buildings and existing landforms to reduce im-
pact of parking. 

•  Incorporate landscaping elements to reduce stormwater run-off
and improve water quality. 

•  Permeable pavement reduces surface runoff, storing it for slower 
discharge. 

Morton Street Cross-Section 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Existing Condition 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Alternative A 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Alternative B 

Parking Diagram (East-West Site Section)
Franklin 
Park

Morton 
Street

Existing topograpy 
change provides potential 
to conceal parking from 
view from Franklin Park

Implementation Considerations: 

.

.
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Parking Approach

A primary goal is to reduce parking and the 
subsequent impacts on the Shattuck Campus 
site and on the surrounding Franklin Park en-
vironment. In addition to developing a multi-
modal approach, several strategies are strongly 
encouraged as part of site reuse and redevel-
opment including on-street parking, and use 
of topography to screen parking and manage 
stormwater.

Utilization of on-street parking where possible 
within the Campus is recommended as a strate-
gy for reducing the impact that large open park-
ing areas have. Additionally, integrating parking 
into the landscape is preferred over aggregat-
ing parking in large lots. To mitigate visual im-
pact on the campus and surrounding park, and 
to reduce overall heat island effect from park-
ing, use of trees and landscape planting areas 
within parking areas are strongly encouraged. 
The Campus setting, surrounded by the park, 
requires an approach parking that emphasizes 
parking reduction.

DESIGN GOAL: REDUCE PARKING       
& ITS IMPACT

Use of Site Topography

One approach to parking that was highly fa-
vored in community discussions was the use of 
existing site topography to screen parking areas 
from view. There is a significant existing grade 
difference (approximately 13 feet) between the 
higher northeastern edge of the site abutting 
Franklin Park, and the lower Morton Street edge. 
Currently, the basement of the hospital, with a 
substantial footprint of over 85,000 SF, sits amid 
this grade change. Reuse plans for the Campus 
site could consider using this grade change to 
hide parking from view of the park. The full area 
of the existing basement footprint could poten-
tially accommodate many vehicles. 

Stormwater

Best practices in stormwater management 
should be implemented on the Shattuck Cam-
pus in order to prevent site impacts on the sur-
rounding park area. Site design for the cam-
pus should incorporate landscaping elements 
such as bioswales and rain gardens to reduce 
stormwater run- off and improve water quality. 
Permeable pavement should be used for paths 
and parking areas to reduce surface run-off and 
improve infiltration for removal of pollutants. 
Stormwater management improvement will be 
consistent with local and State sustainable de-
sign requirements.
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VEHICULAR ACCESS:
• Modify existing entrance and intersec-

tions.

• Evaluate need for traffic signal at intersec-
tion of site driveway and Morton Street

• Consider improving bus access to site 
through use of access lane

      from Morton Street.

• Upgrade and relocate bus stops to im-
prove site access; optimize service.

• Consider shuttle service to Forest Hills 
MBTA.

PARKING:
• Consider shuttle service to Forest Hills 

MBTA.

• Reduce parking on site & improve access 
to public transit.

• Integrate parking with landscape; screen 
parking, encourage on-street parking 
where possible.

• Consider podium buildings and existing 
landforms to reduce impact of parking.

• Incorporate landscaping elements to 
reduce stormwater run-off and improve 
water quality.

• Permeable pavement reduces surface 
runoff, storing it for slower discharge.

Implementation 
Considerations:                       
Vehicular Access & Parking
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Context

The Shattuck Campus at Morton Street is set 
within Franklin Park, which surrounds the Cam-
pus on three sides. Opposite the Shattuck 
Campus is the Forest Hills Cemetery, an active 
275-acre park-like cemetery established in 1848 
with mature trees. Franklin Park is the 527-acre 
crown jewel of the Emerald Necklace. It is one 
of Frederick Law Olmsted’s finest urban park 
designs. The landscape consists of wooded 
drumlins and open meadows. The  character is 
often described as pastoral with elements of the 
picturesque, a design aesthetic found through-
out Olmsted’s work.

Franklin Park was designed as a “country park.” 
In 1954, the City transferred the 13+/- acres of 
the Heathfield section of The Country Park to 
the Commonwealth to develop the Shattuck 
Campus and hospital facilities to meet current 
public health needs. Despite many alterations 
to Franklin Park, the park remains bucolic with 
much of Olmsted’s vision intact. This is the set-
ting for the Shattuck Campus at Morton Street.

Landscape

Given the Shattuck Campus at Morton Street’s 
contextual location, Olmsted’s design philoso-
phy should be used in the reuse and redevelop-
ment plans. Olmsted’s design philosophy and 
approach often incorporate curvilinear forms 
and pathways, to convey a sense contempla-
tiveness and tranquility .

Pathways and infrastructure for pedestrians and 
bicycles on the campus should be connected 
with paths extending through Franklin Park. A 
connection to Morton Rock, a geologic feature 
just east of the Shattuck campus should be de-

DESIGN GOAL: INCREASE            
LANDSCAPE AREA

veloped. Olmsted’s approach to pathways was 
to lead park visitors from one space to the next 
by allowing glimpses of the next space through 
the trees. He designed pathways to provide a 
sequence of views which unfold as the user 
walks through, using natural features – turf and 
rock, trees, planting of shrubs, water and the 
occasional bridge or steps, taking advantage of 
the unique character of the site. The pathways 
would often lead visitors to a scenic vista that 
would appear only once you came upon it.

Olmsted preferred the use of native plant spe-
cies and designed landscapes for long-term 
maintenance, using a primary palette of lawn 
and shade trees, with sparing use of flowering 
trees, perennials, and shrubs.

The redevelopment of the Shattuck Campus 
should incorporate spaces for solitary moments 
and passive recreation with more social spaces 
with public amenities, integrated with the build-
ings on site. Outdoor and indoor landscapes 
should include healing spaces and garden ar-
eas to support recovery.
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Edges

The southwesterly edge of Franklin Park ex-
tends one mile from American Legion Highway 
northwest to Forest Hills Street. Of this one-mile 
stretch, a quarter-mile interval is the edge of the 
Shattuck Campus. The existing edge along Mor-
ton Street for both Franklin Park and the Shat-
tuck Campus is bounded by a short, twenty-four 
to thirty-inch high stone wall set back a couple 
feet from the roadway. This stone wall extends 
around most of the perimeter of Franklin Park, 
augmented by stately mature trees. The interval 
with the Shattuck Campus edge along Morton 
Street has the historic wall, and only a few trees. 
Improvements should include a soft, porous 
vegetated edge. 

Views of the redeveloped Shattuck Campus 
shall be visible from Morton Street. The oth-
er edges of the Shattuck Campus today are 
marked with black chain link fencing creating 
a hard edge and barrier. A more porous, soft-
er edge, that opens- up the vistas and views to 
Franklin Park is preferred along the park sides. 
The visual and physical connection with Frank-
lin Park should be enhanced using an Olmste-
dian approach.

• Soft edges.

• No barriers.

• Enhance visual and physical con-
nection to/ from park.

• Maintain visibility of program on 
Morton St. for community connec-
tion.

• Consider Olmsted design            
principles.

• Integrate with park and park paths.

• Incorporate spaces for passive 
recreation.

• Provide spaces and gardens to 
support recovery.

• Provide Morton Rock connection.

Implementation 
Considerations:          
Landscape Area
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Community Input: Transportation

Like Change Add

• Protected bike lane

• Cycle track

• Sidewalks on both sides 

• Soft edges

• Connectivity for housing not isolated 

• Forest Hills shuttle needed

• Love hiding parking below building

• Like use of permeable paving and 
rain gardens

• Reduce amount of paving

• Parking under building/behind “hill” 
of Shattuck

• Underground parking

• Minimal surface parking: buildings 
can be taller if cars could be under-
ground

• More Bike paths

• Footprint of Shattuck impeding access 
to paths, cluster services closer to 
Forest Hills

• Park access by foot on other side

• Permeable paving 

• All vehicular deliveries access on Mor-
ton St., close off other access point

• Concern over traffic stacking at Circuit 
Drive/ Morton intersection

• Concern over traffic on Morton St.

• Parking on Morton is a problem

• No parking on Morton St.

• Speed limit reduction on Morton St.

• Concern over narrowing of Morton St., 
keep width

• Concern about adding traffic signal-im-
pacting through traffic

• Concern over locating new signals on 
Morton St.

• Concern over left turns off Morton St. 
onto the site

• Relocate services to MBTA Arborway 
bus parcel

• Cycle track to separate from pedestri-
ans

• Lighting for walk/ bike paths

• Security

• Safety first on campus

• Foot and pedestrian safety at cross-
ings; possible flashing yellow lights at 
crossings?

• Morton St. more integrated-bus stops, 
crosswalks to improve pedestrian safety

• Expand the sidewalk on Morton St. (cur-

rently 2 ft wide w/pole in the middle)

• Add parking restrictions for employees 
to prevent them from parkign on Circuit 
Drive

• Shuttle - FREE

• Plan for EV charging

• Low parking ratio for supporting  
housing

• VFW Pkwy - offsite parking?

• Dropoff areas onsite

• 3 buses currently serve Morton more 
frequent service needed

• Electric bus and AEVs

• Morton St. as urban street, not highway 
(all addresses on Morton St.)

• Scattered buildings connected by gar-
dens, parks, walkways (college campus) 

General Comment Themes:

• Improved access for pedestrians and bikes is essential

• Pavement reduction is essential

• Morton Street improvements are needed

• Opening to park with services, connecting 

• Improved convenience for public transportation e.g. shuttle 
connection to Forest Hills 

• Pavement reduction is important; consider underground parking 
to allow for more green space

• Morton Street improvements are needed

• Improved access for pedestrians and bikes is essential

• Concern for increasing convenience to public transportation 
for Shattuck campus

• If there is a traffic analysis done, could you add looking at 
what if circuit driver was closed to through traffic?

• Drastically increase green space and decrease paved park-
ing, fully underground parking 

• Concentrate all buses along morton st away from the park, 
make a vehicular access on morton 

• Add cycle tracks and separate pedestrian sidewalks to 
morton st and reduce width of driving lanes

During Community Meeting Three, participants weighed in on key themes developed through the planning process and 
responded with feedback about things they liked, ideas for change, and tems to be added.
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Community Input: Landscape & Character

Like Change Add

• Minimal surface parking: buildings can 
be taller if cars could be underground

• Soft edges

• Connectivity for housing not isolated

• Maintain Olmsted design principles

• Park access by foot on either side

• Separate park and housing

• Return Shattuck site to parkland

• Morton St. as urban street, not highway 
(all addresses on Morton St.)

• More traffic illegible on Morton St.

• Scattered buildings connected by 
gardens, parks, walkways (college 
campus)

• Morton St. needs more integrated bus 
stops, crosswalks to improve pedestri-
an safety

• Limit light pollution (dark sky)

General Comment Themes:

• Maintain Olmsted design principles

• Incorporating more open, green space

• Give some or all land to Franklin Park

• Add family space e.g. playground, childcare center

• Integration of services and housing with Franklin Park

• I do not support community gardening in Park, but yes on 
Shattuck Campus

• Reconnections are needed

• Leave the landscape redesign for parks to the landscape 
architects and eco-architects, not developers

• If housing must be in park, maximize by building up on Morton 
St. side

• Keep the smaller buildings in order to keep nature. Keep the 
land in an estate

• Incorporate recommendations for community amenities  
(restrooms, community room)

During Community Meeting Three, participants weighed in on key themes developed through the planning process and 
responded with feedback about things they liked, ideas for change, and tems to be added.
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DESIGN GOAL: BALANCE SCALE & 
CHARACTER OF BUILDINGS

Context

Future buildings on the Shattuck Campus 
should be integrated with the site’s topography 
and landscape. The topographic changes will 
enable the designer and builder of prospec-
tive buildings to utilize grade changes to hide 
or at minimum make less visible functions such 
as parking and services. High-quality design 
should be used with both materials and the col-
or palette reflecting the natural environment and 
promoting a sense of welcome and healing.

Olmsted looked to the site context to inform 
plan layout and building siting. For institution-
al settings, Olmsted preferred appropriately 
scaled buildings with residents having windows 
with pleasant views. Access to open space, 
fresh air, and sunlight are key.

A variety of building types support the public 
health and housing uses that have been out-
lined as part of the vision for the campus. Sup-
portive housing is often co-located in a mixed-
use building, that incorporates wrap around 
services. Housing variety may take multiple 
forms. Health clinics and support spaces will 
need access to related services.

While each building on the Shattuck Campus 
may have a different use, each will need to re-
flect the Planning Principles and implement the 
Design Goals. Buildings within a campus set-
ting are oriented to streets, public spaces and 
to one another, defining edges and making 
spaces between the buildings more legible. The 
“front-side” of one building will face the “front 
side” of another building, often with a public 
space in between. Pedestrian scaled buildings 
are not set back behind or within large parking 
lots, but instead incorporate good urban design 
practices that activate the ground floor and hide 
or eliminate parking.

Front entries are clear, and uses such as clinics, 
community services, offices and others at the 
ground level, provide ease of access, increase 
security and add vitality to the spaces adjacent.
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Building Scale & Massing

Building scale and massing are important fac-
tors in developing a new plan for the Shattuck 
Campus. Reuse plans should consider build-
ings that are approximately six floors in height. 
Building designs with long, empty monolithic 
walls, especially at the ground level, should be 
avoided. To preserve a walkable campus atmo-
sphere, building design and massing should 
balance scale and character of uses. Buildings 
that are scaled to reflect the multifamily resi-
dential aspect of the supportive housing on the 
site can break-up building massing with subtle 
changes in building form, for example.
 
Effort should be made to incorporate the land-
scape into the site, both as physical spaces 
and as views out to the park from buildings and 
spaces on the Campus. To promote the  natural 
environment of the site as a place for wellness 
and healing, incorporation of group gathering 
spaces such as courtyards and  balconies, is 
encouraged.

• Balance scale and character of 
uses and building types.

• Integrate buildings with site and 
open space.

• Consider a 6-story maximum 
height.

• Use quality design and materials.

Implementation 
Considerations: Scale & 
Character of Buildings
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Context

An overall goal for Shattuck redevelopment 
plans is to create a walkable campus atmo-
sphere that is compatible with Franklin Park and 
incorporates the natural setting as a way to pro-
mote health and well-being for clients, visitors, 
staff and the general public.

Building Materials

Materials used on the Shattuck Campus, wheth-
er for site improvements or building construc-
tion, should be of a high quality, and should be 
durable. To complement the natural setting of 
the adjacent Franklin Park, building materials 
and color palettes should be carefully selected 
to reflect or enhance the natural environment. 
Use of natural materials in the design of fa-
cades, such as wood, stone, brick or others, 
are strongly encouraged. To support sustain-
ability goals on the site, locally sourced building 
materials, and building materials and compo-
nents with longer lifecycle are encouraged. Se-
lected materials will be consistent with materials 
required in sustainable best practices, such as 
Net Zero design.

Case Examples

A few examples of possible approaches to 
building massing, site relationships, materials 
and color are provided.

California State University, Northridge, CA
The California State University Performing Arts 
Center was included in examples for its use of 
large spans of glass on the façade which al-
lows for interaction between interior and exte-
rior spaces. It is also an example of a six-story 
building.

DESIGN GOAL: COMPATIBLE       
BUILDING DESIGN & MATERIALS

Above: California State University, Northridge CA

Above: Weld Hill Building, Arnold Arboretum
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• Consider materials and color pal-
ettes that reflect the natural envi-
ronment.

• Incorporate landscape in and 
around buildings.

• Consider buildings that are no 
more than six floors in height.

Implementation 
Considerations: Design 
& Materials

Sandy Road Clinic, Glasgow
The Sandy Road Clinic incorporates some of 
the program elements for the Shattuck Cam-
pus. The openness of the street level promotes 
awareness of the health-related program in-
side. The oak cladding on upper floors blends 
with the zing siding, and features oak louvers 
on the south façade to help mitigate heat gain. 
Additionally, the project integrates well with sur-
rounding area by providing secure garden play 
spaces to the rear of the building.

Above: Sandy Road Clinic, Glasgow

Weld Hill Building, Arnold Arboretum
The Weld Hill Building, in the nearby Arnold Ar-
boretum was constructed in 2011. The exterior 
of the building makes extensive use of wood 
cladding and stone. This wood surface inte-
grates well with the surrounding wooded areas. 
The low, three-story building makes use of exist-
ing topography to reduce the overall impact of 
its height. It also features a long veranda which 
allows building occupants an opportunity to in-
teract with the surrounding arboretum setting.

Hebrew Senior Life, Dedham, MA
Hebrew Senior Life at NewBridge on the Charles 
touches on several key building design princi-
ples.
• The building is less than six stories in height.

• While it is a large structure, the building 
massing is broken up into bays with porches 
and other details, that along with the varia-
tions in roofline heights, serve to reduce the 
overall impact of size and provide interest.

• The building makes use of natural wood ma-
terials and has an earth-tone color palette 
that is compatible with the surrounding nat-
ural environment.

• Landscape paths and plantings are well de-
signed and help integrate the building with 
the surrounding natural environment.

Above: Hebrew Senior Life, Dedham,MA
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Community Input: Building Scale & Character

Like Change Add

• Use of local materials

• Effort to improve on current brick and 
pavement

• Limit height to 6 to 7 stories including 
parking

• More live trees

General Comment Themes:

• Take down Shattuck

• Reuse and improve an existing built environment

• Saying the right things regarding integration with Franklin 
Park and Olmsted history - the questions is will the results 
reflect that

• Contiguous with park but retain public health use of the 13 
acres with more green space than currently exists

• Emphasis on integration with park 

• Double supportive housing to around 200 units, if feasible

• Include education of children. Invite the Shattuck preschool 
back into this process and back to their old home. They 
are in a temporary, much smaller space. Bring in a small 
elementary school (70-100 students) into the plan.  Good 
for community building.  Kids are good for mental health.

During Community Meeting Three, participants weighed in on key themes developed through the planning process and 
responded with feedback about things they liked, ideas for change, and tems to be added.
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Community Input: Energy & Sustainability

Like Change Add

• Permeable surface

• Use of local materials

• High water efficiency

• Don’t trade off costs for sustainability

• Netzero energy

• NetZero a must

• Like NetZero

• Public good

• Require sustainable energy; local 
materials

• Reduce Green House Gas

• Amplify rainwater capture for  
gardening

• Consider City sustainability  
requirements

• Energy renewable

• Define sustainability metrics

• Use energy incentives

• Return site to parkland

• Relocate services to MBTA Arborway 
bus yard

• Green space

• Park sustainability

• More live trees

• Improve handicap access

• LEED certifiable

• High water efficiency

• Stormwater drainage

• Prevent impact on pond

• Buildings study

• Solar energy for transportation

• Living buildings

• Explore bio-mass

• Mattapan Nature Center is NetZero

• Buildings sustainable NetZero

• Electric vehicles

• Recycling models 

General Comment Themes:

• All buildings - renewable energy sourced, net zero car-
bon, passive house standard

• Involve Mass Chapters of the US Green Bldg. Council 
(or similar experts) to development specs for RFP

• Use life-cycle cost analysis

• Electric shuttle bus 

• Elimination of all fossil fuels

• Great that you list “NetZero design and operation goals” as a princi-
ple

• Sustainability, use of renewables, and net-zero should not be cut 

During Community Meeting Three, participants weighed in on key themes developed through the planning process and 
responded with feedback about things they liked, ideas for change, and tems to be added.
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Context

Energy and sustainability are key issues for fu-
ture redevelopment and reuse of the Shattuck 
Campus. The Commonwealth has developed 
Sustainable Development Principles to pro-
mote sustainability through integrated policies, 
programs, and investment addressing energy, 
housing, the environment, transportation, eco-
nomic development and Public Health at the 
Shattuck Campus. The State seeks to advance 
sustainability and equitable development in ac-
cordance with the Sustainable Development 
Principles and other policies in partnership with 
local governments, businesses and nonprofit 
organizations.

The Commonwealth’s sustainability policies 
seek to maximize energy efficiency, reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions, and reduce use of 
fossil fuels. Today, the Shattuck Campus is heat-
ed through a Campus or district-wide steam 
heat system powered by natural gas. In the fu-
ture, the goal is to maximize energy efficiency 
and use of renewable energy on the Shattuck 
Campus. Energy strategies could include dis-
trict energy as well as development of net zero 
buildings.

DESIGN GOAL: ENERGY                     
& SUSTAINABILITY

Renewable Energy

Renewable energy options for the Shattuck 
Campus include solar, photovoltaics and geo-
thermal. Renewable energy is being used in 
a wide range of settings from streetlights and 
housing to larger-scale offices and government 
buildings. District energy, microgrids, and re-
newables (solar and geothermal) are all strate-
gies that can be used to increase energy effi-
ciency and reliability. Use of renewable energy 
reduces the long-term cost of energy for pro-
grams and services on the Shattuck Campus, 
and reduces carbon emissions providing an 
overall benefit.
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Geothermal

Geothermal energy entails the use of a pump 
to draw heat from the ground. Pipes are laid in 
the soil and connect to a building; fluid circu-
lates in the pipes and absorbs the heat from 
the surrounding soils. The heat is then pulled 
from the pipe by an electric compressor and 
heat exchanger and distributed throughout the 
building. During the summer cooling season, 
the opposite process occurs.

The system pulls the heat out of the building 
and discharges it into the ground via the piping 
system. In addition to capturing heat from deep 
in the ground, with any significant extension of 
wastewater collection lines, there is an opportu-
nity to capture some of the waste heat generated 
as effluent and biosolids as they travel through 
the wastewater collection system. Some utilities 
and campus (or district) projects have started to 
capture this “waste heat” and use it as a source 
of energy. At minimum, the waste heat energy 
from the sewer collection system can be cap-
tured by a heat exchanger, which can be used 
to provide hot water to each building.

District energy is centrally generated and then 

• Incorporate energy-efficiency and 
natural lighting.

• Net Zero design and operation 
goal.

• Consider green roofs.

• Utilize ater efficient appliances and 
fixtures where possible.

• Use rainwater capture and reuse 
as appropriate.

• Consider xeriscaping to reduce 
water needs.

• Site lighting should incorporate 
dark sky best practices.

Implementation 
Considerations: Energy 
& Sustainability

shared amongst several buildings or even sev-
eral blocks of a designated neighborhood or 
district, often using renewable energy. District 
energy can include both heating and cooling.

Left: Diagram of Geothermal Energy
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Net Zero Buildings

A Net Zero Building is defined by the World 
Green Building Council (WorldGBC) as a build-
ing that is highly energy efficient and fully pow-
ered from on-site and/or off-site renewable 
energy sources. Net zero aims to not only use 
renewable energy but also reduce demand for 
energy and carbon-producing activities. The US 
Green Building Council (USGBC) which admin-
isters the Leadership in Energy and Environ-
mental Design (LEED) certification system has 
articulated a pathway to Net Zero energy, water 
and waste.

New construction design and activities that are 
key to reaching Net Zero per USGBC include 
providing storage and collection of recycla-
bles; optimization of energy performance; use 
of green power and carbon offsets; access to 
quality transit; outdoor and indoor water use re-
duction.

At minimum, energy saving products and ap-
pliances consistent with Executive Order 484 
should be utilized in the future development of 
the Shattuck Campus buildings and facilities. 
These products include but are not limited to 
low-flush toilets; water-reducing shower-heads; 
and water-conserving appliances. Water saving 
methods, such as capturing ground water run-
off and recycling gray water for irrigation, are 
beneficial. Xeriscaping, the use of native plants 
in the landscape, can help reduce water needs.

• In Net Zero Energy buildings more energy 
is produced by renewable sources, such 
as solar panels or geo-thermal, than con-
sumed.

• South-facing courtyards provide passive 
solar heating, reducing energy needs.

• Water conservation technology helps re-
duce water us- age 30%.

• Sustainable building products reduces car-
bon foot- print. Low-toxin materials improve 
indoor air quality and health.

Above: Z-Home, Issaquah, WA

Above: Z-Home, Issaquah, WA
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Dark Sky Best Practices

Dark Sky Best Practices aim to reduce light pol-
lution and protect the ability to see the night sky 
and stars. The International Dark Sky Associa-
tion is the lead organization addressing dark sky 
best practices and certifying dark sky places – 
parks, reserves, sanctuaries, and communities. 
The US National Park Service has identified a 
six-point approach to minimizing light pollution. 
The six points are:

1. Light only Where you need it;
2. Light only When you need it;
3. Shield lights and direct them downward;
4. Use lamps with warmer color light;
5. Use less light; and
6. Use the most energy efficient lamps and fix-

tures

Amber-colored lights emit longer-wave lengths 
which are more protective to the eyes and min-
imize sky brightness. Blue lights are more sus-
ceptible to insects.

Sustainable development requires a holistic ap-
proach so that future redevelopment and reuse 
of the Shattuck campus meets the needs of the 
present without compromising the ability of fu-
ture generations to meet their own needs -- the 
meaning of sustainability as defined by the Unit-
ed Nations World Commission on Environment 
and Development.

Solar

• Buildings built to a low-energy consumption 
standard reduce overall carbon footprint.

• “Sustainable model district” energy systems 
have lower operations costs and better en- 
ergy delivery.

 
• Solar is a viable renewable energy source 

for residential uses.

Above: Solar array on homes, Vauban, Germany.

Above: Solar array on homes, Vauban, Germany.
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Program and Service

To meet the identified public health needs at 
the intersection of health care and housing, the 
Commonwealth should identify and work with 
(a) private partner(s) to provide a continuum of 
health care services including behavioral health 
(substance use disorder and mental health) and 
primary care, permanent supportive housing, an 
emergency shelter and wrap-around supportive 
services, as well as open space development 
that supports the public health uses. The rec-
ommended person-centered model will build 
off and supplement the current services pro-

PROGRAM: SUPPORTIVE HOUSING & 
PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICES

Supportive Housing
Executive Office of 

Health and Human Services
SHATTUCK
CAMPUS PLANNING

Supportive Housing
Examples 
A program/ service model that reduces barriers to treatment, inte-
grates care within and across the health care and housing systems, 
and increases the housing supply (with a minimum of 75-100 units 
of permanent supportive housing).

Blackburn Center 
Portland, OR

Supportive Housing with Health Care Clinic & Pharmacy

Supportive and Affordable Housing + Emergency Shelter 

Arroyo Village 
Denver, CO

Conway Center 
Washington, DC 

Supportive Housing, Health Care & Job Training
Above: Blackburn Center with supportive housing and wrap around services; Portland, Oregon.

vided at the Shattuck Campus today by private 
provider organizations. The model presents an 
innovative opportunity to integrate housing into 
the care continuum and is responsive to trans-
formations in broader health care delivery sys-
tems, like the implementation of Accountable 
Care Organizations. Integration across primary 
care, behavioral health and housing services, 
as envisioned, may require both co-locating 
services and delivery system transformation by  
partner organizations. A private partner might 
propose a variation to this spectrum of integra-
tion.
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ple who suffer from complex medical, mental 
and addiction disabilities whose conditions 
are very challenging and expensive to manage 
when the person is homeless. Supportive hous-
ing provides these individuals with the stability 
they need to get treatment and other services 
to support them. Permanent supportive housing 
tenants live in leased, independent apartments 
or shared living arrangements that are integrat-
ed into the community. Tenants have access 
to a broad range of comprehensive communi-
ty-based services, including medical and mental 
health care, substance use disorder treatment, 
case management, vocational training, and life 
skills training. Housing First represents a shift 
toward “low-threshold” housing; by removing 
the barriers to housing, individuals are given an 
opportunity to deal with the complex health and 
life issues they face as tenants, understanding 
that not all people need the same services rath-
er than a prescribed, linear system of care.1 
There are several types of permanent support-
ive housing.

• Purpose-built or single-site housing: Apart-
ment buildings designed to primarily serve 
tenants who are formerly homeless or who 
have service needs, with the support ser-
vices typically available on site 

Above: La Casa Permanent Supportive Housing, 
Washington DC

Above: La Casa Permanent Supportive Housing, 
Washington DC

Among the services that might be provided on 
the Cam- pus are: Medication-Assisted Treat-
ment (MAT), including counseling, medical 
and referral services, outpatient counseling, 
comprehensive substance use disorder and 
co-occurring disorder care, urgent psychiat-
ric care, outpatient services including primary 
care, behavioral health, case management, 
community-based primary care and social ser-
vices in clinical setting or home care approach, 
supportive housing, emergency shelter beds, 
mixed-use/mixed-income housing. A future 
partner might suggest or provide additional ser-
vices not included here. A non-exhaustive list of 
those that may be complementary to the model 
described above include: vocational training, 
education/employment center, social center, 
spiritual center, community kitchen, wellness 
center, gardening, social enterprise space, or 
a food pantry. Further, the redevelopment pro-
vides an opportunity to leverage nearby orga-
nizations to forge innovative partnerships (e.g., 
job training and skill-building) that contribute to 
the continuum of services and programs avail-
able at the Campus.

Permanent  Supportive 
Housing
Permanent supportive housing (PSH) - also 
known as Housing First -- is targeted to peo-
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Bay Cove Human Services FamilyAid

Boston Housing Authority HEARTH

Boston Rescue Mission Heading Home

Boston Public Health Commission HomeStart

Bridge over Troubled Waters Kit Clark Senior Services

Casa Myrna Metro Housing Boston

Eliot Human Services Mass Housing and Shelter Alliance

New England Center and Home for Veterans Pine Street Inn

Project Hope St. Francis House

VA Boston Victory Programs

List of Boston Continuum of Care Providers

• Scattered-site housing: People who are no 
longer experiencing homelessness lease 
apartments in private market or general af-
fordable housing apartment buildings using 
rental subsidies. They can receive services 
from staff who can visit them in their homes 
as well as provide services in other settings.

• Unit set-asides: Affordable housing owners 
agree to lease a designated number or set 
of apartments to ten- ants who have exited 
homelessness or who have service needs, 

The Boston Continuum of Care was home 
to, on average, 39% of the state’s chronically 
homeless population between 2015 and 2017. 
Massachusetts has a persistent shortage of 
PSH beds needed to house its chronic home- 
less population.  The size of these shortages 
can vary from year-to-year and the shortfall 
poses a persistent obstacle for service provid-
ers and policymakers who seek to use PSH 
to serve the state’s chronically homeless pop-
ulation.3  The need for supportive housing for 
chronically homeless individuals, homeless 
families and people with mental health and 
substance use disorder in Eastern Massachu-
setts number 4,354 units and for Suffolk Coun-
ty 425 units.4 
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Of the total number of single adults with special 
needs and a disabling condition in the emer-
gency shelter system in Boston in 2015, 39% 
of them had a mental health condition and 35% 
had a substance use disorder.5  PSH is an im-
portant tool for addressing the high costs as-
sociated with the chronically homeless popula-
tion’s frequent use of emergency shelters and 
hospital emergency rooms, and for transitioning 
chronically homeless households out of shel-
ters and into stable long-term housing, such as 
a rent- ed apartment. A Blue Cross Blue Shield 
Foundation report estimates $11,000+ annual 
savings per person in public healthcare costs 
after chronically homeless adults move into 
supportive housing.6 
 

Of the 950 units of permanent supportive hous-
ing the city estimates it needs to end chronic 
homelessness in Boston, it estimates that 750 
will become available through strict targeting 
of vacancies of existing permanent supportive 
housing units by utilizing its Coordinated Ac-
cess System. Boston has a goal of developing 
200 new Permanent Supportive Housing units 
focusing primarily on permanent supportive 
housing that offers 24/7 on-site support for 
people with major barriers to stability. The units 
must be “low-barrier” in that the requirements to 
become a tenant must not screen out the very 
individuals who need such housing options, 
including people with criminal histories, poor 
credit, prior evictions, mental illness, and active 
substance use disorder, among other factors 
that prevent them from gaining access to main-
stream housing resources.

Above: Section drawing of Blackburn Center in Portland, Oregon, illustrating wrap around services. 

Endnotes
1 Massachusetts Housing and Shelter Alliance, https://www.mhsa.net/PSH
2 https://www.cbpp.org/research/housing/supportive-housing-helps-vulnerable-peo     
 ple-live-and-thrive-in-the-community
3 The Supply of Permanent Supportive Housing in Massachusetts: Comparing Availability to the Chronic   
 Homeless Population. Nicho- las Chiumenti. New England Public Policy Center and the Federal Reserve   
 Bank of Boston. Policy Report 18-2. September 2018.
4 Based on CSH 2016 Analysis. Updated to 2017 based on American Community Survey data, 5 year esti
 mates for 2016 and 2017. Prepared by Kathleen McCabe, AICP, McCabe Enterprises.
5 City of Boston’s Action Plan for Ending Homelessness, https://www.boston.gov/sites/default/files/docu
 ment-file-07-2017/ac- tion-plan-homelessness.pdf
6 Blue Cross Blue Shield of Massachusetts Foundation.
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Community Input: Program

Like Change Add

• Recommendations

• Doing well for community input

• More than 100 supportive housing units 
(it’s a large site)

• Return Shattuck site to Franklin Park 
land

• Relocate services to MBTA Arborway 
bus parcel

• Use MBTA Arborway bus yard for Shat-
tuck housing

• Return Shattuck to Franklin Park

• Don’t just focus on single individuals 
for supportive housing

• Adult care

• Career Center

• Health services for all

• Mix of demographics: transitional and 
long-term; education 

• Add a thoughtful thorough assessment

• Integrate the neighborhoods

• More units of transitional housing

• Family residential treatment

• Ground rules

• Sustainability

• Less housing

• Forest Hills neighborhood  
representation

• Childcare center

• More Q&A dialogue

• Services should be included

• Reclaim park

• Public housing

• No break in services during  
construction & transition

General Comment Themes:

• Working to help homeless population.

• Focus on desperately needed services to address opioid ep-

idemic and collateral consequences.  Integrating park space 

and housing for people w/ services.  Increase transportation 

access.

• Supportive housing-the challenge of trying to locate this 

throughout Boston is enormous & nearly universally opposed 

when zoning variations requested.  The most important piece 

of this proposal. 

• Flow with park, services for our neighbors, and homes for 

people

• Integration with park, 100 units of supportive housing - a 

must, and retention of existing health and counseling services

• Permanent supportive housing and a continuum of ser-

vices to get people to that point 

• Focus on integration of both people & spaces 

• Maintain services for vulnerable populations (medical and 

behavioral health diagnoses)

• Integration of services to clients.  Diverse voices.  Public 

health focus that seeks to address social determinants to 

health

• Family residential treatment

• Family spaces & ditto for children

• Not limiting focus to individuals who are homeless but an 

approach to family systems

• Chronic homelessness included in planning process

During Community Meeting Three, participants weighed in on key themes developed through the planning process and 
responded with feedback about things they liked, ideas for change, and tems to be added.
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Next Steps

The information provided in this Vision Plan will inform the next phases of redevelopment at the 
Shattuck Campus.

As we wrap up the planning process for the Shattuck Morton Street campus, EOHHS and DCAMM 
are beginning to work toward implementation through campus redevelopment. Below are some key 
points regarding the redevelopment process:

• The State envisions that redevelopment will take place under a long-term lease with a developer 
who will partner with a service provider to implement the campus vision. 

• The authority to enter into a long-term lease will come through a process overseen by the State 
Asset Management Board (AMB), a five-member body that is authorized to review projects and 
approve leases of up to 99 years. 

• The development team will be selected through an open and competitive RFP process.

• The AMB authorizes the long-term lease subject to a competitive RFP and developer selection 
process. The AMB review process takes approximately 6-8 months and includes opportunities 
for public input. Our current estimate is that the RFP will be issued no earlier than the end of 
2020.  

Once a developer has been selected, the redevelopment project will be subject to applicable local, 
State, and Federal permitting review, including public meetings with the community and interested 
parties.

MOVING FORWARD
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APPENDIX 1

CASE STUDIES:  
PUBLIC PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS 
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The integrated services model proposed 
for the Shattuck Campus at Morton Street 
is innovative. The planning team sought 
out comparable projects to review for pro-
gramming, financing, and other key infor-
mation.  A search for case studies result-
ed in two immediately relevant examples 
of integrated services models.  Additional-
ly, the planning team reviewed a broader 
group of Public Private Partnership (P3) 
case studies.  

Applicable Case Studies
Components of these two case studies illustrate the inte-
grative services model in projects that entail partnerships 
to provide new physical surroundings for a comprehensive 
and integrated model of services and supportive housing. 
Both examples entail extensive partnerships. They are the 
Blackburn Center in Portland, Oregon and the Conway 
Center in Washington, DC.

An additional three examples highlight the types of public 
private partnerships referenced in this discussion of P3s, 
namely the Centre for Addiction and Mental Health P3 
based in Toronto; the Michigan State University Biomedical 
Research Laboratory P3 in Grand Rapids; and the Mass 
Mental Health Center P3 in Boston. Over the next several 
pages, case studies of various public private partnerships 
are profiled. 

Of note: while there are elements of many of these case 
studies that are relevant, there is not one that is entirely 
comparable to the vision outlined for the Shattuck Campus. 
Implementing the Shattuck Campus vision will require an 
innovative approach to both development and the opera-
tion of services.

Public Private Partnerships
Public private partnerships, or P3s for short, are an alter-
native approach to procuring and financing projects such 
as facilities and infrastructure or providing services. Col-
laboration between government, and the private sector – 
both for-profits and nonprofits – has occurred throughout 
history, and is a common way to complete projects. In the 
past sixty years, the term public private partnerships has 
become popularized, as governments often facing dimin-
ishing resources have sought to leverage the assets and 
expertise of other sectors.

Private sector access to equity and private financial mark-
ers is often a major impetus for the public sector’s desire 
for a P3 relationship. P3 proponents cite the private sec-
tor’s ability to nimbly execute and implement as a key ad-
vantage. The private sector is also viewed as able to accel-
erate innovation and the use of technology.

The public sector also brings expertise and valued capac- 
ities to the table in a public private partnership. These in-
clude the public trust and the power to convene and bring 
diverse constituencies together. The public sector can also 
offer creative financing with bonding, tax credits, or lon-
ger-term financial commitments. Forging partnerships be-
tween the public and private sectors can capitalize on the 
assets and attributes of both the public and private sectors.

CASE STUDIES
Public Private Partnerships (P3)
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TYPES OF PUBLIC PRIVATE  
PARTNERSHIPS
Public private partnerships take a variety of forms based 
on one or more of five different project elements:  design; 
build; finance; operate; and maintain. The private sector 
can often take on one or more of these functions. Com-
mon roles are design-build; build-finance; design-build-fi-
nance-operate and maintain (DBFOM); and operate-main-
tain. In more traditional procurement approaches, the 
public sector procures each of these services separately 
and independently. In public-private partnerships, the ap-
plicable elements, such as design and construction or de-
sign, build, operate and maintain, may be bundled into a 
single procurement process.  

The models highlighted in the table below do not explicitly 
address leasing which is often the role of the private sector 
developer.  In some examples, the end user is the public 
sector partner, and sometimes the public sector is one of 
several end users.  Sometimes the public sector retains a 
right to review specific end users, or defines a category of 
users, e.g., income-eligible families for affordable housing 
or biomedical users.  

Identify 
Needs

Propose 
Solution

Project 
Design

Project 
Financing

Construction
Operations/ 
Maintenance

Ownership

Bid/ Build Public Sector Private Sector Public Sector

Design/ 
Build

Public Sector
Private 
Sector

Private Sector Public Sector

Design/ 
Build/ 
Finance

Public Sector Private Sector Public Sector

Design/ 
Build/ 
Finance/ 
Operate/ 
Maintain

Public Sector Private Sector
Public 
Sector

Different Approaches of Private Sector Engagement in P3 Agreements.

Source:  Adapted from:  Private Capital, Public Good by Sabel & Puentes. 
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Blackburn Center
PORTLAND, OR

The Blackburn Center is a newly constructed facility built 
and operated by Central City Concern of Portland, Ore-
gon featuring supportive housing, health care services, 
a pharmacy, employment services and a café under one 
roof.   Opening in 2019, the Blackburn Center focuses on 
recovery, mental health services, and primary care using 
an integrated services approach to health, wellness, and 
recovery focused on the whole person, along with case 
management.  

Several different types of housing are included in the 175 
residential units at the Blackburn Center.  These include 34 
units of permanent housing, 80 SROs – single room oc-
cupancy – units of supportive housing; 10 palliative care 
SROs; 19 recuperative care SROs; and 32 recuperative 
care beds.   

The Blackburn Center is a transit-oriented-development 
project, with a MAX station (Portland’s light rail service), 
across the street from the Blackburn Center, as well as sev-
eral bus lines.  In addition, 75 parking spaces are provided 
below ground on site.   

Central City Concern (CCC), a 501(c)3, has been serving 
the Portland community for the past 40 years serving sin-
gle adults and families addressing homelessness, poverty 
and addictions.  CCC was founded as the Burnside Con-
sortium, a partnership forged by the City of Portland and 
Multnomah County in 1979 to manage a National Institute 
of Alcoholism and Alcohol Abuse (NIAAA) public grant.  To-
day, CCC has a staff of over 800 persons with a $60 million 
budget serving over 13,000 individuals annually at multiple 
facilities.  

CCC is a federally qualified community health center oper-
ating in the City of Portland. It has been recognized by the 
US Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA) 
as a Health Center Quality Leader. CCC operates sever-
al (13+) health care/behavioral health, affordable housing 
and supportive housing facilities throughout the Portland 
region.  Central City Concern is the building owner, opera-
tor and developer of the Blackburn Center.  CCC has devel-
oped a continuum of services, affordable and supportive 
housing, and integrated health care and operates several 
social enterprises.  

Owner Central City Concern

Project 
Cost

$52 million

Size
117,000 SF
Land area: 0.71 Acre (30,805 SF)

Model Supportive Housing with Integrated Services 

Use
Supportive Housing, Health Care Clinic, Phar-
macy, Employment Services, Cafe

Status Opened May 2019

Exterior rendering of the Blackburn Center.
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Funding for the Blackburn Center comes from multiple 
sources, including two of particular note.  One is the Hous-
ing is Health Initiative with funds from six major health care 
operating systems in the Portland area. Additional funding 
is coming in part from a $285.4 million affordable hous-
ing bond approved by the voters of Portland with a goal of 
creating and preserving 1300 units of affordable housing 
throughout the City.  

The six competing health care systems made a $21.6 mil-
lion commitment to the Housing is Health Initiative, a part-
nership with Central City Concern. The health systems are:  
Adventist-Health Oregon ($1.5 million); Care Oregon ($4 
million); Kaiser Permanente Northwest ($4.0 million); Lega-
cy Health ($4.0 million); Oregon Health & Science Universi-
ty ($4.0 million); and Providence Health & Services-Oregon 
($4.0 million).  This initiative supports construction of 382 
new housing units at three different locations, including the 
Blackburn Center (formerly known as the Eastside Center).     

The origins of the innovative Housing is Health initiative 
originated with brainstorming to address Portland’s hous-
ing crisis, particularly the problems of homelessness by 
two key leaders with a long-time working relationship, in-
cluding the recently retired director of Central City Concern, 
Ed Blackburn, and the CEO of Legacy Health, Dr. George 
Brown.  They invited the CEOs of Oregon’s largest health-
care organizations to discuss what could be done.  Recog-
nizing the housing crisis in Portland, each made financial 
commitments.  

The policy framework established by the Affordable Care 
Act (ACA) which mandates providers undertake follow-up 
care on patient visits to maximize the chance of a positive 
outcome underpinned the Housing is Health Initiative.   The 
ACA provides funding for health care for at-risk individuals, 
an expense hospital systems previously assumed.  Many 
of the hospitals had undertaken Community Health Needs 
Assessments, which identified homelessness and housing 
availability as critical issues. In one assessment, homeless-
ness was identified by 67.6% of survey respondents as the 
issue with the largest impact on overall quality of life in the 
Portland area. 

In addition, to the pioneering investments from major health 
care systems for supportive housing and an integrative 
model of health, housing and services, and funds from the 
City’s affordable housing bond fund, CCC utilized $17.5 
million of New Market Tax Credits (NMTC).  The Blackburn 
Center’s NMTCs were an allocation from LIIF, the Low In-
come Investment Fund, based in San Francisco.  LIIF has a 
national orientation with a focus on programs and services 
helping people lift themselves from poverty.  

Governmental partners providing funding for the Blackburn 
Center include:  Portland Housing Bureau; Multnomah 
County; Oregon Housing and Community Services; Ore-
gon Health Authority; Metro (regional government); Energy 
Trust of Oregon and Multnomah County. Additional support 
was also obtained from a range of private foundations, 
businesses and individual contributors.  

The development of the Blackburn Center by CCC has been 
driven and informed by five guiding principles, which are:

1. Person Centered and Trauma Informed – We will design 
and deliver our services with a focus on what our custom-
ers want and need and within a framework that recognizes 
their personal history and current circumstances;

2. Integration and Innovation – We will design and deliver 
our services in an integrated and innovative manner that 
creates a seamless experience for our customers, reduc-
es hand-offs, eliminates redundancies, and enables us to 
effectively support the whole well-being of our customers;

Exterior rendering of the Blackburn Center.
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3. Partnership and Collaboration – We will focus on what 
we do best and leverage and be responsive to community 
partners to enable us to serve our customers in the most 
effective and efficient manner while meeting our commit-
ments to our partners; 

4. Diversity, Equity and Inclusion – We will design pro-
grams and hire staff to deliver services that are reflective 
of the populations and communities we serve, and we will 
create an environment that respects the diversity that our 
clients bring; 

5. Sustainability – We will design, deliver, and manage our 
services and assets in a manner that is operationally excel-
lent, financially sustainable, meets our fiduciary, regulatory, 
and compliance requirements and enables us to provide 
quality services to as many people as possible. 

The Blackburn Center was named after Central City Con-
cern’s long-time director, Ed Blackburn, who retired after 
twenty-five years of service in 2018.  

The Blackburn Center is the pacesetter example of an inte-
grative services model to address the needs of the chron-
ically homeless and persons with substance use disorders.  
It was developed by a single nonprofit developer. 

Diagram of co-located uses in the Blackburn Center.
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Conway Center
WASHINGTON, DC

So Others May Eat, SOME, is the lead organization for the 
Conway Center, a 320,000 SF building that opened in 2018 
with 182 units of supportive housing and a 37,000 SF (29 
rooms) community medical and dental center operated by 
Unity Health. The Conway Center is located on Benning 
Road across from the Metro station in northeast Washing-
ton, DC.  

So Others May Eat is an inter-faith, community-based or-
ganization founded in 1970 as a soup kitchen to address 
the needs of the homeless and poor in Washington, DC.  
SOME’s services can be defined by three pillars -- emer-
gency services, rebuilding, and stability programs.  This 
includes emergency food, clothing and shelter, affordable 
housing, job training, addiction services, counseling for the 
poor, elderly, and persons with mental illnesses.   Today, 
SOME is a leading community service organization serving 
10,000 people annually.  

SOME has an annual budget of $35 million, with 47% of its 
revenues stemming from contributions. To build the Con-
way Center, SOME organized a capital campaign Building 
Hope, chaired by the retired CEO, William E. Conway, of 
the Carlyle Group, a major private investment firm.    

The Conway Center features a range of supportive hous-
ing types, including 30 family units and 182 units for sin-
gle adult males -- 79 efficiency apartments and 73 Single 
Room Occupancy (SRO) units. Fifteen percent of all hous-
ing units are fully accessible. The Conway Center also in-
cludes employment and training facilities, an after school 
programming area, SOME’s administrative offices, and 
some limited retail space.  

Unity Health is the health and dental clinic operator.  Unity 
Health is a forty-year old health center with multiple sites 
throughout Washington DC, with an annual operating bud-
get of $100+ million.  Unity Health began in its early years 
as a program – Health Care for the Homeless, and then 
changed its name in 1987.  Unity Health is a federally -qual-
ified community health center.  

SOME, in addition to its capital campaign, secured financ-
ing for the Conway Center from a wide range of sources.  
The DC Housing Authority (DCHA) provided 20 Housing 
Choice Vouchers and 142 local rent subsidy vouchers.  The 

Owner So Others May Eat

Project 
Cost

$90.1 million

Size 320,000 SF

Model Supportive Housing with Integrated Services 

Use
Supportive housing, health center; employ-
ment training services and administrative 
offices for SOME

Status Open and operating

Partners
So Others May Eat (SOME)
Unity Health
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project involves $11.3 million of New Market Tax Credits 
(NMTC), plus Low Income Housing Tax Credits (LIHTC).    
LISC, the Local Initiatives Support Corporation, assisted 
with the LIHTC and provided a $275,000 grant. The DC 
Housing Production Trust Fund provided support, and the 
DC district government provided tax exempt bonds and 
a bridge loan for the housing finance. The project uses 
a HUD 221(d)(4) taxable mortgage. The Healthy Futures 
Fund provides $34.5 million of support for the Conway 
Center, in the form of project financing.  The Healthy Fu-
tures Fund is a collaboration of LISC, JP Morgan, and the 
Kresge Foundation.    

The Conway Center depicts a model with multiple non-prof-
it, service provides collaborating, with a lead non-profit de-
veloper – So Others May Eat – to provide an integrative 
services model and build a new facility including supportive 
housing.   SOME recruited a leading CEO to lead its capital 
campaign and make significant contributions. In addition, 
SOME tapped new sources of funding, such as the Healthy 
Futures Fund, along with the array of state and federal 
programs and tax credits. The services, development and 
fundraising models provide lessons for the future of the 
Shattuck Campus. 

Rendering showing the Conway Center’s green roof areas.Rendering of SOME’s Conway Center.
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Centre for Addiction and Mental Health 
TORONTO, ON

The Centre for Addiction and Mental Health (CAMH) is one 
of Canada’s premiere mental health research and addic-
tion services hospital spearheading innovations in patient 
care, research and education about mental health diseas-
es. CAMH serves over 37,000 distinct persons annually.  
Based in Toronto, CAMH has been undergoing a three-
phase redevelopment and expansion project on its 27-acre 
Queen Street campus, which has housed a mental health 
program since 1850.  

CAMH is a public hospital dedicated to addiction and men-
tal health services, affiliated with the University of Toronto.  
The Ontario Health Services Restructuring Committee, an 
independent provincial-appointed committee, requested 
CAMH address four key mental health care issues, namely 
quality of care, access to care, fragmentation of services, 
and stigma. This prompted an internal review and a more 
comprehensive approach resulting in a massive three-
phase building program which began with Phase 1A in 
2005.  CAMH’s expansion is part of Ontario’s BuildON pro-
gram of infrastructure and capital facilities upgrades, the 
largest in the history of the province.  

Phase 1A of CAMH’s redevelopment used a traditional 
approach to procurement, which occurred in 2005-2008.  
Phase 1B was completed in 2012 and utilized the alterna-
tive financing and procurement process entailing a public 
private partnership. Building upon the success of Phase 
1B, CAMH opted to use the P3 alternative financing and 
procurement process working with Infrastructure Ontario 
for Phase 1C.

During Phase 1C two buildings encompassing 655,000 SF 
on CAMH’s Queen Street campus are being built. Facili-
ties for 235 in-patient hospital beds, ambulatory care, the 
relocation of the emergency room for mental health ser-
vices to the Queens Street site, research and educational 
facilities, plus site improvements – restoration of a heritage 
wall, parks and green space improvements to off-set heat 
island effects, are under construction with a substantial 
completion anticipated in spring 2020. CAMH’s Phase 1C’s 
is planned to achieve a Leadership in Energy and Environ-
mental Design (LEED®) Gold certification.  

Owner
Centre for Addiction and Mental Health 
(CAMH)

Contract 
Value

$685,000,000 approximately

Size
655,000 SF – new construction of 2 buildings 
plus

Model Design, Build, Finance, & Maintain 

Use Mental Health Services, Research & Hospital

Status
Phase 1B is Completed, Open and Operating
Phase 1C is under construction opening in 
2020

Public 
Partners

Centre for Addiction and Mental Health 
(CAMH)
Infrastructure Ontario
Ontario Ministry of Health & Long-term Care

Private 
Partners

Plenary Health (CAMH 1C)
•  ENGIE Services.  (facility management);
•  PCL Investments Canada Inc. 
    (developer & constructor);  
•  Plenary Group (Canada) Ltd.  
    (developer & financial advisor);
•  Stantec Architecture Ltd. (design)
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Buildings are designed to be light, airy, secure and welcom-
ing for both patient and public spaces, as part of CAMH’s 
desire to reduce the stigma of mental illness.  Therapeutic 
art installations are included. Integration with the existing 
community is planned through street-level retail to draw 
residents and visitors into CAMH’s public spaces, while re-
specting patient privacy.

Phase 1B comprises three buildings and approximately 
440,000 SF, which opened in 2012.  A new addiction ser-
vices center with a community focus to support increased 
collaboration was built following demolition of the former 
administration building. A critical care building featuring 

an Intergenerational Patient and Family Wellness Resource 
Center, 110 beds for patients with complex mental illness-
es, and a culinary-grade training kitchen was constructed.  
An Energy Center with upgraded HVAC was developed and 
came on-line as part of phase 1B. The contract price of 
phase 1B was $293 million.  Infrastructure Ontario reports 
the estimated value for money for phase 1B to be $51.2 
million.   

As a part of the capital funding for the multi-phase expan-
sion project, the CAMH Foundation raised $200 million.  
There is a thirty-year agreement for the design, construction 
and maintenance of the Phase 1C with Plenary Health, the 

Phase 1C of the new Centre for Addiction and Mental Health (CAMH) – 
Queen Street view, Toronto.
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P3 lead private partner.  Payments to the P3 private partner, 
Plenary Health, include monthly payments for maintenance 
by CAMH.  

Infrastructure Ontario is a Crown agency, legislatively es-
tablished in 2011, with a board of directors, which reports 
to the Ontario Ministry of Infrastructure through its Chair of 
the Board.  Most Canadian provinces as well as the federal 
government have established dedicated offices with an ex-
pertise on alternative financing and procurement -- public 
private partnerships. Infrastructure Ontario has success-
fully procured and managed over one hundred major P3 
projects.  It has a track record of being 96 per cent on bud-

get to date for P3 projects, based on an external evaluator.  
Infrastructure Ontario has been named Agency of the Year 
for the Americas for three-consecutive years, 2016 to 2018, 
by Partnerships Bulletin, a UK publication.  

The CAMH case study illustrates a P3 with a private-devel-
oper consortium working successfully with a public partner 
to build a new urban campus for mental health services.  In 
this example, the private partner designs, builds, financ-
es and maintains the campus buildings. CAMH, the public 
partner, is the end user of all campus buildings and the 
mental health service provider. 

Model overlooking of CAMH’s planned improvements.
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Michigan State University’s Grand Rapids Innovation Park 
GRAND RAPIDS, MI

In December 2018, the Michigan State University (MSU) 
Board of Trustees authorized a Public Private Partnership 
(P3) agreement to build a 211,000 SF biomedical research 
facility and a 600-car parking garage at the Grand Rapids 
Innovation Park with Health Innovation Partners. This P3 
award represents the second phase of the Grand Rapids 
Innovation Park.  Health Innovation Partners was awarded 
a long-term ground lease for four acres with the right to 
develop a third building at a future date.    

The parking garage will be financed in part through a Tax 
Increment Financing (TIF) district. TIF in Michigan utilizes 
the aggregated incremental new tax revenues from the city 
and all other taxing districts. The land assembled by MSU 
has been vacant for more than three years.  The new Phase 
2 biomedical research building will be taxable, owned and 
managed by Health Innovation Partners.    

The University as part of its P3 agreement with Health In-
novation Partners, retains the right to review and approve 
all prospective tenants to sustain the focus on biomedical 
innovation and research.  MSU also retains naming rights 
to the building and Grand Rapids Innovation Park complex.  
MSU also agreed to lease some of the space in the Phase 
2 building.  

Health Innovation Partners is a joint venture with Rockland 
Construction Company, a local Grand Rapids construc-
tion company with experience in new construction and 
property management; Walsh Construction, a large-scale 
experienced P3 developer, builder and financier based in 
Chicago; and MB Real Estate, a real estate advisory, leas-
ing and property management firm, also headquartered in 
Chicago. 

Michigan State University (MSU) is one of two major land-
grant universities in the state. Grand Rapids is 75 miles 
west of East Lansing, the home of MSU.  

Three major research universities in Michigan, including 
Michigan State University, have been partnering to locate 
life science-related projects in the downtowns of Michi-
gan’s legacy cities, including Grand Rapids, to attract new 
residential and retail users in close proximity to the life sci-
ence investments. The joint initiative is known as the Uni-

Owner Michigan State University

Project 
Cost

Undisclosed

Size
211,000 SF building and 600 car parking 
garage

Model Build-Finance-Maintain and final design 

Use Biomedical Research and Health Delivery

Status
Awarded, with construction breaking ground in 
fall 2019, with 2021 opening

Public 
Partners

Michigan State University’s College of Human 
Medicine

Private 
Partners

Health Innovation Partners, a joint venture
•  Rockford Construction Company  
    (local firm, construction, property  
    management)
•  MB Real Estate (leasing)
•  Walsh Construction/ Walsh Investors  
   (construction, finance)

Grand Rapids Inno-
vation Park Campus 
Plan.
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versity Research Corridor.  To date, the three schools have 
invested $1.1 billion in new facilities throughout Michigan’s 
urban areas.

MSU acquired over seven acres of land and buildings in 
the Grand Rapids downtown area, close to the interstate 
interchange that has become the Grand Rapids Innovation 
Park.  Phase 1 began in 2013 with planning that resulted in 
the construction of a six-story 162,800 SF building by the 
University for research and development by MSU’s College 
of Human Medicine.  The first building opened in 2017 pro-
viding space for 44 health science research teams. 

At the time, MSU considered a public private partnership 
arrangement for Phase 1, but opted for traditional debt 
financing of the building. At the time, Grand Rapids and 
MSU received a state transportation grant for roadway 
improvements for the site, as well as a $1 million state of 
Michigan brownfields clean up grant. The university also 
received generous philanthropic support for the phase 1 
building from the DeVos Foundation ($10 million) which is 

based in Grand Rapids and another $5 million from Richard 
and Joan Secchia. Philanthropy supported at least 17% of 
the $88.1 million phase 1 project costs.      

The Phase 1 biomedical research building anchored the 
planned Grand Rapids Innovation Park, which is in close 
proximity to Grand Rapids’ largest employer, Spectrum 
Health. This area is known as Medical Mile.  

The MSU Grand Rapids Innovation Park case study illus-
trates a multi-phase P3 endeavor. In phase 2, the private 
sector consortium prepared the final design and construc-
tion documents, and built and financed the new building.  
The private partner is maintaining the building. They are 
also responsible for leasing and assembling different us-
er-occupants in addition to the public partner, the MSU Col-
lege of Human Medicine. 

Proposed Phase 2 
Building to be  
constructed by a 
Public Private  
Partnership for bio-
medical research.
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Massachusetts Mental Health Center
BOSTON, MA

The Commonwealth of Massachusetts owned and the 
Department of Mental Health (DMH) operated an approx-
imately 190,000 SF aging four-story brick building in need 
of serious repairs on a 2.61-acre parcel in the Longwood 
Medical Area of the City of Boston.  This building was home 
to a DMH- operated mental health services facility.  In 2004, 
the Commonwealth sought proposals inviting private de-
velopers to partner to redevelop this site and build new 
facilities for DMH services. The prospective offering gener-
ated extensive interest within the greater Boston real estate 
development community.  

Brigham and Women’s Hospital (BWH), part of the Partners 
HealthCare system, was the successful bidder in partner-
ship with Roxbury Tenants of Harvard Association (RTH).  
BWH was the primary developer and entered into a long-
term land lease with the Commonwealth for the DMH site.   

Brigham & Women’s Hospital (BWH), one of Boston’s lead-
ing hospitals, employing over 18,000 persons, is an abut-
ting property owner and highly desired the additional land 
to grow and expand in the LMA area where available land 
for buildings is scarce.  Brigham and Women’s Hospital 
and RTH had a previous history of collaboration.  RTH’s fo-
cus was on additional affordable housing for neighborhood 
families. RTH is a non-profit housing and human service 
organization founded by neighborhood residents in 1969.  
RTH was previously instrumental in developing the adja-
cent 13+ acre Mission Park development with 775 housing 
units, most of which are affordable.  

Redevelopment of the site occurred over several years and 
phases.  BWH, by agreement, was required to complete the 
new replacement space for Massachusetts Mental Health 
Center and the Fenwood Inn/ shelter, before starting con-
struction of any other facilities.  In Phase 1, BWH construct-
ed and financed two buildings – the Massachusetts Men-
tal Health Center (MMHC) and the Fenwood Inn/ shelter 
and supplied 50 parking spaces for Massachusetts Mental 
Health Center.  A new 56,540 GSF building was erected on 
12,311 SF lot on Binney Street owned by BWH for Massa-
chusetts Mental Health Center.  It opened in late 2011.   

Owner
Commonwealth of Massachusetts – MA De-
partment of Mental Health

Size
Phase 1:  76,640 SF
Phase 2:  383,000 SF 
Phase 3:  182,500 sf of housing

Use

Phase 1:  Mental health services facility and 
parking, and Fernwood Inn
Phase 2:  Bio-medical research facility with 
clinics, and innovation hub
Phase 3:  Affordable housing, child care center

Status Operational and occupied

Public 
Partners

Massachusetts Department of Mental Health

Private 
Partners

Partners, Brigham & Women’s Hospital
Roxbury Tenants of Harvard

Mass Mental Health Center in the early 21st century at the time 
of the redevelopment RFP.  
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The Fenwood Inn/Shelter is an approximately 21,268 SF 
building constructed and financed by BWH on land leased 
from the Commonwealth for 95 years. The Fenwood Inn 
opened in new quarters in November 2011, at the same 
time as the new Massachusetts Mental Health Center.  The 
Fenwood Inn is a short-term residential program for pa-
tients needing support from mental health services.

The Massachusetts Mental Health Center provides out-
patient mental health services. The new building includes 
space for DMH administration, clinic and counseling ser-
vices.  

BWH is responsible for maintaining the Massachusetts 
Mental Health Center building. DMH reimburses BWH 
for maintenance and property management expenses. A 
unique feature of the development deal between the Com-
monwealth and Brigham & Women’s Hospital was the cre-
ation and funding of an expendable trust for the Massa-
chusetts Mental Health Center with initial funding of $2.1 

million from BWH.  The intent of the expendable trust is for 
DMH expenses related to the Massachusetts Mental Health 
Center project. 

The second phase of development focused on the private 
development by Brigham & Women’s Hospital.  It began 
with BWH demolishing the old Massachusetts Mental 
health Center buildings and remediating the entire site.  
The state incurred no costs related to demolition or clean-
up of the site.   

Clearing the site enabled BWH to build a new 383,000 SF 
(approximate) transformative medicine building focused 
on research and clinical services, along with a 408-space 
underground parking garage on leased land from the Com-
monwealth. The Hale Transformative Medicine building is 
a LEED Gold certified building which opened in 2016.  In-
novative features include a 40,000 gallon cistern to cap-
ture and recycle stormwater, parking for electric cars with 
charging stations, and bicycles. The nearby co-generation 
plant produces stream heat for the Hale Transformative 
Medicine Building. 

Redevelopment site 
plan by phase for Mass 
Mental site. 
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The third phase involved the development of the 182,500 SF 
(approximate) building known as Riverway Mosaic on the 
corner of the Riverway, Brookline Avenue, and Fenwood in 
Boston by Roxbury Tenants Association of Harvard (RTH).  
The RTH development features mixed income housing, in-
cluding 42 market rate ownership units, 43 affordable home 
ownership units, and 60 affordable rental housing units for 
a total of 145 units.  The complex also includes a day care 
center and outdoor children’s playground serving residents 
and LMA-area workers.   

Each of the three housing types (market-rate home own-
ership; affordable home ownership; and affordable rental 
housing) within the Riverway Mosaic building were sepa-
rately financed.  Funding for the affordable components 
of Riverway Mosaic entailed a $2 million Linkage payment 
from BWH’s new building.  Linkage fees are legally re-
quired exaction fees levied by the City of Boston to mitigate 
the impacts of large-scale development.  Boston collects a 
housing linkage fee and a jobs linkage fee from projects.      

Other sources of funding for the affordable housing com-
ponents include the City of Boston’s Department of Neigh-

borhood Development ($3 million); the Neighborhood Jobs 
Trust ($1 million); MA Housing Partnership ($2.1 million); 
LIHTC; and Boston Community Capital.  

All three phases of the redevelopment of the Massachu-
setts Mental Health Center site in the Longwood Medical 
Area of Boston were completed in 2017 when the Riverway 
Mosaic project became fully occupied.  

The Massachusetts Mental Health Center case study illus-
trates a complex, multi-phase P3 development deal.  The 
phases are inter-dependent.  All phases were essential for 
achieving the financing and necessary project economics 
and the desired community benefits.  This case study high-
lights how the public user, the Commonwealth, worked with 
a private partner, Brigham & Women’s Hospital, and a com-
munity-based organization with a successful development 
track record, Roxbury Tenants of Harvard, over a decade to 
realize the vision.  

ABOVE LEFT: The New Mass Mental Health Center building. 

ABOVE:  The New Fenwood Inn on Binney Street.

LEFT: Playground at Riverway Mosaic residential building.
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Case Study Findings

The Blackburn Center and Conway Center models demon-
strate that an integrative services model with supportive 
housing, while innovative, can be constructed and suc-
cessfully operated, often with partners, for the benefit of 
persons who are chronically homeless or suffering from 
substance use issues.  Both the Blackburn and Conway 
Center conducted high-profile, robust capital campaigns 
which were essential for success. In addition, they tapped 
an extensive range of state and federal programs for fund-
ing and tax credits.  

The private sector partner as discussed in the previous case 
studies can be an individual firm, either private or nonprofit, 
that invests, builds, operates and manages facilities with 
and for the public sector.  Or, the private sector partner can 
be a consortium of private firms, each contributing their 
specialty, be it management, construction, design, energy, 
leasing, or building operations and maintenance.  

The P3 case studies highlight different roles of the public 
and private sectors as to the end user of all or a portion 
of the building or campus. In the Centre for Addiction and 
Mental Health (CAMH) case study, the public sector, CAMH, 
is the sole user and occupant of the new campus.  In the 
first phase of both the Michigan State University (MSU) and 
Mass Mental Health Center case studies, the end user is 
the public sector.  

The MSU case study entails development of an urban cam-
pus with multiple buildings.  While the first phase building is 
occupied solely by MSU, the second building is multi-ten-
anted.  The private partner is responsible for leasing with 
tenants from the target audience of biomedical research. 
MSU in the P3 agreement has retained the right to review 
and approve all prospective tenants so that building main-
tains its biomedical research focus. 

The Mass Mental Health Center case study is a three-phase 
project.  In the second phase, the private partner – Brigham 
& Women’s Hospital – is the private partner and sole end 
user.  In the third phase, Roxbury-Tenants-of-Harvard func-
tion as the developer and lessor of affordable housing and 
commercial space for childcare, and the seller of condo-
minium units, both market-rate and affordable homeown-
ership. 

In the Blackburn Center and Conway Center models, Cen-
tral City Concern and So Others May Eat (SOME) assumed 
responsibility for leasing affordable supportive housing 
units.  Central City Concern retained a real estate agent to 
lease space to a café operator within the Blackburn Center. 

All the case studies illustrate how partnership is a key to 
success, including providing facilities and services for be-
havioral health and the chronically homeless.
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Public Private

Conventional

Public offers individual contracts for design and 
construction; public operation and maintenance; 
public financing.

Different private companies win contracts for 
individual project stages.

Design-Build

Public offers a single contract for design and 
construction.  

Operation and maintenance remain public respon-
sibility.  

Financing by public sector. 

Single company (or single private consortium) 
responsible for project from design through con-
struction.

Design-Build-Operate-Maintain 

(DBOM)

Public offers a single contract for the design, con-
struction, operation and maintenance.  

Financing by public sector.

Private company (or single private consortium) 
responsible for the project from design through 
construction through operation and maintenance.

Design-Build-Finance-Operate- 

Maintain (DBFOM)

Public offers a single contract for the design, con-
struction, operation and maintenance.

Private company (or single private consortium) 
responsible for the project from design through 
construction through operation and maintenance; 
with private financing for a fixed number of years.

Private Ownership

Public sells asset to private entity. Private company responsible for all stages of proj-
ect indefinitely; may be subject to regulations.

Overview of Public and Private Sector Roles.  

Source:  Bi-Partisan Policy Center with some adaptations.
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APPENDIX 2

SHATTUCK CAMPUS 
REFERENCE PLANS
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S U R V E Y  O F  S H AT T U C K  C A M P U S  ( 1949 )



S H AT T U C K  C A M P U S  U T I L I T Y  P L A N  ( U N DAT E D )



S E C T I O N  T I T L E  —  A L L  T E X T

S H AT T U C K  C A M P U S  -  E L E C T R I C A L  S Y S T E M S  U P G R A D E  ( 1997 )



P E R S O N N E L  B U I L D I N G  S I T E  P L A N  -  P R I O R  TO  D E M O L I T I O N  ( 2017 )



S E C T I O N  T I T L E  —  A L L  T E X T

S I T E  P L A N  -  PA R K I N G  A R E A  ( 2017 )
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A P P E N D I X  3

C I TAT I O N S
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7.  Provide Transportation Choice
Maintain and expand transportation options that maximize mobility, reduce congestion, conserve fuel and 
improve air quality. Prioritize rail, bus, boat, rapid and surface transit, shared-vehicle and shared-ride services, 
bicycling, and walking. Invest strategically in existing and new passenger and freight transportation 
infrastructure that supports sound economic development consistent with smart growth objectives.

2. Advance Equity
Promote equitable sharing of the benefits and burdens of development.  Provide technical and strategic support 
for inclusive community planning and decision making to ensure social, economic, and environmental justice.  
Ensure that the interests of future generations are not compromised by today's decisions.

3. Make Efficient Decisions
Make regulatory and permitting processes for development clear, predictable, 
coordinated, and timely in accordance with smart growth and environmental 
stewardship.

4. Protect Land and Ecosystems 
Protect and restore environmentally sensitive lands, natural resources, agricultural lands, critical habitats, 
wetlands and water resources, and cultural and historic landscapes.  Increase the quantity, quality and 
accessibility of open spaces and recreational opportunities.

5. Use Natural Resources Wisely
Construct and promote developments, buildings, and infrastructure that conserve natural resources 
by reducing waste and pollution through efficient use of land, energy, water, and materials.

6. Expand Housing Opportunities 
Support the construction and rehabilitation of homes to meet the needs of people of all abilities, 
income levels, and household types.  Build homes near jobs, transit, and where services are available. 
Foster the development of housing, particularly multifamily and smaller single-family homes, in a 
way that is compatible with a community's character and vision and with providing new housing 
choices for people of all means.

1. Concentrate Development and Mix Uses 
Support the revitalization of city and town centers and neighborhoods by promoting development 
that is compact, conserves land, protects historic resources, and integrates uses. Encourage 
remediation and reuse of existing sites, structures, and infrastructure rather than new construction 
in undeveloped areas. Create pedestrian friendly districts and neighborhoods that mix 
commercial, civic, cultural, educational, and recreational activities with open spaces and homes.

10. Plan Regionally
Support the development and implementation of local and regional, state and interstate plans that 
have broad public support and are consistent with these principles.  Foster development projects, 
land and water conservation, transportation and housing that have a regional or multi-community 
benefit.  Consider the long-term costs and benefits to the Commonwealth.

9. Promote Clean Energy
Maximize energy efficiency and renewable energy opportunities. Support energy conservation 
strategies, local clean power generation, distributed generation technologies, and innovative industries.  
Reduce greenhouse gas emissions and consumption of fossil fuels.

8. Increase Job and Business Opportunities
Attract businesses and jobs to locations near housing, infrastructure, and transportation options.  
Promote economic development in industry clusters.  Expand access to education, training, and 
entrepreneurial opportunities.  Support the growth of local businesses, including sustainable natural 
resource-based businesses, such as agriculture, forestry, clean energy technology, and fisheries.

Sustainable Development Principles
The Commonwealth of Massachusetts shall care for the built and natural environment by promoting sustainable development 

through integrated energy and environment, housing and economic development, transportation and other policies, programs, 
investments, and regulations.  The Commonwealth will encourage the coordination and cooperation of all agencies, invest public 

funds wisely in smart growth and equitable development, give priority to investments that will deliver good jobs and good wages,
transit access, housing, and open space, in accordance with the following sustainable development principles.  Furthermore, the 

Commonwealth shall seek to advance these principles in partnership with regional and municipal governments, non-profit 
organizations, business, and other stakeholders.






